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MORE THAN
ONE VTA

MR -80 Tuner

McIntosh

EXCLUSIVE
REVIEW:

PHONO
CARTRIDGE
OUTPUT
NETWORK

Convey tional ka

has paper cone.

.

Blow into a ázoo and what o
you hear? A buzzing noise you'd

expect from a toy that costs about
fifty cents. But just as the paper
cone in a conventional kazoo creates a buzzing noise, the paper cone
in most conventional speakers
creates distortion.
The reason'? Paper cones flex.
As they alter their shape, they alter

your music.

Pioneer's HP speakers have
cones made of Polymer Graphite
instead of paper. This amazing
material reduces speaker distortion up to three -fold. Which
means instead of listening to your
speakers you can listen to a lot
more of your music.
What's more Polymer Graphite
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Pioneer's
eaker has
polymer graphite
cone.

Conventio
speaker has paper
cone.
is lightweight and non -resonant.
So it doesn't add any of its awn
sound to your music.
So why buy a conventional
paper speaker and limit your system's high fidelity, when you can

buy a Pioneer IPM Polymer
Graphite speaker and improve it.

CD PIONEER"
We bring it back alive.

Pioneer H PM Polymer Graphite.
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THE QUIET REVOLUTION
IN RECORD CARE
The newest in Record Care P-ograms from
one of the oldest names in audio.

Picker ng cartricges have bid an outstandng twofold repu-ation-excellence in sound
along with protection of record longevity
-hrough exact tracking tolerances, low
tracking weight and careful stylus design.
A natural extension of this concern is
in the field of record care itself.
Pickering introduces RC4 eco-d
Cleaner together with a companion Stylus Cleaning Kit to
provide the ultimate in
modern record protection.
RC4 removes mícrodust par -

tides without add ng residual noise - even reducina surface noise of mint
new recordings. The
Stylus Cleaning Kir adds
assurance that your stylus always delivers to its

maximum capability.
RC4 together with the
Pickering Stylus
Cleaning Kit. Corn -
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Micro -Acoustics System II phono cartridges. The only cartridges capable
of automatically matching themseiies to any high fidelity system. Their
built-in microcircuc bra ns are so fast and so accurate, they duplicate in
your home the performance measured in our laboratory.
But "brains" is only the begining why
System II is such an inbfigent investment.t. Because
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it's more than a new carr-idge design-it's a

whole new technology? Hear the -cif erence
for yourself at your Micrc-Acoustics dealer.
Micro -Acoustics Carp., 8 Westchester
System II
Plaza, Elmsford, NY 10523.
The Stereo Cartridge. Reinvented.
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Technics linear -tracking turntable.
Program it to play any cut. In any order. Even upside down.
Once aga n, Te= -nits makes n.rrtable history with the introduction of the world's first programmable linear -tracking
turntable. The irect-d-ive SL -i5 does what no other turntable can: Autcrnatical'y plays the record selections you want
w.th zero tracking errcr, and skips the ones you don't.
The 9.-15's microcomputer lnd infrared optical sensor
let you play up to 10 cr.ts per s de, in any order. Just press
the program keys in the order of the selections you want to
hear. And with the repeat button, the SL -15 can repeat the
entire program or any selection.
The fact is. the SL -15 will pe -form virtually any turntable

function, automatically. It selects the record size and speed,
finds the lead-in groove and begins playback at the touch of
a button. And it does it more accurately than you can.
More proof of the SL -15's accuracy is its quartz-lozked,
direct -drive motor and dynamically -balanced, linear -tracking
tonearm. In addition to tracking perfectly, the SL -15 plays a
record as accurately upside down as it does right side up.
Technics also offers other linear -tracking turntables, including our famous SL -10 and our new SL -7. But whichever turntable you choose, all prove when it comes to linear tracking, Technics is a cut above the rest.

Technics
The science of sound

Enter No. 25 on Reader Service Card
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

Against a snag, no modern
cartridge is proof .... One
touch of knitted wool and the
snag would be complete.
I've had my fingers into my hi-fi system again, to hook up and de -hook
still more LP disc playback equipment - it's hard to keep up these days.
Some people have objected that I condemn the LP by touting the day when a
true all -digital disc, or several, will take
over the field. Wrong! Wrong if they read
me carefully. I have lived with LP for its
whole life and I respect it, past, present

and future - whatever this last may
bring. That future has certainly NOT
stopped unfolding, as anybody can
plainly see and hear. So now for Installment Two, after a fashion, following my
account in January of Sony's PS -X75
"biotracer" turntable.

Yes, human fingers are a lot better
than remote control buttons when it
comes to landing an LP stylus precisely
on the quiet grooves between LP bands.
But in other respects our thankless digitals are being asked to do a great deal in
a negative way by the competing international manufacturers. Namely, to keep
out of trouble. The damage that even a
slightly unwary finger, or thumb, or even
a human arm or sleeve can do today is
appalling. should know. Are your finI

gers bulkier and clumsier each year?
That's the way it feels. I get the shaking
palsy just looking at a new cartridge me, I'm supposed to install THAT? And I
can't even see the point, with 20-20 vision.

As far as I can tell, my professional
colleagues on this magazine, bless
them, seem never to make finger -faux -

pas the way I do. Not if you read them,
anyhow. I've figured out how they do it.
Specially designed mechanical fingers,
controlled by micro -circuits. What else?
You put them on like surgical gloves.
These fingers, postulate, must be of
I

spring steel, delicately tuned to a micrometer's breadth, tipped with iridium
curved to a Shibata, with fingernails of
nude diamond, the better to grasp. You
don't make ANY mistakes with that kind
of finger. Joints of sputtered silver, babbitted and lubed with silicon, powered by
tendons of braided niobium sheathed in
Teflon for precision movement. Some
fingers! Maybe I'd do better if had a
I

6

pair. As it is, if I ever wrote an Equipment
Profile, it might go like this, in.excerpt:

".. On the left, the bias is controlled
by a three -position toggle switch - oh oh, there it goes. Fell right off in my
hand. Must have tweaked it too hard."
Or: "The cartridge was lowered carefully to the record surface and EEEK a one -inch scratch was seen to appear
across the grooves at an angle of 93 degrees. This produced a peak reading of
+87 dB at a frequency of 33.33 occurrences per minute, +1 percent, -Y2 percent."
Or

even:

"The phono stylus of

stressed nubidium alloy was examined
closely for tolerances. Oddly, two-thirds
of the stylus bar was unaccounted for.
However, the segment which proved visible easily exceeded manufacturer's
specs."
No, only the people whose ordinary
digits are no more precise than Neanderthal's could expect to run into that sort of
testing trouble. Me.

So - to business, and all praise to
my colleagues who do not write as per

tossed the little package quickly to my
intelligent neighbor along with another
brand-new table. I can't use more than
one table at a time, after all, and these
two would match, both of them state of
today's art. Within a day, this guy called

me back in distress. "Hey," said he,
"why does this new cartridge skip
grooves all over the place? My old one
didn't." "WHAT," said I, "impossible!
That thing should track anything, including a quarter -inch vertical warp."

"Well," he said, "I put it right into my

old table and -." "YOUR table! You
mean that thing you've had for 22 years
already?"

"It works," he said. "So why not?
Your new cartridge is just lousy, that's
all. It won't track. Even at 21/2 grams."

"Good Lord, man," I shouted, as my
fever went up two degrees. "Please,"
I

said, "the NEW table. And two and a
half grams - get that thing out of there
and put it in the new table or I'm ruined!
Repeat, the NEW table. And let's hope
there's no damage. New cartridge, new
table. They match. Get it? You CANNOT

above. Today's account is of a quite fab-

use a new high -quality cartridge in a

ulous new cartridge, as maybe you

table as old as that one, with its big, fat
heavyweight arm and semi -rigid bearings. This thing is delicate, man! You've
set up hideous strains on it, you've got
horrible resonances. That is, as the cartridge sees them. If you want a cartridge
for that table, I've got a batch of them in

could begin to guess. particularly had
asked to try it because it is different in
rather fundamental respects. The unit arrived just as I came down with digitalis
(see February), followed, alas, by periI

carditis, which is no fun at all. So
Illustration: Kurt Vargo
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MORE MUSIC.
LESS NOISE.
MORE MACHINE.
SANSUI.
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111I.
Noise is a thief. It robs you of the quality of music you are e
tit ea to hear f-om c -ine cassette deck, On the right is a picture
,,,t,out SDSF
of a tilde o- dynamic diskirtion krown as modulation noise. It
make; music sound g-ittl, whether the sound is loud or soft What-he.se spec um d lye
traces show, a^d ya_r own ears will confirm, is that Sansurs new D-55CM cassette deck, vii n
with SDSF
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D-550 M

its exclusive (pat. pe -)d rg)
Dyna- Scraae Filter, r=du.Des modulation noise ay as much as
reduction
1CcB! That rep-esentr, a sartling audible difference and a profo..
in this most pervasive of tape noises. Until now, scrape filters were found only in professional
reel to reel tape decks. Now Sansui has ingeniously engineered this valuable technology
into a truly affordable cassette deck.
The D -550M is a 3 -head machine with full IC logic control. It has a frequency response
from 25-21,000Hz (± 3dB, metal tape); user adjustable bias cent -al; 2 -motor drive that
reduces wow and f'!After to a miniscule 0.035% (WRMS); plus slate -of -the -art heads and
electronics that improves s gnat to noise ratio to 70dB (with Dolby-BTM').
And if it is logical for cur top -of -the -line D -550M to have fu I IC logic, then it is logical fo
our more modestly priced D -300M to have it as wel;. In fact, much of Sansui's advanced
technolagv that's :n our most costly models is also found across
the entire Sansui .ine. Indeed, our lowest priced cassette deck,
SANSUI
the D -95M, like the D -550M, D -350M and D -300M, has metal
CASSETTE DEC

tape capability,
D -95M

More music, less noise. More machine. Better value. That's
what Sansui cassette
decks are all about.
Come see the full

line now at your local
Sansui dealer.

D -550M

Metal -Tape Compct
D -350M

Metal -Tape Compc
D -300M

Metal -Tape Compatible
D -95M

) 9®

Metal -Tape Compatible
'D -95M available in
silver only. All other
models in silver or Plop

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Lyndrtunit New Jersey 07071 Gardena, as 90247
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan

In Canaba: Electronic Distributors
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Realism.
ALLISON:ONE® loudspeakers were used by

Diversified Science
Labs in reviewing nine

"audiophile discs."
The reviews were
published in a special
section of the Winter,
1980 issue of Stereo
magazine. Here are
some excerpts:
"Stereo imaging has
excellent width and
depth and is rock

stable.... What we
heard was as real a piano as we have ever heard

on a recording.... percussion is crisp and clean
and even the triangle stands out clearly in the
presence of the full orchestra. Brass is excellent
in all registers: cellos and basses are clearly
defined.... Undoubtedly, this is one of the
most sonically thrilling recordings we've ever
heard.... super -solid kick drum, magnificent
transients, scintillating cymbals.... contains
a truly perfect transcription of the sound of a
bass drum.... The imaging, dynamics, and
accuracy are so perfect that the three musicians
seem to be performing in your living room."
These words are from record reviews. But the
sounds described were not created by the records alone: they had to be reproduced by loudspeakers before the reviewers could hear them
and judge their realism.

The loudspeakers were Allison One systems,
with the Electronic Subwoofer" to extend response flat to 20 Hz.
One reason why Allison® systems reproduce
original sounds so accurately is that they have
flat bass power response in real rooms. Conventional loudspeaker systems are affected by
reflections from room surfaces; Allison Room Matched® design avoids these effects. A series
of technical papers on the room -boundary
problem and its solution is available, along with
our catalog and other literature, free on request.

my museum and any one will do a fine
job, an optimum job. But lube things up
a bit, first, will ya? That arm of yours
sticks."
For once, this man was meek. Brains,
yes, but no experience, like entirely too

met him way back. I still have a quadruple array of his loudspeakers, one of the
earliest units to cope with the problems
of forward -beaming highs and the cavity
resonances set up by drivers mounted

many of our consumers today. He'll

mostly were. We have many innovators
in our business but only a few, like Arnold Schwartz (like Edgar Villchur, like
Ray Dolby, like S. Marantz), are the sort
whose products work, reliably, predictably, uneccentridally, practically, for all
their differences. My strong feeling was
that any new cartridge from A. Schwartz

learn. So the new cartridge and the new

table were returned to me, each repacked circumspectly in its own box. No
apparent damage, and breathed the
well-known sigh of relief. tend to be
reckless on that score.
When I got back home from a rest
cure, my friend came right over, all apoI

I

Could he help me install the new cartridge? COULD he! I gave what passed
for a faint whoop of joy. His fingers are

big but he has patience.

I

ALLISON
ACOUSTICS
Seven Tech Circle/ Natick, MA 01760, U.S.A.

For literature and information call (800) 225-4791
In MA (617) 237-2670, or send coupon.

Name

asperated. In short order, I was listening

to the finest cartridge sound I have yet
experienced. I was quite sure the sound
was, indeed, in the cartridge, because
with some foresight I had put away that
other new table (later, later) and inserted
the thing into my Sony, the PS -X75, al-

ready familiar to me. One variable at a
time, please. No change in my entire setup except the change of cartridge.
My state of bliss lasted several days,
and you have been reading this for any

City

State

tics (there are three in the line,
from fancy to ultra -fancy) is no
less than bewildering in the extent of its
innovations. It has no business working
at all, with so many "departures" from
the delicately tuned experience of years
in this touchy design art! And yet -. For

instance, a lightweight body made of
carbon - yes, carbon. Carbon fibre, to
be exact. An entirely new coupling system, direct from stylus bar to the pair of
electrets via a twin -pivot dual -bearing

"resolver" - new word to me - and a

number of pages. So I will now name

whole galaxy of new dampers, iridium platinum axial, dynamic feedback, and

names. The Micro -Acoustics System II is
the cartridge and it is remarkable, per-

even if you know cartridges. And that

haps unique, on a number of scores most immediately, that it is not a magnetic. Neither moving coil, moving iron,
variable R, or any other. It works by di-

which automatically matches the unit to
any combination of cable capacitance
and preamp phono input, within one-half
a percent. Moreover, it claims to be "the
lightest, fastest cartridge ever," with the
smallest stylus ever seen and a jewel

more. Not like anything you've seen,
'stylus bar, made of rigid beryllium and
said to be 60 percent lower in mass than

"conventional aluminum stylus bars" take your choice. I believe that. As I say,
I have seen that stylus bar, though barely. You have to catch it with the light just
right.

I'll stop with the quoted technicalities
since this is not an engineering report.
Frankly,
was a bit unsure whether
could plunge right back into my record
I

I

reviewing with this unusual cartridge, just

playing music as I had been doing with
do
its worthy predecessors. Thanks,
I

point that is virtually invisible.

not want trouble. No eccentricities.

I

I went to the early press introduction
for this cartridge last summer and was
immediately impressed by these and a
wealth of other quite astonishing innova-

have work enough to do, just listening.

I

tions, even though at that point there
wasn't much of anything in the way of
sound. Some knowing readers will already surmise that this is the latest product of one of our most inventive minds,
Arnold Schwartz, whose Micro -Point cutting styli are used everywhere in the

business. "Arnie," as he is informally

Address

This System II from Micro -Acous-

just get ex-

tra black boxes, transformers, etc. ($50 CASH REBATE on The Electronic Subwoofer until May 1, 1981)

should be worth a try, no matter how
zany.

logies.

rect -coupled electrets, and it includes inside the ultra -light body of the cartridge a
tiny micro -circuit adapter - no more exTHE ELECTRONIC SUBWOOFER: $290.

inside cutout boards, as the old ones

known, was once at CBS Labs, where I

forget the cartridge - it's the sonic
product that matters.
Unless you are an inveterate testing testing type, whose life moves from one
comparison to another, you would eventually feel the same way. Let's go! Let's
play music.
And so I did. Not only was I instantly

impressed by a kind of liquid, velvety
smoothness of sound but it happened (it
usually does with me) that the first record
I put on the Sony table was warped. An

AUDIO/MARCH 1981
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How to get 50% more sound
without turning up the volume.
There's a whole range of sound in a live
performance that you never hear from your
stereo system. And it's not a question of turning up the volume.
The problem is in the records you play.
When recording engineers master a record, they electronically eliminate up to half
the music. They literally compress the sound
to make it "fit" on the vinyl record.
Fortunately, there's one solution to the

problem: dbx Dynamic Range Expanders.
A dbx Dynamic Range Expander in your
system restores most of the lost music. And it
reduces annoying record surface noise by as
much as 20 dB. So instead of a compressed
50 or 60 dB of dynamic range, you get a full
75 to 90 dB. The loud passages begin to thunder. The softs are truly subtle. All your music
comes to life.
A dbx Dynamic Range
Expander restores the music
dynamics that were lost in
the recording process giving you up to 50% more
sound. The technology is
based on a technique originally developed by dbx
for professional recording
studios.

And you can use a dbx Dynamic Range
Expander not only with your records, but also
with tapes and FM broadcasts.
Visit your authorized dbx retailer for a
demonstration of the 1BX, 2BX and 3BX

Dynamic Range Expanders. Then select the
model that's best for your system.
Because there's a lot more to music than
has been reaching your ears.
dbx, Inc., 71 Chapel St., Newton, MA
02195 U.S.A. Tel. (617) 964-3210. Telex 92-2522.

Distributed throughout Canada by BSR
(CANADA) Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.

dbx

Making good sound better

3 WAND DYNAMIC RANO/ EXOANOER
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up -bulge on one side, maybe a quarter
inch off the rubber mat. At one-half gram
the new cartridge, even so, played most
of the music, skipping lightly into the air
(the Sony is a good arm, definitely) for
part of each turn. At one gram all but the
outer inch of the record played without
blemish. At 11/4 grams even the outer
edge tracked, without distortion or skipping.

Now that is impressive! And a hasty
trial of some other warped monstrosities
(I have a few) only proved the point. The
tiny beryllium stylus just gracefully bends
up and down, the ultra -light cartridge
body easily displaces itself and, you
might say, the ultra -modern Sony arm

(you do need that) is happily surprised

The denouement was simple enough.

and cooperates perfectly.
Not only good sound but, to my grow-

I've set the background and you may

ing surprise, a sort of background silence that had me baffled. The "surface
noise" seemed lower, disc for disc, than

would ever have expected, knowing
these records pretty well. In fact, after
put aside my usual surface awhile,
noise ratings until I could probe this welcome change. really didn't know how
later phoned Arnold
to rate. When
Schwartz I mentioned this; silence from
him. He may also have been surprised
but more likely he meant, whaddya expect? Of course! Being modest, he let
I

I

I

I

silence tell its own story.

-

=. s .. r- ms xr

._.

mom ..,

w:N=:a.

guess what happened. On the third day,
I finished up one last record review, playing the music as I wrote about it (my usual procedure) and then allowed the Sony
to put the stylus to bed via its automatic

off. Arm goes up, linear motor
moves arm over to rest. Arm sinks to
shut
rest.

Next day I had other business, now
being on the road to recovery, and on
the fifth day got back to my typewriter,
turned on my system and put another
record under the plastic cover and onto
the Sony table. After a few seconds a
skittery noise came forth, shreds of faint
music as the arm skated over the surface. Zero point pressure? Remember,
this is adjustable in the new tables by an
outside knob, even while the record is
playing. I checked - it was set at one

%

gram. With foreboding, I took the arm's
headshell off and looked. Then just to be
sure, pulled out the removable stylus
I

Real -Time Spectrum Bar- Graph Auto-Scan-Alyzer, $449.
You can dramatically improve your system

through fast, accurate and continuous analy-

Your stereo component system can sound

assembly.

Yes, a segment of beryllium bar was
about one-half. It had snapped
cleanly, right in the middle. The half with
the diamond had, of course, vanished.
Now that stylus system had been tested by a drop of several inches without
damage. It simply bows, bends compli-

even better when you add-on a performance -

left,

fine stereo component system"

antly into the housing - as it had with
the warped record. Did this one break

engineered Equalizer, Analyzer, Preamplifier
Frequency Analyzer. The Auto -Scan -Ana- or Amplifier from Soundcraftsmen. Separate
lyzer also provides 0.1dB Read -Out patent - add-on components, made in the U.S., and
pending circuitry, a Bar -Graph of each indi- designed specifically to improve and enhance
vidual octave or Full Bar -Graph Display, plus your already fine stereo component system.
Variable -Rate octave -by -octave Automatic Our slogan has always been, and remains,
Sweep Scanning, both visually and aurally. "guaranteed to improve and enhance any
sis with this new State -of -the -Art Real -Time

off, then, of its own accord due to some
internal defect or stress? Possible. Improbable.

MUCH more likely is what Arnold
Schwartz calls a snag. Against a snag,
no modern stylus is proof and especially
this ultra -tiny one. Snag? Well, the Sony
armrest is near its turntable and the arm
sits on it like a feather. True, the Sony's

f Si
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3 STATE-OF-THE-ART
PREAMPS, $399 to $699

7 CLASS H AMPS, 125w TO

VARIABLE CARTRIDGE LOADING 50 to 800 PF.
Variable 47k/100 ohm Phono Impedance INPUTS for
MOST MOVING COIL Cartridges Four Mono Phono

The new CLASS "H" ANALOG logic Vari-Portional®
circuit AUTO -CROWBAR protection circuit Input
level controls Adjustable range meters Main and
remote speaker selection Clipping indicators 250
watts RMS minimum p/c 20-20KHz @ 8 ohms Less

Preamplifiers ±20 dB phono Level Adjustment
Two External Processing Loops Three-way Tape Dub-

750w, from $549 to $1099

bing Two Amplified Headphone Outputs Front

than 0.1% THD T.I.M. BETTER THAN 0.02%

Panel Tape Inputs & Outputs PHONO S/N: -97dB
THD 0.01% SP 4002 Preamp-Equalizer $699.

NON -LIMITED output assures crisp clean peaks
S/N-105dB 7 Amplifier models, from $549.

The Equalizer you buy should have all 10 of these features:
Real -Time Frequency Analyzer Test
Record Computone-Chart Memory
System Two Zero- Gain controls

EQ Tape Record Tape Monitor
EQ defeat ± 16/12dB octave gain
S/N- 105dB THD 0.010/o
Cabinet included

=

$24900

AIM

\yHrs

S

EQUAL

b

river

FREE! 16 -page Full -Color Brochure
Includes TEST REPORTS, complete specifications. Class "H" amplifier
REPORT, EQ COMPARISON CHART, and the "WHYS & HOWS" of equalization-an easy -to -understand explanation of the relationship of acoustics to
your environment. Also contains many unique IDEAS on "How the Sound craftsmen Equalizer can measurably enhance your listening pleasures."
"How typical room problems can be eliminated by Equalization:' And a
10 -POINT "DO-IT-YOURSELF" EQ evaluation checklist so you can FIND OUT

mechanism ingeniously prevents the
stylus from ever touching the rubber mat

or the "floor" below. But what about a
human arm, with a wool sweater and
cuff, inserted under the dust cover to
place a record on the table? One .tiny
touch of that knitted wool and the snag
would be complete. I would never even
feel it. That's my theory, anyhow, and I
cannot blame Micro -Acoustics or Sony.

So it goes today. We must live with
our new and perhaps delicate technology, not only fingers but human arms and
even sleeves. One wrong move and disaster. And don't think your cartridge is
immune, whatever the brand.
They're sending me a new stylus assembly and I have every intention of using the Micro -Acoustics System II once
more, with absolutely enormous caution.
Meanwhile, if you run into an equipment
report on this cartridge, look to see
whether the testing engineer ran into any
snags. He might have, at that. Though
A
he should know better.

FOR YOURSELF WHAT ED CAN DO FOR YOU!

SEND $6.00 FOR EQUALIZER -EVALUATION KIT: 1-12" LP TEST RECORD.
1 SET OF COMPUTONE CHARTS, 1 COMPARISON CONNECTOR CABLE, AND
1 INSTRUCTION FOLDER.

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN INC., 2200 So. Ritchey, Santa Ana, CA 92705 CANADA E.S. Gould Marketing, Montreal H4T 1E5
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Will you still respect your speakers
in the morning?

Sure, they sounded great last night.
But the real test of a speaker system is
the morning after.

Will your speakers sweeten your morning coffee with Vivaldi, or will they make
you wish you'd never turned your stereo
on?

quirements. This same technology, not
surprisingly, produces some of the finest
speaker systems available for home use.
The new ADS L730, for example, is a
direct outgrowth of ADS' continuing involvement in digital recording technology.
An unusual combination of extended fre-

Do your speakers make you glad

quency range, uncanny sonic accuracy,
razor-sharp stereo imaging and trueto-life dynamic range, the L730 delivers
untiring musical performance. Although
the system is capable of shaking walls
with

clean, undistorted sound, you'll
appreciate it most on those mornings
when quality counts more than quantity.

The L730 is only one of many ADS

you're alive, or do they only serve to remind you of last night's excesses?

speakers,

Some speakers are impressive when
played loudly. But a truly great speaker is
equally, if not more, impressive at low listening levels. "Loud" is desirable at times,

will be happy to help you select the model
which best suits your purposes. For more

all

meticulously

engineered

and superbly crafted. Your ADS dealer

information and the name of the ADS
dealer nearest you, please write ADS,

but a speaker to be lived with must do

Dept.

much more.

AU24,

or call 1-800-824-7888

(California 1-800-852-7777) toll free and
ask for Operator 483.

For years, and without fanfare, ADS has

been building monitor speaker systems
for some of the most demanding sound
engineers in the music industry. ADS
technology is uniquely able to accommo-

date their diverse and challenging

ADS

re-

Audio for the
critically demanding

Analog & Digital Systems. Inc., One Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887 (617) 658-5100
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TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Speed Traps

the user to employ basically different

Q. I do a considerable amount of dubbing, using two Dolby -equipped tape recorders. I am concerned about converting a prerecorded tape from 33/4 ips to

kinds of tapes (such as ferric oxide

ips. When transferring at different
speeds, am I losing quality, and if so is
there any way to compensate? - Dan

amount of audio signal fed to the record

Karsch, New York, N.Y.

Roast Deck
Q. On a warm day the cassette well of
my deck may heat up to 105 degrees. Is
this harmful? William Madlener, Chica-

7Y

A. If you are going upward in speed,
there should be very little, if any, loss in
quality when dubbing with good equipment and proper procedures. For playback of the tape to be dubbed, use the
quieter of the two machines, because
playback noise is usually more of a problem than recording noise.
If the tape to be dubbed is not Dolby-

ized, the input signal to the recording

SERIES III

+ COMPATIBILITY
Series Ill and I IIS precision pick-up
arms are suitable for all cartridges
having 1" fixing centres, weighing not
more than 12 grams and requiring a
tracking force not higher than 2.5
grams. They are adaptable to suit the
mass and compliance of the
cartridge, which may employ a
moving coil, moving iron, moving
magnet or any other generating
principle.
Series Ill arms are true low mass
designs with headroom to increase
effective mass as desired whereas
with high mass arms reduction is
generally impracticable.
We shall be pleased to send you
information sheet No. 24 which tells
you how to adjust effective mass to
suit your cartridge. It could make all
the difference to your listening.
B

r

The best pick-up arm
in the world
Write to Dept 1461 , SME Limited,
Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY, England
Exclusive distributors for the U.S:
Shure Brothers Incorporated,
222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston,
Illinois 60204
and in Canada:
A. C. Simmonds and Sons Ltd,
975 Dillingham Road, Pickering,
Ontario, L1W 3B2

versus chromium dioxide); this switch
may change not only the bias but also

the record equalization and even the
head.

go, Ill.
A. Electronic equipment is usually
rated to work properly up to a temperature of about 140 degrees, so don't
I

think that 105 degrees is anything to
worry about.

machine should go through the Dolby recording process but the playback signal
should not. If the tape to be dubbed is

As Above, So Below
Q. I am going to buy an open -reel

Dolbyized, the Dolby mode should be

decks have the drive capstan above the
pinch roller, while others have the capstan below the roller. Which way is bet-

used both for playback and recording.

Not -Talking Heads
Q. In the record mode, my deck intermittently ceases recording so that only
previous material is played back. Are the
erase and record heads at fault? - Jerry Farrar, Long Beach, Cal.
A. I doubt this. Rather, it seems that
the oscillator may be intermittently cutting or shorting out. A component in the
oscillator circuit may be responsible, or

there may be a break or short in the
leads from the oscillator to the record
head. You probably need the help of a
competent service technician to locate
and cure the trouble.

What's Your EQ?
Q. Why do most cassette recorder
manufacturers use record equalization
and bias, while a few use playback
equalization, and some use both record
and playback equalization and bias? Mel Muracka, Honolulu, Hawaii
A.

All

tape machines use record

equalization and bias in recording, and
playback equalization in playback. In
playback they use the same equalization, conforming to an industry standard.
However, machines may differ in their
amount of recording equalization and
bias, depending on the tape for which
the machine is intended and the manufacturer's ideas on the optimum combination of low distortion, low noise, and
extended treble response. Most cassette
machines provide a switch which allows

tape deck. The problem is that some

ter? - Jerry Ubels, New Westminster,
B.C., Canada
A. I doubt that it makes any significant

difference whether the drive capstan is
above or below the pinch roller. Ability of
the deck to drive the tape with minimum
wow and flutter and at steady speed de-

pends on other factors, such as the
guide system, use of a flywheel, tension
arms, flutter wheel, nature and quality of
the motor, etc.

Bottoms Up
O. have read that cassettes should
be stacked end up rather than flat. If
they are stored end up, then the weight
of the tape will press on a single point,
I

whereas if a cassette is stored flat, each
turn of tape will rest on its edge so that
the weight is distributed uniformly.
Which method is correct? - G. Kornfilt,
Istanbul, Turkey

A. The recommendation to stack tape

end up is usually made by tape manufacturers. Flat storage tends to damage
the edge of the tape, apparently leading
to serious problems more easily than if
the tape is stored on its end. If tape is
fairly tightly wound, end -up storage is
not likely to be harmful.

Q

If you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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AFTER 500 PLAYS OUR HIGH FIDELITY
TAPE STILL DELIVERS HIGH FIDELITY.

If your old favorites don't sound as good as they used to, the problem
could be your recording tape.
Some tapes show their age more than others. And when a tape ages
prematurely, the music on it does too.
What can happen is, the oxide particles that are bound onto tape
loosen and fall off, taking some of your music with them.
At Maxell, we've developed a binding process that helps to prevent
this. When oxide particles are bound onto our tape, they stay put. And
so does your music.
So even after a Maxell recording is 500 plays
old, you'll swear it's not a play over five.

Moved Co-poronoc. of Americo, 60 Oxford Drive. Moonochie, N.J. 07074.
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IT5 WORTH IT

AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Speakers Stacked Against Him
I have a pair of stacked speakers,

Q.

one for each channel, and the sound
produced by this arrangement is always
good. The sound is not as loud, however, with all speakers operating as when
either the A or B set of speakers oper-

ates alone. Why is this? -Jerry H. Ervin, Flint, Mich.
A. I believe the reason for the loss of
volume when both sets of speakers are
operating is that the two speakers within
each stack are out of phase.

To correct this, take one stack of
speakers and reverse the common and
hot leads of one of the speakers in the

stack. Then go to the other stack and
repeat. This process should produce the
desired volume increase.
If

Digitally mastered and audiophile recordings have added
an exciting new dimension to
the state of the audio art.
Sonus cartridges are exceptionally well -suited to realize
the full sonic potential of
these new recording techniques.
This is especially true of the
new Sonus Dimension 5. Its
unique phase -coherent, integrated, stylus construction
enhances still further the
exceptional purity and integrity of reproduction found
throughout the Sonus range
of high compliance cartridges.
We believe upgrading your
system by replacing your
present cartridge with a
Sonus will provide the greatest improvement in sound
quality per dollar.
The finer your records the
greater the difference a Sonus
will make.

Btr1us=
Sonic Research, Inc., 27 Sugar Hollow Rd
Danbury, CT 06810 (203) 792-8822

the loss of volume is now even

greater, and includes a loss of bass response, you'll have to replace all connections as they were initially. In this
case, it's probable that a volume loss
was intentionally designed into your amplifier to provide a means of safeguard-

technician told me that this $50,000
worth of equipment is necessary to
achieve the best sound available!
I flatly disagree. High -end home audio

offers much cleaner, more transparent
reproduction at a fraction of the price.
There seems to be much more technology offered in this area, too.
Who is correct regarding accuracy in

the reproduction of music? - Steve
Grossman, Middletown, N.Y.
A. You and the sound technician are

both right! Home entertainment equipment will reproduce sound about as accurately as anyone could measure. This
is not necessarily the aim of the rock
group that you were discussing, because the group is not reproducing anything; it is creating something. The fact
that some of today's music is created
electronically is not the issue. The group

is creating something which you, with
your home system, must be capable of
later reproducing.

Each rock group wants a sound
which gives its music a specific characthis

ing the unit from overloads.

to

use speakers which have rather severe

Leaving Single Switches On
Q. I have a Heathkit Audio Control
Center, and all of my components are
plugged into it. When I turn the control
center on, this automatically turns everything on. Is there any harm in leaving all

the power switches in the "on" position?-Dan Tremaine, Sandusky, Ohio

coloration - even without other electronic coloring. This coloration, or distortion if you like, is enhanced by the use of
equalizers and other devices. (One form
of distortion is that of frequency re-

sponse, as produced by an equalizer.
Other kinds of distortion are perhaps
more obvious, involving changes in the

A. If the power used by all the equipment does not exceed the ratings for the
power switching in your control center,
you can safely leave all equipment

envelope of the waveforms, the fuzz guitar and the ring modulator being typical
examples of this.)

turned on and use that single switch in
the control center to turn the system on

their particular sound, they must perform
their music in large spaces. Equipment

and off.

used for home entertainment probably

In the case of a tape recorder which
may not be frequently used, it may be
better to keep it turned off, because
many tape recorders are designed so
that their motors turn all the time once

could not fill such large halls or carry well

Once rock groups have established

in

open-air concerts. Achievement of

good sound at concerts requires a large

of

number of speakers with amplifiers to
power them so that the audience will
hear the music at the intensity the per-

whether or not they are pulling tape.
Since this adds wear to the motor, it

formers feel is correct.
Some additional equipment is needed

should be avoided if possible.

just to enable the performers to hear

Rock vs. Home Sound Equipment:
Watts the Verdict?

themselves on stage. Problems involving
the performers hearing themselves can
be very significant and difficult to solve ál

power

Q.

is

applied - regardless

I recently got into a heated discus-

sion with a sound technician working
with a popular rock group. The group
uses a dozen or more 200 -watt amplifiers, along with expanders and equalizers, feeding into several speakers. The

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1515 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10036.
All

letters are answered. Please enclose a

stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Owners of Crown audio components think of Crown as a "caring"
company. Here are unsolicited comments discovered on returned
warranty questionnaires from just ten such owners.
" I am very pleased with your
interest in myself and my needs.
Usually companies don't care
after they have received their
sales commission. Crown
certainly has a fine product as
well as unequalled business
approach and attitude."
Norfolk, VA

"Thank you for your concern."
Wichita, KS

"Crown International treats
its customers with a professionalism found nowhere else in
the industry. I simply can't be
complimentary enough."
Rogers, AR

"Your company is doing what
very few people care to do anymore: make a quality product
at a competitive price, and set
up a line of communication."
Hatfield, PA

like your concept of not trying
to put every possible function
on a piece, but doing it so that
you can gradually add on."
Phoenixville, PA
I

" I really enjoy being associated
with Crown and its products."
Cleveland, OH

"Your concern for owner, as
shown by letter communication
is commendable."
Pacific Palisades, CA

We work hard to be a caring company, not just because
it makes good business sense, but because it's much more
fun to relate to our customers as whole human beings,
not just as purchasers of our products.
Our customers apparently think so, too. If you'd like to
find out what there is about Crown and our products to
inspire such feelings, we'd like to send you the Crown
Information Package. It's a collection of over 70 pages of
specifications, technical papers on audio problems written
by Crown engineers, brochures detailing the features

" I am impressed with Crown
International as a class oper-

ation with concern for its
customers after the sale."
Garland, TX

" I'm pleased to be affiliated with
Crown thru my purchase. The
professionalism displayed by
your company is overwhelming."
Toledo, OH
I have called the Crown
factory on several occasions
and have always been more
than satisfied with the courtesy
and information given."
Atlanta, GA

and operation of Crown components, reviews from leading audio publications, prices of Crown equipment and
names of nearby dealers.
Send us your check or money order for three dollars along
with the coupon. It's guaranteed to satisfy your desire for
Crown information. Money -back guaranteed! Your Crown
dealer can provide this information free. Check the reader
service card, and we'll send you names of Crown dealers
in your area.

crown..
Innovation. High technology. American. That's Crown.
CROWN, 1718 W. Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46517 Here's my three dollars. Please send the Crown Information Package.
Na're
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= It sounds
If; like music.

DEAR EDITOR

5 Interface:C Series II
N is the fulfillment of
our six -year association with optimally
vented speakers based
on the theories of

A.N.Thiele- speaker

®

designs first introduced
by Electro -Voice in 1973.

0

day because of playing time per disc
side. long for a changer that will play

A Letter -Perfect System

The Interface:C offers
you a unique combination
of high efficiency and
high power capacity - the
only way to accurately
reproduce the 120+ dB
peak sound pressure
levels found in some
types of live music.

Dear Editor:

The SuperpomeTM
tweeter, an E -V exclusive,
and the VMRTM vented

izer, indoor antenna from BIC and an

illimmidrange driver, the first

to apply optimally vented
design to mid frequenkmcies, ensure your music

is reproduced without
the coloration normally
found in other high efficiency drivers. An
honest 30 Hz low end
totally eliminates the
need for expensive sub woofer assemblies.
whidWhen you spend $1,000

for a speaker system.
get your money's worth.
Audition the Interface:C
Series II at your nearest
Interface dealer. If you
want a speaker that
sounds like music, the
-Interface:C Series II is
the one you'll buy.

Ey Elecfrol/oice'
a gultnn cornpary

S00 Ceci Street, Buchanan. Michigan 49107

I

Looking through the Annual Equiphave
ment Directory (Oct., 1980),
I

come up with the following system: APT
amplifier, AGI preamp, NAD tuner, STD
turntable, ADC tonearm, AKG cartridge,

ESS speakers, and an SAE cassette

both sides of a record so I can listen to a
symphony or an opera without having to
stand up at the end of the first few movements to turn the disc over.
Let's campaign for a modern, LP -capable Capehart. With the great advance

ADS signal delay.
The system will be marketed under the

in modern electronics it shouldn't be at
all difficult to redesign it for long-playing
records. This would be a "super marvel" - and I would be the first in line to

APTAGINADSTDADCAKGESSSAE-

buy one.

deck using DAK tape. Add a GLI equal-

DAKGLIBICADS (Ap-tagi nad-stad

Carlos Diaz -Granados, V
Miami, Florida

cag-ess say-dak gli-bicads) label.
Sid Lee
Big Sur, Cal.

Change Platters and Dance
Dear Editor:
In November,

Audio brought me
something I've been waiting years to
see: A beautiful write-up of the great
Capehart record changer. I always wondered why no high-fidelity magazine had

ever spotlighted this "mechanical marvel," as you justly call it.
I owned one of these Capeharts in the
1940s and later purchased another one
built into an RCA Victor Model QU8 con-

sole, which was an improvement over
the Capehart in that it used a magnetic
cartridge and had a screw -type recorder
surpassing the Presto professional systems of that era.
The Lincoln Series 50 record changer
(which I owned up to 1956) was another

"marvel."

It

was manufactured and

marketed by Lincoln Engineering Co., of
St. Louis, Mo., until they sold it to Fisher.

After that it dropped out of sight. Although it wasn't as trustworthy as the
Capehart, if well cared for it did its job
nicely. Also, the Lincoln 50 played both
sides of all modern records, including
45s, 78s and LPs.
I haven't been able to figure out why
some enterprising manufacturer has never copied the Capehart and modernized
it to handle LPs. I know it "would cost
too much to make," as you state, but I
know it would sell. How many turntables
are there on the market now that cost

$700.00 on up - and their only specialty is that they will play in a preselect-

ed groove. In fact, just read about a
$15,000 turntable that doesn't even do
I

that!

have never accepted the argument
that a record changer is not desirable toI

Nordine on the Air
Dear Editor:
I have always enjoyed your magazine

for the good equipment reviews, history,
new products, Prof. Lirpa, features and
the like. However, I do have a little gripe

concerning the time it takes before an
album gets reviewed, be it good or bad.
Specifically the Ken Nordine review
the alalready
(Nov. '80, pg.
bum, Stare with Your Ears, for close to a
year before I saw your review. Nordineites can be fanatics.

After mentioning the Word Jazz albums and his recent commercials, nothing was said about what he's been doing
lately. He has his own half-hour show,
Monday through Friday, on Public Radio
(in this area, WBEZ, Chicago). The con-

tent of this program quite often transcends his latest album, and his audience is legion. Why else would Rita
Jacobs Willens of the Midnight Special
recommend his program on one of her
rival stations (WBEZ vs. WFMT)? Why
else would Studs Terkel have Ken for a
guest?

Gripes excluded, Audio is one of the
best magazines on the stands, one to
which I shall always subscribe.
Bruce G. Goetzinger
Racine, Wisc.

Errata
The prices shown in our October issue on page 125 for The Classic Trumpet Concerti of Haydn & Hummel
(Delos Digital Master Series DMS -3001)
and The Sound of Trumpets (Delos
DMS -3002) were incorrect. The price for
each of these records is $17.98.

In "Construct an Indoor/Outdoor FM
Antenna" (January, 1981) Figs. 4 and 5
were transposed.
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NEW HIGHS. The 500ID defines hard -to -get high frequencies because it comes with a cantilever that doesn't easily distort them.
It's boron -vapor hardened to track under "G" -forces that
would buckle ordinary cantilevers.
NEW FIDELITY. In addition to hearing more highs you're
going to hear less noise from a 500ID.
There's nothing complex about the benefits of Samarium Cobalt magnets. They are simply less massive and higher in
output than conventional ones.
So, if we had to give a reason for our signal-to-noise ratio
being better than most, it's because the materials we use are
better than most.
NEW TECHNOLOGY. Because the 500ID features Empire's
inertially damped tuned stylus system, its performance is consistent-even when the capacitance varies from one system to
the next.
Which means, the performance we monitor in our lab is the
performance you're likely to hear at home.

NEW SECURITY. Empire's two-year limited warranty is
365 days longer than the one-year limited warranty offered by
many other manufacturers.
An extra year in no uncertain terms.
NEW SOUND. The Empire 500ID. You're an arm's length
away from a new listening experience.

EVERYONE WHO WANTS
THEIR OLD SYSTEM TO SOUND LIKE NEW,
RAISE YOUR ARM.

WIFE

There's a new sound
system.
waiting in
Enter No.

9 on taLlel Service Card
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Single -play vs. multiplay:
the argument is over.

PmIIISeries

BSR is proud to put an end to the seemingly endless
debate over what style of turntable is the "correct"
turntable- single -play or multiplay.

Introducing the BSR Pro Ill Seriesthe third generation of turntables.

pro Ill Series turntables are designed to play up to three
records. The decreased height and weight of the record
stack allows for a much more precise vertical tracking
angle and overall turntable performance.

Digital readouts.

The BSR Pro Ill Series combines the precision and
accuracy of the finest single -play and the ease and
versatility of a multiplay. At a price well within the range
of both.

BSR Pro Ill Series turntables have a multifunction
digital display, allowing you to determine both
quartz -locked and variable turntable speed, elapsed time,
stylus time and exact turntable leveling.

The tonearm-a story in itself.

Lateral cueing.

This may be the finest tonearm ever offered on a
multiplay turntable. It has an extremely low mass carbon
fiber head shell, designed to be used with today's finest
low -mass cartridges and measures an impressive 237mm
from pivot to stylus. And, its sleek, rapier -straight line will
give you unerring tracking performance.

Two motors are better than one.
The BSR Pro Ill Series 300 and 200 models feature
a direct response FG Belt Drive turntable v°ith a
quartz -locked control system that references the speed of
the motor to that of the turntable. Additionally, there is an
independent servomotor that drives the tonearm only
during_cycle changes. This unique two -motor design
eliminates complicated cams, trip switches, etc.-all of
which can interfere with optimum turntable performance.

Independent tonearm and
turntable suspension.
BSR Pro Ill Series turntables utilize a floating
suspension system to isolate both the turntable and the
tonearm. Mounted together on a separate subplate,
independent of base, cover and controls, this eliminates
most causes of vibration and acoustic feed>>ack.

Three record umbrella spindle
short and sweet.
Unlike traditional six -record multiplays, the BSR

The BSR Pro Ill Series has the only lateral cue
control on a multiplay turntable. It provides fast and slow
cueing in both directions, allowing for precise location of
any portion of a record.

Remote control.
For total convenience, the BSR Pro Ill Series 300 has
infrared remote control, which handles all major turntable
functions, including volume control, from as far away as
40 feet.

Look at the look.
The BSR Pro III Series has a handsome low -profile
design, with all electronic pushbutton controls
conveniently placed outside the closed dustcover.

Add it up-both sides win.
Whether you're a believer in single -play or multiplay
turntables, we believe that the BSR Pro Ill Series offers
exactly what you demand. We invite you to examine it at
your audio dealer.

B

DR Pro ifi Series.

The Third Generation of Turntables.

BSR (USA) Ltd., Blauvelt, New York 10913. BSR (Canada) Ltd.. Rexdale, Ontario.
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MORE THAN one

VERTICAL
77:1ACKING
AANGLE
JON M. RISCH
and BRUCE R. MAIER'
Discwasher Laboratories has recently been investigating highperformance phonograph playback, and as a result of our investigations, we have become aware of several
unusual aspects of the vinyl playback
system (VPS). In one of our studies, we
were concerned with the microscopically

small dimensions involved where the
record groove is being dragged past the
playback stylus, as well as more visible
aspects such as vertical tracking angle
(VTA). In our tests, we wished to retrieve

Fig.

as much undistorted information as possible, and among the VPS parameters

we felt should be optimized was VTA.
Correct VTA for the VPS, in classical theory, involves having the playback angle
match the cutting angle (Fig. 1). Physically, VTA is the angle between the surface of the record and the line described

by the contact point of the stylus in the
groove and the pivot point of the cantilever. This relationship is analogous to
and originates in the recording process.
The theoretical importance of matching

VTAs between recording and playback
has been widely expounded, and popular explanations of causes and effects
are generally available, but they should
be examined in some detail to fully understand their consequences. Mismatch
of playback VTA to the recorded VTA is
said to cause one minor effect: Frequen-

cy modulation of the highs present in
program material in response to any significant level of low -frequency vertical
groove motion. Referring to Fig. 1 again,

notice that the vertical -modulation arc

1 - The playback system,

showing the relationships of
vertical tracking angle (VTA),
stylus rake angle (SRA), and
vertical modulation arc; side
view through groove.

Actual
VERTICAL
MODULATION
ARC

Pivot
Point

Stylus
Rake

Angle
Gal`

Vertical Tracking Angle
Record Groove
Diamond
Stylus

VERTICAL CONTACT SURFACE

'Members, Research Staff, Discwasher

Bottom of Groove

Laboratories, Columbia, Missouri
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Fig. 3 - Conical
stylus tracing error
with lateral groove
modulation, showing
contact point
(center of contact
patch) skew relative
to cutting stylus;
top view.

Fig. 2 - Conical stylus tracing
error with vertical groove modulation,
showing contact patch or footprint
shift from reference position;
side view through groove.

shown is characteristic of any vertical
(out -of -phase) modulation in the groove.
Because of this arc and the resultant for-

ward and backward motion along the
groove, the momentary linear cutting
speed would be varied proportionally to
the amount of horizontal displacement
this vertical motion causes. Any time this
occurs, any frequencies higher than the
dominant vertical -displacement low frequency will be modulated by that low frequency displacement. Of course, all
this is not a problem if the recorded VTA
is replicated in playback, whereby the
frequency modulation (FM) is cancelled
due to the vertical -modulation arc being

the same. The sonic effects of a VTA
error are similar to flutter, heard as
wavering of the high frequencies. There
is an important difference between typical flutter and frequency modulation due

to VTA error, and this is that the FM
causes wavering in relation to the low frequency content of the program material whereas flutter is generally a repetitive, continuing variance affecting the
entire range of program material. It is this
time -dispersive FM distortion that arises
from VTA error and causes the theoretical furor of concern over cartridges with
higher than optimal VTAs.
The literature indicates that if one had

a cartridge with an inherent VTA higher
than recorded angle, it could be tilted

back (cartridge body allowing, some
won't) and minimum distortion would be
obtained. This isn't quite true, since
stylus shape, in addition to VTA, also influences FM distortion.
Conical (or spherical) styli have a certain built-in amount of FM distortion with
either a lateral or vertical modulation

(Figs. 2 and 3). As shown in Fig. 2, due
to the ultimate rounded tip shape of the
conical stylus, a significant vertical modulation will cause the contact patch to

shift. From the center or reference position, a stylus drift or lateral thrust ahead
and then behind will cause exactly the

same type of distortion as VTA error.
Both are slope related and can augment
or tend to cancel depending on the sign
(polarity) of the VTA error. The amount of
FM due to the stylus shape will vary in
relation to the stylus radius and the amplitude of the vertical modulation.
With lateral modulation (Fig. 3),
the FM inherent to conical

styli occurs on both channels
in opposite directions, so the mono
(sum) signal would show little or no FM
effect (depending on the accuracy of lateral tracking angle). In stereo playback,

however, the two channels illustrated
would have high frequencies recorded
along with the lows. The low -frequency

modulations cause the stylus contact
areas to skew or twist, thus causing a
degradation of high -frequency phasing

and stereo imaging. The net result of
these and other factors is that correct
VTA for conical styli will only minimize,
not eliminate, the FM distortions.

Other stylus shapes reduce these
problems because of their smaller contact scanning radii. Typically, today's
genre of elliptical or modified-Shibata
styli have a scanning radius no smaller
than 0.2 mil, while conical styli range
from 0.5 mil to 0.8 mil. This smaller ra-

Our tests indicated elliptical and Shibata-type styli have another parameter of

dramatic importance not present with
conical styli. This overlooked factor is
called stylus rake angle or SRA, which is
the angle that the vertical center line of
the stylus contact patches make with the
groove modulation ridges. Stylus contact
areas for different types of styli are
shown as black vertical patches at the
bottom of Fig. 4. As seen in this figure,
the Shibata-type stylus shows the longest, narrowest contact, while the conical
stylus predictably has a circular contact

patch or footprint. The elliptical and
modified elliptical stylus shapes fall in
between these extremes. Due to its long,
narrow footprint, the Shibata-type stylus
is theoretically very sensitive to positional

changes in SRA. Any misalignment of
the footprint relative to the groove modu-

lation ridges will cause its vertical footprint span to increase, resulting in possible losses of very high frequency modulation (scanning loss).
Our detailed models showed that this
increase in the effective scanning radius
does not result in a simple, smooth, effective broadening of the stylus footprint.

Due to the nature of the tilted, narrow
contact edge, the manner in which this
edge contacts the groove modulations is
somewhat nonlinear and more complex
as compared to a simple conical stylus
shape of comparable radii. Physical
modeling showed the tracing errors

dius allows a more consistently defined
contact with the groove, reducing these

which arise with a misaligned Shibatatype stylus are similar to, but greater in
distortion level than those of a conical
stylus, and similarly result in some low frequency -dependent FM of the decod-

types of FM distortion.

ed high frequencies.
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We therefore hypothesized serious
geometric potential for improper SRA of
Shibata-type styli. The groove modulations can grab at the scanning edges of
the stylus, torquing or attempting to twist

the stylus which can send vibrational
shocks up the cantilever.
From the modeling of these factors, it

would seem both VTA and SRA should
be corrected for optimal playback. Yet
the physical connection of cantilever and
stylus causes both of these parameters
to vary simultaneously. There is a fixed
relationship between the inherent VTA of

'HYPERELLIPTICAL'
"ALLIPTIC"FINE LINE"

COMMON
.2. 7IR11
BIRAOIAL ELLIPTICAL

COMMON

.]mil
SPHERICAL

SHIBATA.
SHIBATA-TYPE

-STEREOHEDRON"

the cartridge, when set up as recommended, and the SRA which results
from the fixed stylus chip vs. cantilever
attachment.

When considering the proper
vertical alignment of our test

system, we had to decide
whether we should align for correct VTA,

proper SRA, or some optimal compromise position so as to maximize undistorted information retrieval. Before we
could make that decision, we decided to

assess the effect of varying VTA. Our
test system consists of a Denon direct drive DP -80 turntable with a modified
DA -401 tonearm with the ability of in play rear -pivot -height adjustment via a
precision micrometer. Several different
moving -coil cartridges were used in tests

Bottom of Groove

Fig. 4 - Groove

Bottom: Side view
through groove
with black patches
showing stylus footprint or contact

contact geometry
of four common
stylus shapes.

area.

Top: End -on view
or profile as stylus
rests in groove with
no sink -in shown.

with an HA -1000 pre-preamp running
into a modified lab reference preamp.
The output of this preamp was observed

via a Tektronix 466A Storage Oscillo-

scope and/or with a GenRad 2512
Spectrum Analyzer. Test data could be
plotted on an Easterline-Angus 575 X -Y
plotter for reference plots, etc.

Some initial tests were conducted
consisting of spectrum analysis of vertical modulation IM bands (CBS STR-112
test record) where the vertical angle was
varied using a moving -coil cartridge having a modified elliptical stylus. The results of these were somewhat inconclusive as there seemed to be no clear-cut
indication of a minimum level of distortion at the various angles of playback.
There were some subtle and generally
inconsistent shifts in the distortion spectra with changes in VTA, although their
significance was not determined until

Fig. 5 - An IM distortion vs. VTA variation comparison,
showing null points
in the high and low
frequency sections.

dB

dB

4/0

-vo

-30

-50
=low frequency bands

__=high frequency bands

-60

some time later.
In order to control the variables in our

test system, cartridge tests were performed using the DIN 45-542 VTA test
record [1 ], which has bands with varying

-7o

DL -303

Ca.d4f

Có

lcl

14"

iS

22°

26'

3C

70
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VTA. Two groups of bands are involved
with VTA determination: One is a high

frequency IM tone consisting of 1.85
kHz and 3.15 kHz with a high -side IM
product of 5 kHz, whereas the other section is a low -frequency IM tone consisting of 370 Hz and 630 Hz giving a high
IM product of 1 kHz. Neither IM product

Fig. 6 - Distortion
variation with VTA
change, showing
the increase of distortion components
with a 4 -degree
misalignment in

_=Correct VTA
____-Angle Increased 4

VTA.

is harmonically related to the base frequencies, and thus no masking confusion occurs.
Figure 5 is the data plot from this DIN
record using the cartridge with the modi-

fied elliptical stylus. Notice the shallowness of the high -frequency bands null
(point of minimum distortion) compared
to the low -frequency bands null. There is
also a difference in the angle at which
the null occurs, which tends to hold true
for any stylus shape with an SRA poten-

I

111

tial. If VTA were the only effect being

measured, the IM distortion nulls for the
two bands should be very close in slope,
shape, and location. We theorized that
the observed difference in the nulls (Fig.
due to SRA interaction with the
5)
shorter wavelengths involved in the high frequency section of the tests. The shallowness of the high -frequency null is
most likely a result of the different SRAto-VTA relationships between the cutting

system and playback cartridge (about
25 degrees difference in this cartridge).

Fig. 7 - SRA vs.
VTA (or record/
playback angle
match), showing
the increase in
distortion with misaligned SRA, even
though the record/
playback VTA is

Correct SRA
_ _ _ _ Correct VTA

matched.

We feel it was a similar effect in the initial

VTA tests that caused the spectral plot
of distortion products to show little overall change on the CBS test record.

Tests with a cartridge having a conical stylus always gave a much closer

i

1111

correlation between the nulls for the two
different frequency sections and tended

to give a deeper null for the high -frequency bands than for other (elliptical,
Shibata) types of styli. The reason that
null points for the two frequency sections
do not give exactly the same angle and

depth was hypothesized to be due to
some of the tracing distortion mechanisms inherent in the conical stylus
shape, as discussed earlier.
One means of isolating VTA parame-

ters is to use a cartridge with a conical
stylus, which has no SRA because of its
circular contact footprint. Figure 6 is a
spectral plot of a vertically modulated IM
test band (400 Hz and 4 kHz) made using a moving -coil cartridge with a conical
stylus. The vertical tick marks are 10 dB

apart, with the top of the graph starting
at -25 dB down from the 400 -Hz corn -

ponent; the horizontal ticks are 2 kHz
apart on a linear frequency scale from
d.c. to 20 kHz. The dark lines shown are
the original distortion components (plus
some noise components as the frequency goes up) at a VTA of 161/2 degrees,
which is the angle cut into the record [2].
The dotted lines rising up at some points
represent the increase of those distortion
components with an increase in the VTA
by 4 degrees to 201/2 degrees. Notice
the increases in the second -order com-

ponents of about 5 dB, consistent with
data reported by others [3] who have
performed 'tests with conical styli. There
are a few other locations where the levels come up a bit, but no major trends
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are indicated. The major increases that
result from the 4 -degree VTA error are
roughly those predicted by theory and
past experimentation. Since the conical
stylus used has essentially no SRA, the
differences in distortion spectra are due
entirely to playback angle not matching
the recorded angle.
This experiment points out very clearly that if SRA is not a playback variable,
proper matching of record and playback
VTA results in lowest playback distortion. It must be kept in mind that the increase in the second harmonic of 400
Hz is due to slope -related waveform distortion, while the increase of the 4 -kHz
component sideband is due primarily to

increased frequency modulation of 4

Table I - Frequency modulation data for different conditions.

kHz -a more objectionable form of distortion than harmonic distortion.
The next step was to test for distortion
differences between the optimization of
VTA for proper SRA alignment or for ver-

tical -modulation arc matching. At this
stage of our experimentation, we attempted some tests using a Shibata-type
stylus with a bent cantilever tube to give
odd combinations of SRA-to-vertical
modulation arc alignment. We were nev-

er able to make a satisfactorily "clean"
bend due to the Shibata-type configuration and its need for critical vertical
(head-on) alignment, but the data produced were intriguing.
We were, however, fortunate to have
in our stock of cartridges a unit deemed

VTA ( ± 1/2°)

14°
161/2 °

19°
21 %2 °

w14°
14°
161/2 °

Freq. Deviation at 4 kHz

2.1%
1.8%
2.2%
2.5%
1.4%
L 1%, R 0.6%
L 1.3%, R 0.8%
Mono 0.0% for

Modulation
Vertical
Vertical
Vertical
Vertical
Vertical'
Lateral
Lateral

SRA, this cartridge was slightly more
than 4 degrees "low" in proper VTA

wave cut from Denon test record XG-

the

of

play as Fig. 6. A distinct distortion increase is shown when SRA is misaligned
and the correct VTA match is also made.

Compare Figs. 6 and 7, and it will be

12.0%
11.1%
12.8%
16.4%

'CBS STR 112 test record, Band 7, Side B (400 Hz and 4 kHz).

These conclusions were further con-

match.

Conical
Conical
Conical
Conical
Shibata
Shibata
Conical

Sum of 2nd -Order Sideband
(Major Distortion Level)

both

defective due to a stylus misalignment.
This cartridge had a modified-Shibata
stylus which was slanted more than a
typical unit. When properly aligned for

the correct SRA versus correct VTA experiment, with the same basic data dis-

Stylus Type

firmed by some tests utilizing a laterally
modulated 500 -Hz asymmetrical square

standard for these lengths, and cartridges we have examined show gross
differences in cantilever length and do

7003. This recorded signal has a series
of
detailed harmonics

not correlate to cutting systems.
Thus, our investigations clearly show
more important
SRA

above 40 kHz. We postulated that a

variable than VTA. Our dialogue with

misalignment of the stylus would alter or
lose the harmonics. When a 4 -degree tilt
to the optimal SRA was introduced, al-

cutting engineers indicates that VTA cur-

teration of the harmonics as low as 5
kHz and 7 kHz occurred and losses of

rently varies between 16 and 22 degrees, depending on the lathe system.
SRA, however, is generally 91 to 95 degrees relative to the record surface in or-

that for an equal degree of
misalignment, the SRA parameter is

harmonics above 30 kHz were evident!

der to facilitate lacquer "chip" (cutaway

These changes are subtle, but at the

strand) removal.

most significant in causing a rise in distortion, especially higher order distortion

same time consistent and repeatable.

Proper hi-fi set-up should therefore
concentrate on cartridge adjustment that

seen

products. Notice, too, that when the
modified Shibata stylus is correctly

aligned for SRA, distortion products are
at lower levels than when VTA is correctly aligned for the conical stylus. These
data are fairly conclusive regarding
which parameter is of importance for different styli.

Reported listening tests concerning
VTA alignment have said that as little as
1 /30 of a degree can make an audible
difference in the clarity of the music, with
a higher than optimal misalignment

causing excess brightness. These re-

ports typically do not distinguish between VTA and SRA even when the report mentions the existence of SRA. The

We studied the frequency deviation
for the 4 -kHz component of the IM tone
used throughout these tests. An experimental comparator based on a PLL IC
was used for these tests. While absolute
accuracy may not hold, the relative rankings remain accurate. Table I lists the results of these measurements taken under various conditions of VTA. It can be
seen from these figures that there is an

alarming amount of distortion present,
although in practice vertical modulation
tends to be rare in recording. In fact, the
thickness of the recording lacquer, commercial considerations, and engineering
expertise generally keep vertical cutting
low, and thus phase information
coherent.

results of our tests indicate that the

Our calculations indicate that maxi-

parameter being optimized in these reports was almost undoubtedly SRA. Our
own informal listening tests bear this out
as well. When SRA is correctly aligned
the sound quality "locks -in" and the retrieval of minute details is enhanced.

mum cantilever vertical -arc travel is typically 1 degree due to these limitations.
Another theoretical aspect of VTA match
often overlooked is cantilever length,
which should be matched between cutting and playback systems. There is no

AUDIO/MARCH 1981

has the tip of the stylus pointed "back"
toward the tonearm pivot, and the top of
the stylus tipped "forward" so that the

contact SRA face is 92 degrees between the stylus and the record surface.
Such alignment will at least approximate
correct SRA. (One cautionary note: True
Shibata styli do not have their stylus con-

tact area or footprint lined up with the
bulk of the stylus chip, and this should'
be taken into account when adjusting for
proper SRA.) The effects are clearly audible on a fine audio system.
Lti
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HE PRONO
CARTRIDGE
1111 ELECTRICAL
OUTPUT NETWORK...
With the exception of the cartridge designer, the
effects of the cartridge's electrical network are
most often totally overlooked.
ARNOLD SCHWARTZ

cal waveforms. Second, the transducer
mechanism converts the mechanical vibrations of the stylus to an electrical sig-

The characteristics of the phono

nal. Third, the cartridge is part of an

cartridge electrical output network have been almost totally neglected and have become something of
a skeleton in the audio technology closet. Hi-fi equipment is often described as

electrical network which transmits this
electrical signal to the preamplifier input
stage. This network consists of the electrical element internal to the cartridge, in
series with the signal; the sum of tone arm cable capacitance, interconnecting
cable capacitance and preamplifier input

"the audio chain." This is a very appropriate description because it reminds us
that the performance of each component depends on the components preceding and following it, and my purpose
here is to describe the electrical network
coupling the cartridge to the preamplifier, an important, if somewhat neglected, link in the chain. The function of the
cartridge can best be understood if we
examine the phonograph record under,
let's say, 1000 times magnification. If
we did this, we would see a continuous
undulating groove. These undulations
are musical waveforms, a mechanical re-

plica of the musical performance. The
job of the cartridge is to retrieve the musical information from the record, where
the musical data exists in mechanical
form, and deliver an electrical signal
which is a replica of the mechanical information

to

the

phono

preamplifier

stage. In doing this, the cartridge performs three distinct but related functions.

First, the stylus tip scans the mechaniPresident, Micro -Acoustics Corp.,
Elmsford, N.Y.

capacitance, in shunt with the signal;
and the input resistance of the preamplifier, also in shunt with the signal.

With the exception of the cartridge
designer - who carefully attempts to
use the characteristics of this electrical

network in his overall design - the ef-

trical signal. This internal matching network presents a purely resistive 4,000 ohm impedance to the capacitive -resistive external circuit. The circuit itself and
the method of measuring the frequency
response of the System II cartridge electrical output network is shown in Fig. 1.
The transducer signal is simulated by an
oscillator with an output impedance of
less than 10 ohms; the sum of the tone arm cable, connecting cable, and
preamplifier shunt capacitances Is
shown as a single capacitor, and the typical preamplifier input resistance of
47,000 ohms is included. The cartridge
itself is used as the series impedance in
this test circuit so the conditions are almost precisely those in actual operation.

fects of this circuit on cartridge performance are most often overlooked. In fact,

Although the range of capacitance in

the performance of this electrical net-

much as 250 pF to 1000 pF, the circuit
response is measured for capacities of
300 pF and 500 pF, the more usual values for better quality playback systems.
The frequency response of the System II
electrical network (see Fig. 2) is essen-

work can be as important as, and some-

times even overshadow, the high frequency and transient performance of the

scanning and transduction systems of
the phono cartridge.

Recognizing the importance of this
network, we have used a unique approach in our System II cartridge which
has a passive network incorporated in
the body of the cartridge in the form of a
thick film hybrid micro circuit. It serves to
match the electrical characteristics of the
electret transducing element to the external circuit. The electret, the electrostatic
counterpart of the magnet, functions as
a transducer by directly converting mechanical vibrations to an analogous elec-
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user playback systems may vary from as

tially flat from 20 Hz to 20 kHz (down
less than 0.25 dB at 20 kHz with a 500pF load). The circuit time constant with
500 pF is approximately 2 microseconds so that we know the response

is -3 dB at 80 kHz. The flat frequency
response in the audible range means
that the signal will be delivered to the
preamplifier exactly as it appears at the
System II cartridge output terminals,
and, just as important, it will not be significantly affected by the wide variations

in capacitive load found in user playback

CARTRIDGE OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE
r

systems.

The internal electrical element of the
magnetic cartridge is an inductance.
Magnetic cartridges convert mechanical
vibrations to an electrical signal by inducing a signal in a coil of wire located
in a magnetic field. The electrical net-

OUTPUT

4,000 OHMS
PREAMP INPUT

CAPACITANCE

TRANSDUCER O

(SUM OF CABLE AND PREAMP)

250-1000 pF

RESISTANCE

47k

work of the moving magnet, moving

o

iron, and induced magnet (all three types
have essentially the same general circuit

configuration) is shown in Fig. 3. This
circuit is a low-pass filter with a cut-off
frequency somewhere below 20 kHz,
and, depending on the value of the circuit elements external to the cartridge,
will exhibit something approximating a
12 dB/octave roll -off beyond its cut-off
frequency. Variations in cable capacity
affect the cut-off frequency and will have
a pronounced effect on the frequency response.
The circuit of the moving -magnet car-

tridge is shown in Fig. 3. The cartridge
itself is used as the series inductance to
reproduce the actual playing conditions
as closely as possible. Figure 4 shows

Fig. 1-Output network of System II
cartridge.

RESPONSE
dB

+3.5
0

35

5.0

02

20

300 pi CAPACITY

the frequency response of a high -quality
moving -magnet cartridge connected into

the circuit as the cartridge impedance;
with a 300-pF load the response is -3 dB
at 15 kHz and falls rapidly to -6 dB at 20
kHz. At 500-pF load the response

FREQUENCY IN

signal from this moving -magnet cartridge
is altered considerably by the time it arrives at the preamplifier, and it will

r

CARTRIDGE OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE

O OUTPUT

L

change as the capacitive load varies
from one playback system to another

The electrical output network of a

.... 500 pF CAPACITY

Fig. 2-Frequency response of System II
cartridge's electrical output network,
showing effects of different capacitances.

changes - ± 1 dB at 7 kHz, -3 dB at
13 kHz, and -8.5 dB at 20 kHz. The

playback system.

YHe

TRANSDUCER

O

200-700 mH
CAPACITANCE

ISUM OF CABLE AND PREAMPI

250-1,000 pF

PREAMP INPUT
RESISTANCE

47k

moving -coil cartridge, a form of magnet-

ic cartridge, is shown in Fig. 5 (upper
circuit). Because the moving -coil cartridge has a low output, a step-up
transformer is often used to boost the
voltage fed to the preamplifier.

o
Fig. 3-Output network of moving -magnet,
moving -iron or induced -magnet cartridge.
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Capacitance in ordinary playback systems may
vary from 250 to 1000 pF, while 300 to 500 pF is
usually found in better quality systems.
Transformers have leakage reactance
which appears as a series inductance in
the equivalent circuit, as well as a shunt
conductance which appears as a shunt
inductance in the equivalent circuit (lower circuit of Fig. 5). We have taken one

channel of a high -quality moving -coil
cartridge feeding a transformer, which
was designed by the manufacturer to
work with the cartridge, and connected it

as shown in Fig. 5. The frequency response of the circuit is shown in Fig. 6
for capacities of 300 pF and 500 pF. At
300 pF the electrical response falls to -3
dB at 12 kHz and -5 dB at 20 kHz. With

a 500-pF load, the response falls to -3
dB at 11 kHz and -6.25 dB at 20 kHz.

RESPONSE
dB

-15

------------

0

5.0

7.5

-10.0
20

10

.02

300 pF CAPACITY

Fig. 4-Frequency response

mum. 500 pF CAPACITY

FREQUENCY IN 20,

of a moving -magnet cartridge's output
network, showing effects of different
capacitances.

At low frequencies, due to the shunt
conductance of the transformer, the output falls about -0.5 dB at 100 Hz and -3
dB at 30 Hz. Here again, we see that the

CARTRIDGE OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE
TRANSFORMER

OUTPUT

quality of the sound is altered when it
arrives at the preamplifier, and it will
change as the capacitive load varies
from playback system to playback sys-

PREAMP INPUT
TRANSDUCER

RESISTANCE

47k

tem.

If we compare the System II electrical
system to the electrical systems of magnetic cartridges, we note two important
differences:
A) While the System II frequency response is flat within the audible range,
the moving -magnet and moving -coil cartridge circuits are not, and
B) System II circuit response remains
flat with changes in playback systems,

PREAMP CAPACITY

ACTUAL CIRCUIT

LEAKAGE REACTANCE
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
OF TRANSFORMER

47k

TRANSDUCER

while changes in the playback system
capacitance do affect the response of
magnetic cartridges.

A major significance of the 80 -kHz
pass band of the System II cartridge
electrical network lies in the speed of its
response - how fast it reacts to instan-

taneous changes of the music.

Fig. 5-Output network of a
moving -coil cartridge.

SHUNT CONDUCTANCE
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Re-

sponse speed is generally referred to as
transient time, and transient time is the

figure of merit for comparing the ability
of the cartridge to reproduce the transient characteristics of music. Musical
sounds are, actually, a series of transients. Transient response or rise time is
determined by using a square -wave test
signal (see Fig. 7) in our test circuits; in
this case the simulated transducer feeds

a square wave to the cartridge circuit.
The transient rise time is the time
elapsed from the point of the leading
edge of the signal when the waveform is
at 10 percent of maximum height to the
point when the waveform leading edge is

RESPONSE
B

-]5

15

5.0

15

10

0

02

300 of CAPACITY

Fig. 6-Frequency response
of a moving -coil cartridge's output
network, showing effects of different
capacitances (includes transformer).
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FREQUENCY IN kH

momm 500 pF CAPACITY

20

The rise time of a phono cartridge's circuit also
influences how quickly it can respond to
instantaneous changes in the musical signal.
at 90 percent of the maximum height.
This widely accepted engineering mea-

LEADING EDGE
HEIGHT OF

WAVE AT 90%

surement method uses the most uniform
segment of the leading edge to measure
the transient rise time. If a transient is

OF MAXIMUM
HEIGHT OF

WAVE AT 10%

slow to pass through an electrical net-

OF MAXIMUM

I

II

work, only the slow -moving low -frequen-

cy components pass through unaffected, while the high frequencies, which
contribute to the attack and brilliance of
the music, are eliminated or delayed. To
actually measure the rise times, the output of the cartridge networks (see Figs.
1, 3 and 5) are displayed on an oscilloscope with the simulated transducer
generating a 1,000 -Hz square wave.

-+i if-

IDEAL SQUARE WAVE

ACTUAL SQUARE WAVE

RISE TIME

Fig. 7-Rise time measurement.
LEADING EDGE

90%

The time it takes from a point on the
wave front that is 10 percent up from the
bottom of the wave to a point 90 percent
of the maximum height of the waveform
is the transient rise time.
Figure 8 shows the oscillogram of the
output of the System II electrical net-

10%
2.0 MICRO SECOND
,.

1.0 kHz SQUARE WAVE

work. The waveform at the left is the
conventional representation of square wave response. However, if we expand
the time scale by 20 times and then look
at the leading edge, we improve our resolution. The transient rise time is 2 mi-

croseconds. The time constant of the
System II circuit is 2 microseconds, re-

Fig. 8-Rise time of System II
electrical circuit.

RISE TIME

II

LEADING EDGE
TIME SCALE EXPANDED
20 TIMES

LEADING EDGE

i

90%

flecting the 80 -kHz bandwidth. The very
fast rise time contributes to the ability of
the System II cartridge to reproduce the
attack of sharp musical sounds that are

so important to the dramatic quality of
the original musical performance. The
comparable rise time for the moving magnet cartridge (Fig. 9) is 25 micro-

25.0 MICRO SECOND

seconds, while the moving -coil cartridge

(Fig. 10) has a rise time of 30 microseconds. The significantly slower rise

Fig. 9-Rise time of a moving -magnet
cartridge's electrical circuit.

time of magnetic cartridge circuits, less
than one -tenth the speed of the System
II, reflects the limited bandwidth of their

LEADING EDGE

low-pass filter circuits. The slow rise time

reduces the ability of the playback system to faithfully reproduce the attack
times of the musical performance.
These measurements of cartridge circuit are of great significance to the user
and illustrate why the cartridge's electrical output network has such a profound
effect on the overall performance of the
playback and why the cartridge designer
must take the characteristics of this net-

work into account in the most thorough
way possible in his design. We think
we've done that in our System II cartridges.

..

1-Q kHz SQUARE WAVE

i

RISE TIME

LEADING EDGE
TIME SCALE EXPANDED
20 TIMES

90%

30.0 MICRO SECOND
RISE TIME
1.0

kHz SQUARE WAVE

LEADING EDGE
TIME SCALE EXPANDED
20 TIMES

Fig. 10-Rise time of a moving -coil
cartridge's electrical circuit.
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An important achievement in record quality

Proof -quality records that offer clearer sound,
true fidelity, anti -static performance and
are produced in a dust -free "Clean Room"

meticulous attention is paid to the pressing of the

records-in order to greatly minimize noise, to
assure a quieter, clearer record and to make certain

that the full quality of each original recording is
faithfully preserved.
Together, these important features enable The
Franklin Mint Record Society to create a collec-

tion of proof -quality records-records that offer
greáter clarity of sound and are quieter and clearer.
To attest to this high standard of proof quality, each

record bears the distinctive mintmark of The
Franklin Mint.
Most of the recordings in the collection are in full
stereophonic sound. But naturally, the very early
recordings are monaural. However, all of the records throughout the series reflect the highest fidel-

ity possible-and all are playable on any stereo
phonograph or system. No special equipment is
needed.

In addition, the recordings of legendary greats
such as Enrico Caruso, Rosa Ponselle, Feodor
Chaliapin and Giovanni Martinelli have been remarkably improved by electronically removing

imperfections that were present in the earlier
Franklin Mint proof -quality records are pressed in a dust -free,
atmosphere -controlled "clean room;' where careful methods of

production and inspection assure the high quality of these
great recordings.

The records in this unique collection of The 100
Greatest Recordings of All lime have been produced
to the highest standards possible. Each record is

exceptional for its clarity as well as its tonal
quality-capturing the beauty both of today's
finest performances and of the historic perfor-

recordings, thus enabling you to now hear these
glorious voices more nearly as they sounded in the
actual performances.

Rarely if ever have records of such distinction
been produced. Rarely if ever has so much time
and attention been devoted to their creation. And
these are the superior records which you will receive when you become a subscriber to The 100
Greatest Recordings of All Time-the ultimate private library of recorded music.

or the first time in history,

mances of the past.

gether with the careful process by which the pressing is made, results in a record that is more rigid,

durable and resistant to dust. A record that has
true fidelity, clearer sound quality and a long life.
Ordinary records (even new ones) can have dust
particles embedded in their grooves, and the types
of vinyls used increase surface noise. But because
Franklin Mint records are produced from this ex-

clusive vinyl formula, they effectively resist dust
and capture a fuller sound.

the

world's greatest works of musicand the greatest recorded performances of those works-have been
brought together in one unique collection of distinctively high -quality records.
'Duly the ultimate private collection of fine re-

A superior vinyl material, containing its own
anti -static element, is used in the production of
these records. This exclusive vinyl material, to-

corded music.

These are 'the supreme masterpieces of
Ordinary records (left) may warp, causing "skipping" and distortions in sound. But Franklin Mint proof -quality records (right) are
36% thicker and heavier than ordinary records and are, therefore. less likely to warp.

To further assure their quality, the Franklin Mint
records are pressed in a special "clean room," simi-

man's musical genius, performed by the most

outstanding artists of the century. Together,
they form a record library unprecedented-

and unsurpassed-in the entire history of
music. The 100 Greatest Recordings of All lime.

lar to the facility in which the mint produces its

The greatest music

flawless proof -quality coins. In this atmosphere -

-and the greatest performances
An international panel of renowned music authorities was appointed to participate in the

controlled clean room, technicians wear vinyl
gloves and every precaution is taken to ensure

protection for every record. Here, the most

selection of these great recordings. This distinguished panel considered countless recordings

of each of the greatest works of music-a
momentous task.

For instance, members of the panel re-

(left) You normally cant tell if the record you buy was the first or
last to come from a record stamper, or if the stamper was made
from a defective metal mold. But (right) The Franklin Mint Record
Society aurally auditions a greater number of pressings than
most other producers. And every metal mold is actually played,
from start to finish, before it is used to produce stampers.

Ordinary records (top), nave static charges that attract dust,
causing surface noise when the record is played. But the special

vinyl used in Franklin Mint records (bottom) has a built-in antistatic element that assures clearer sound. Electrostatic meter
tests show that the Franklin Mint record has only one -fifth the
static charge of an ordinary record.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

viewed 24 different recordings of Beethoven's
7th Symphony and chose the one recording
they considered superior to all others: Toscanini with the New York Philharmonic.
From 30 great recordings of Tchaikovsky's
Nutcracker Suite, the panel selected the one
greatest performance: Arthur Fiedler and the
Boston Pops.
Similarly, the recordings of other great symphonies, concertos, sonatas, rhapsodies, ballet
and vocal music were reviewed and the most
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The Franklin Mint Record Society presents the ultimate private library of recorded music.
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A unique collection of the greatest performances ever recorded, selected by an international panel of music
authorities and presented on 100 records of superb proof quality.
outstanding performance in each instance was
recommended.
The creation of this definitive collection has
been made possible through the cooperation

of leading record companies both here and
abroad. And now, The 100 Greatest Recordings
of All Time is being issued exclusively by The
Franklin Mint Record Society.
Among the works chosen for this collection

are immortal masterpieces by Beethoven,
Brahms, Mozart, Tchaikovsky, Schubert,
Rachmaninoff, Debussy, Verdi-performed by

such superb artists as Vladimir Horowitz,
Jascha Heifetz, Enrico Caruso, Van Cliburn,
Isaac Stern, Artur Rubinstein, Leontyne
Price-with the world's finest orchestras
under the direction of such great conductors as
Toscanini, Ormandy, Bernstein, Stokowski,
von Karajan, among others.
In every sense, the ultimate private library

of recorded music-to be cherished for a
lifetime, and presented as a legacy to future
generations of your family.

Handsome library cases provided
To house these magnificent proof -quality records, special library cases are provided for all

100 records. Each hardbound library case
holds two long-playing 12" records and is attractively designed. Displayed in a bookshelf
or cabinet, these handsome library cases will
be an impressive addition to any home.
The fifty library cases also include specially
written and illustrated commentaries discussing the great masterpieces and their composers, and providing fascinating background on
the orchestras, conductors and soloists.
Thus, you will enrich your understanding of

The Advisory Panel
MARTIN BOOKSPAN, music critic, commentator of

New York Philharmonic radio concerts
SCHUYLER G. CHAPIN, Dean of the School of the

Arts, Columbia University
FRANCO FERRARA, member of the faculty of the

Academia di Santa Cecilia, Rome
R. GALLOIS MONTBRUN, Directeur, the Conser-

great music-and introduce your family to a

vatoire National Superieur de Musique, Paris

world of pleasure and cultural satisfaction.

IRVING KOLODIN, music editor of The Saturday

Created solely for subscribers to this series
The 100 Greatest Recordings of All lime is pro-

Review, faculty member, the Juilliard School
WILLIAM MANN, senior music critic of The Lon-

duced solely and exclusively for those who
enter subscriptions to this series. The collec-

don Times, author of books on Mozart, Bach,

tion may be acquired only by subscription from
The Franklin Mint Record Society. It will not

MARCEL PRAWY. Professor, Vienna Academy of
Music

be sold in any record stores.
To begin building your private library of the

ANDRÉ PREVIN, Music Director of the Pittsburgh

world's greatest performances on proof -quality
records, mail the attached postpaid application
directly to The Franklin Mint Record Society,
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091, by
March 31, 1981.
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Wagner

Symphony Orchestra; composer, pianist
WILLIAM SCHUMAN, composer, first winner of
Pulitzer Prize for music
H. H. STUCKENSCHMIDT, member of the Akade-

mie der Kuenste, West Berlin

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Sensitivity: 9.3 dBf (1 .6 µV) for 35 dB
of quieting; 14.7 dBf (3 µV) for 50 dB

Maximum Signal input: 8 volts across

of quieting; 13.2 dBf (2.5 µV) for 3

cent modulation.
Muting: 70 dB noise reduction between

percent total noise and harmonic distortion (IHF Usable Sensitivity).

Signal -to -Noise Ratio: 75 dB (mono).

Harmonic Distortion: 0.2 percent, 20
Hz to 15 kHz, mono or stereo; typically
0.08 percent at 1 kHz.

IM Distortion: 0.15 percent mono or
stereo, any combination of frequencies, from 20 Hz to 15 kHz, with peak

75 -ohm antenna input.

Audio Hum: 75 dB down from 100 per-

stations.

Muting Threshold: 2 µV to 1000 µV,
variable.

SCA Rejection: 60 dB or more.
Stereo Separation: 50 dB at 1 kHz.
Stereo Filter: 10 dB noise reduction.

Audio Output: Variable, 2.5 V into 47
kilohm; fixed, 1 V into 47 kilohm.

modulation equal to 100 percent or
less; typically 0.1 percent.

McINTOSH
MODEL
MR -80
FM TUNER

Frequency Response: Mono and stereo ±1 dB 20 Hz to 15 kHz, with 75,
50 or 25 microsecond de -emphasis.
Capture Ratio: 1 .5 dB.

Selectivity: Alternate channel 90 dB
narrow, 110 dB super -narrow; adja-

cent channel 8 dB narrow, 60 dB
super -narrow.

Spurious Rejection: 110 dB.
Image Rejection: 90 dB.
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General Specifications
Power Requirements: 120 volts, 50/
60 Hz, 25 watts.

Dimensions: Front panel, 16 in. (40.64
cm) W x 5-7/16 in. (13.81 cm) H;
chassis, 143/4 in. (37.47 cm) W x 4-

13/16 in. (12.22 cm) H x 13
(33.02 cm) D.
Weight: 28 lbs. (12.73 kg).

Price: $1,995.00.

in.

Fig. 1 - Block diagram,
In all the years that I have been evaluating FM tuners, I have

McIntosh MR -80 tuner.

concluded that there are two basic approaches to the design of
an FM tuner or the FM tuner section of a receiver. There are
those engineers who design these products for other engineers,
almost as if the users of their products will do nothing but measure them in shielded laboratory rooms. Then there are those
engineers who design tuners to be used for listening to music

'o-i

;iá
o
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ha

o

broadcast by near and remote FM transmitters in the "real
world." Seldom have I encountered a tuner that has been optimized both for the laboratory and for the nontechnical music lover.
The recently introduced McIntosh MR -80 FM tuner is such an
optimized tuner. You will understand why if you follow my description and the results of my tests of this product.
In terms of outward appearance there's no mistaking the MR 80 for anything but a McIntosh Laboratory product, with its familiar black front panel and its back -lighted nomenclature. But
there is much that is new and up-to-date about this product's
cosmetics, as well as its internal circuitry. Instead of a printed
frequency dial scale, the upper section of the front panel is dominated by a large digital display which reads out the frequency of
the tuned -to signal in Megahertz, to the nearest 100 kHz. This
tuner does not employ frequency synthesis nor does the manufacturer claim that it does. One could argue about the use of the
word "digital" in connection with this tuner, since that has come
to mean a frequency -synthesized tuning system to a great many
audiophiles, but that is largely a semantic argument these days,
since many manufacturers of tuners who employ digital readout
of frequency have begun to refer to such products as "digital"
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FM tuners.

To the left of the digital frequency display are four "touch
pad" switches which are used to select one of four preset station frequencies. When one of these pads is touched, a small
rectangle of light appears above the pad to indicate that the

ª

ii

a
fl

Tt

tuning command has been executed. To the left of these preset

selector pads are three indicator lights. The red stereo light
comes on when a stereo transmission is received. The second,
an amber -colored indicator light, is identified by the word "lock"
and indicates when the tuner is locked to an incoming station
signal. The third, a green -colored light, indicates when the stereo multiplex filter is active.
To the right of the digital frequency display is a column of tiny
LEDs arranged vertically; they indicate signal strength. No center -of -channel indicator is necessary since, as we shall see, the
unique locking circuitry of this tuner insures proper tuning. Two
more touch pads to the right of the signal -strength column are
labelled "Auto Scan" and are used to make the tuner tune up
and down the FM dial, stopping at received station signals. Finally, to the right of the auto -scan pads, we find a conventional
tuning knob for manual tuning. There is a fourth method of tuning the MR -80 which we will discuss when we examine the rear

$á
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T

panel.
The lower section of the front panel of the MR -80 is equipped
with six rotary controls and a centrally located stereo headphone

jack which is driven by its own audio amplifier circuitry and can

deliver 2.5 volts of signal into 600 -ohm loads; more than
enough to drive low impedance phones, incidentally. Starting at
the left, there is a two -position selectivity switch, with settings

identified as "Narrow" and "Super Narrow." Normally, the
"Narrow" position is used, and in our tests we found that it
provided excellent alternate -channel selectivity and the ability to
separate closely spaced signals in our listening area. We have

o
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been told by some of our friends and colleagues, however, that
there are some areas of the country in which high adjacent channel selectivity is a must if listeners are to be able to tune to
distant, weak signals without being swamped by strong local station signals separated in frequency from the remote desired
signal by only one channel bandwidth, or 200 kHz.
The next rotary switch activates the stereo multiplex filter cir-

cuitry, either permanently when set to "in" or, when set to
"auto," automatically whenever stereo signal strength falls below 100 microvolts or so. Since activation of the filter is always
accompanied by an indicator light mentioned earlier, the listener
is always aware of the filter being turned on, even if turn -on
occurs automatically.
A stereo/mono mode switch follows, and to its right, beyond
the headphone jack, is a continuously variable control called
"scan" which determines the speed of tuning when in the scan
tuning mode. A variable -muting control comes next, which is
used to set muting threshold and also determines scanning sen-

sitivity, that is to say how strong an incoming signal must be in
order for the auto -scan tuning system to stop on that signal.
Finally, the right -most control, located just below the tuning
knob, is a master output level control which determines audio
level at the variable output jacks on the rear panel and which,
when rotated fully counterclockwise, disconnects power to the
tuner.

The rear panel of the MR -80 is equipped with two 75 -ohm
coaxial antenna connectors (one of which is intended for commercial cable input), 300 -ohm antenna terminals, and a ground
terminal. A jack nearby accepts a plug on the end of a supplied

long cable that allows the user to either scan or call up the
preset stations, one by one, from a remote location, depending

upon the setting of a nearby slide switch. Variable and fixed
level output jack pairs are at the lower right of the rear panel,
while nearby are a pair of scope jacks (horizontal and vertical)
intended for connection to an oscilloscope for observation of
multipath (reflection) problems. A line fuseholder and an
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LOX A'LIEI AYE WHAT MAKES
LUX
TTEDEU
Lux decks start with ha f a century of amplifier expertise
because while tfe record and playback heads are the senses of
a deck, the recording amplifier is the heart.
Only DC ampification provides low inherent distortion, wide
dynamic bandwidth and tie headroom to take advantage of
metal tape. Then Lux adcs tie features essential for total
performance.
Look at Lux's K-8 and K-15. Wherever possible, mechanical
oaerat ons are replaced try electronics. Both decks have full IC
logic controlled .solenoid operation so any function, in any order,
is a finger -stroke away.

Meters have been replaced by instant -response fluorescent
peak level indicators with a special, 3dB added scale for metal
tape. The electronic digital tape counter is precise, easy to read,
and shows tape motion as -ell.
Bias and equalization setings are provided for all tapes, and
variable bias cortrol lets yoL add the final adjustment for your
ears only. Other features ndude automatic play/rewind repeat
functions complete with memory. And Dolby* NR, of course.
Both units are exquisite s=amples of mechanical, electronic
and hLman engineering in sleek, contemporary rosewood
cabinets.

Sophistication _.and then some
Lux's K-15 goes even fLrtrer, with DC playback amplification
as well for even bwer distorion. And, DolbyHX, a new circuit

offering at least 10dB additional headroom in the reccrd mode.
Dolby HX works with the Dolby NR circuitry, monitoring the
signal being recorded. The HX system is automat c, contin'cus
variation of bias and equalization in response to signal content,
particularly at the high frequencies.
Tape saturation is reduced, and while Dolby NR gives yoi 'ess
noise, Dolby HX gives you more signal. The improvement is
significant and very noticeable when played back on any
machine with Dolby NR. Dolby HX works with any tape ... and
makes it better.
Lux K-8: 2 -heads; DC servo motor drive. Frequency respxlse
20-20,000 Hz, metal tape. S/N ratio 65dB, metal tape, Dolby on.
Wow & Flutter 0.055% WRMS.
Lux K-15: 3 -heads; 2 DC servo motors; dual -capstan cic:ed
loop system. Frequency response 30-20,000 Hz (-± 3dB), natal
tape; S/N ratio 69dB, metal tape, Dolby on. Wow & Rutter
0.04% WRMS.
Other exceptional decks in the Lux line range in price frcn
$299 to $1995 and include the 5K50 professional deck with
heads, 3 motors and dual DC amplification; K-12, 2 -head, 2
motor deck with dual DC amps. K -5A with 2 heads and Lux
bridge motor drive; K-1, 2 -head, servo motor drive. Al are metal
compatible and have Dolby NR.
The Lux cassette deck ... better because it's built with the Lux
-

Amplifier.

Dolby is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

7_1

Ultimate Fidelity Stereo Components

LUX Audio of America, Ltd.

Reflecting TomDrnw's Technology in Today's System
150 Dupont Street, Plainview. DIY 11803 / (516) 349-7070 West Coast Office 11200 Chandler Blvd . North Hollywood.
CA 91603'(213) 580-7641 Canada: Lux Audio of Canada, Ltd.. Scarborough, Ontario M1B 2T9
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unswitched convenience a.c. power receptacle complete the
rear panel layout.
Additional adjustments and controls are located along the top

surface of the tuner. These include four continuously variable
rotary controls which are used to set up the frequencies of the
four desired preset stations, a rotary control which adjusts the
sensitivity of the signal -strength LED column display (you can set

it so that the strongest station in your area will cause full-scale
readings), and five small push-button switches. An r.f. preselect
circuit is activated by the first of these buttons and adds a tuned
circuit between the antenna and the first r.f. stage to immunize
against strong signal overload. The next button selects the cable

circuit mentioned earlier and tri-level digital waveform generation
which helps to eliminate interference from SCA signals and from
the sidebands of adjacent -channel FM signals. Following the de -

emphasis switches, an electronically switched filter circuit

is

used to reduce out -of -phase noise when receiving weak signal
stereo. The filter is actually a twin -T bandpass that blends high
and low frequencies, but leaves separation unaffected at mid -

frequencies for improved stereo imaging when the filter is required. LC notch filters further reject any residual 19 -kHz or 38 kHz sub -carrier output products. A separate headphone amplifier, capable of driving low impedance phones, also serves as
the main output amplifier.

or your own antenna input. The third button can be used to
disable the locking circuit. The last two buttons provide selection

Tuning, Scanning and Control Circuitry

of either 25, 50 or 75 microsecond de -emphasis characteris-

A detailed explanation of the touch sensor, preset scanning,

control logic, scan circuit and lock circuit, as well as of the

tics.

Circuit Highlights
A block diagram of the circuitry of the McIntosh MR -80 is

frequency counter and power supply circuitry is provided in the
excellently written owner's manual supplied with the MR -80, and

reproduced in Fig. 1. An electronic antenna switch selects signal inputs either from the cable input or from one of the direct
antenna inputs and feeds the signal to the first r.f. amplifier
which consists of a low -noise junction FET and a high -power
bipolar transistor arranged in cascode configuration. Two PIN
diodes are used to insert a second preselector stage during
strong -signal reception. Tuned circuits are tuned by a series parallel connection of four matched varactor diodes which are
tuned by relatively high voltage (5 to 26 volts) to eliminate diode
nonlinearities and possible IM distortion. Two parallel tuned circuits follow the r.f. amplifier to improve image rejection and increase r.f. selectivity.
The balanced mixer stage is a matched-dual-FET and bipolar
transistor circuit. A low -loss, toroidal, phase -splitting transformer
is used as an impedance matching network in the gate circuit of
the mixer. A bipolar transistor is used as an oscillator buffer to
prevent oscillator pulling on strong signals and as the constant current source for the dual J-FET mixer.
Four differential amplifiers, coupled with linear -phase monolithic filters, comprise the narrow selectivity and signal -strength
sections of the i.f. amplifier. A four -pole, four -zero crystal filter is
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Fig. 2 - Mono and stereo
quieting and distortion
characteristics.

inserted in the signal path as well when the "Super Narrow"
selectivity setting is selected. A solid-state signal -strength meter
is used as a front panel indicator of incoming r.f. signal strength.
This meter can be user -set to give a full scale indication on a
signal as low as 2 microvolts or as high as 100,000 microvolts.

MONO
STEREO

Signal -strength voltage is also used to control mono -stereo
switching, automatic stereo filter insertion, muting, and automatic scan stop. The control voltage also adjusts stereo separation
at low r.f. signals so that, unlike many other tuners, there is no
abrupt change from mono to stereo in the presence of marginally weak signals; reduced separation also produces the best possible signal-to-noise ratio at weaker signal strength levels.
The limiter following the selectivity section of the i.t. amplifier
has a total gain of 80 dB for extremely hard limiting with good
impulse -noise rejection. A broadband Foster -Seeley discriminator is used as the FM demodulator, and output of the detector is
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fed to a buffer stage for isolation from variations in load impedance.

Fig. 3 - Harmonic distortion

The phase -locked loop stereo -decoder IC incorporates two
special new systems, the automatic variable -separation control

vs. frequency at 100 percent
modulation.
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The continuing story
of TDK sound achievement.
'

a

Parts Eight and Nine, the two
sides of the TDK shell, are not
merely well matched. They are
mirror images. TDK engireers
perature extremes and holds its
knew that unless every part of the
shape under stress. Then a metal
TDK cassette mechanism was endie was designed to cast the shell.
cased in a perfect, unchanging
The die alone has 428 separate
world, the total effort to create
parts for superb quality control.
perfect sound would be 13st.
Before a TDK shell design is apTo achieve the perfect mirror
proved for mass production, it's
image, a test cassette was cast in
checked in thermostatic chambers
solid metal. With it, TDK engito an accuracy of ±1°C. Its
neers determined the delicate inimage magnified 5 to 20 times
terrelationships between parts.
on a 600 millimeter screen.
They found
Surface roughness is
eight key
checked on a graph
enlarged 100 to 1,000
points of contact between
times. To be sure
tape and shell.
there's no variance, the
TDK cassette
Whenever the
two shell halves are
tape -to -head interface area.
sides were not
precision molded from
perfectly parallel, to a micron,
matching dies and kept
there was phase shift and sensitivside by side until they are
ity loss. A difference of mpore than
precisely mated by five
a few microns could affect the
computer -torqued screws.
sound as well as damage tie tape.
There is no room for error in
To avoid structural problems,
a TDK cassette. Even the TDK
TDK engineers chose a very spelabel is made of a special
cial plastic. High impact styrene.
paper.
11,
It performs impressively in ternLooking through today's
© 1980 TDK Electronics Corp., Ga:dei City, N.Y. 11530
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Nine.

larger TDK window, you'll have a
perfect view of tape move -lent
and direction. It's the direction
TDK has set for cassettes. Total
performance depending not
merely on the tape but the design
and interplay of every component
part. With TDK, music will continue to be the sum of its parts.
And that's quite an achievement.

TDK.

The Amazing Music Machine.
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full schematic diagrams are also included for the benefit of the
technically oriented user or for possible servicing needs. The
descriptions of the remaining non-r.f./i.f. related circuits are too
lengthy for even an abbreviated treatment here, but we cannot
leave this subject without providing a brief explanation of the
unusual "lock" circuitry designed into this unusual tuner. This
new circuit will be correctly tuned even if the station (or, more
likely, the cable company) is not on its correct frequency. Two
operational amplifiers are used. A deviation signal from the de-

stereo FM tuner. At 65 dBf of input signal strength, signal-tonoise ratio measured 76 dB in mono (as opposed to 75 dB
claimed by McIntosh) and 71 dB in stereo. Distortion at that

tector is fed to the first amplifier, which produces an output
voltage proportional to the logarithm of the d.c. component in
the detector output. A second amplifier, connected as a

and 0.15 percent for that frequency in stereo. At 3 kHz, mono
distortion was a bit higher than that measured in stereo, 0.18
percent as against 0.13 percent, but at the highest required test
frequency of 6 kHz, stereo THD came close to the 0.2 percent

switched -gain low-pass filter, removes any audio signals present. The filter output, which is a correction voltage, is fed into a
scaling circuit that compensates for the tuning diodes' nonlinear
frequency -to -voltage response. Both amplifiers operate with
more than 50 dB of gain at d.c. So, with a closed -loop gain of
more than 100 dB, tuning error (when locked) is less than 1 kHz

at 100 MHz. This error is less than that obtained with most
frequency -synthesized circuits and provides the additional bene-

fit of correct tuning even if the station or cable signal is not on
proper frequency.
Since this circuit will "track" a station even if it drifts by more

than 1 MHz in either direction, the user must be able to defeat
the lock easily. The touch sensor switching arrangement on the
manual tuning knob takes care of this and, to prevent the tuner
from locking onto a strong signal next to a weak signal, a circuit
is used to sense strong adjacent channel signals and to inhibit
the lock circuit in such circumstances. The lock on/off switch on
the top surface of the unit, incidentally, will cancel the lock only
insofar as the manual tuning knob is concerned. The lock circuit
continues to work for all the preset signals and for the scan
circuits.

Laboratory Measurements
The multi -purpose graph of Fig. 2 shows the mono and stereo quieting and distortion (at 1 kHz) characteristics of the MR -80
tuner with the selector switch set for "Narrow" (normal) selectivity. Usable sensitivity in mono measured 12.0 dBf (2.2 µV), while
for stereo, the usable sensitivity was a very low 20 dBf (5.5 µV).
The 50 -dB quieting point was reached with input signals of 3.5
µ V (16 dBf) in mono and 30 dBf (17.4 µV) in stereo, the stereo

result being about the lowest we have ever measured for any

strong signal level was the same in mono and stereo, a low 0.12
percent for a 1 -kHz signal.
Figure 3 is a plot of distortion (harmonic) versus modulating
frequencies, for both mono and stereo operation of the tuner,
again with selectivity set to the normal or "Narrow" position. We
measured specific values of 0.12 percent at 100 Hz for mono,

limit while mono distortion was again a low 0.1 percent.
We should point out that when the "Super Narrow" selectivity
setting is used, distortion does rise rather significantly, approaching the 1.0 percent mark, but this is a trade-off that was
most deliberately chosen by McIntosh Laboratory's designers.
There is just no other way to achieve adjacent -channel selectivity
of 60 dB without increasing distortion in the stereo mode where
sidebands of high frequency modulating signals extend well beyond the single channel width of 100 kHz to either side of center
carrier frequency. What is remarkable, in fact, is that McIntosh
was able to achieve this sort of adjacent -channel selectivity and

still keep the distortion level in stereo under 1.0 percent! It
should be noted, incidentally, that noise performance or signalto-noise ratios remain essentially the same in the "Super Narrow" setting as they were in the "Narrow" or normal selectivity
mode.

The spectrum analyzer plots of Fig. 4 illustrate frequency response and separation characteristics of the tuner measured
with selectivity set to the "Narrow" or normal position. We measured a separation of 50.5 dB at 1 kHz, 48 dB at 100 Hz, and
35 dB at 10 kHz. The lower trace in the scope photo shows the
crosstalk in the unmodulated channel. The center trace shows
what happens when the multiplex filter circuit is introduced.
While separation at the frequency extremes diminishes, notice
that at mid -frequencies it is actually greater than it was without
the filter over a narrow region of frequencies around the 500 -Hz
mark.

As might be expected, when selectivity is switched to the
"Super Narrow" mode, separation suffers somewhat, as illus-

trated in the scope photo of Fig. 5. In addition, we note the
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WHY ONLY SONY WINDS UP
WITH FULL COLOR SOUND.
Strangely enough, some of the things that make Sony pioneering and how the Sony balance system works.
Full Color Sound sound so terrific are things you caret hear.
Some of the unique patented Sony innovations are
Such as Sony's unique experience and technical
the stepped hub wheel, which suppresses wobble, parallel
achievement. Sony makes both tape and the equipment
"rails" of the liner which guide the tape and hub and keep
Stepped hub
that plays it. So Sony's experithe tape winding flat and even. Even the surface which
inne1 ring
Outer ring
ence with tape recording is
touches the tape is special graphite -coated polyester, for the
unique among major tape
least possible friction.
manufacturers. After all, you'd
Our Sony SP mechanism is actually to times more
better know all there is to
trouble -free in lab tests than our old conventional mechaknow about tape decks before
nism. And the increase of friction after 200"torture-test"
you make a tape. Sony does.
windings and rewindings has been reduced by nearly 2/3!
Parallel rails
Tape
Liner
Then
there's
unique
Sony
The fact is, the more sophisticated your equipment,
Cross section of SP mechanism
balance. The fine-tuning of ail
the more you'll appreciate Full Color Sound. Listen to Sony
the elements that go into making a tape, so that each syner- SHF (our best normal bias tape), EHF (high bias), FeCr or
gistically complements the other and delivers the finest
Metallic tape. Listen to the perfect balance of its perfect
recording humanly and technically possible to achieve.
components. It's the secret of Full Color Sound. SONY
You also cant hear Sony's unique SP mechaEnter No. 22 on Reader Service Card
nism, one of the carefully balanced elements in
every Sony tape. It's a perfect example of Son:
technical achievement. The SP mechanism is
what makes the tape run so smoothly inside
the cassette. And smoothly running tape is
critical for total, perfect tape performance.
Smooth running means less friction.
So some of the most popular tape makers
give the tape as much clearance inside the
cassette as possible. (We used to do the
same thing.) But this method results in
uneven or too tight winding and actually increases friction as you wind and
rewind the tape. Jamming and even
a stopping of the tape in its tracks
can result.
It was clear to Sony that even,
uniform winding was the key. So
Sony reversed the basic thinking about
friction completely and invented the
SP mechanism, the first positive guidStepped hub
ance system on the market. Instead
of giving the tape lots of room, it
Liner with
gently guides the tape smoothly and
parallel rails
precise -y through the cassette, and
onto the reels, with a maximum of
positive precision support, yet with
Tape guide
an absolute minimum of friction.
This is a perfect example of Sony
Five screw

system
Precision guide roller

Tape

Pressure pad
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Shielding plate

19:1 Sory Corporation of America. Tape Dr¢

Soryu oacemark of Sony Corp.

Fig. 4 - Frequency

logarithmic as indicated by the frequency notations at the top of

response and separa-

the display), and printed frequency notations should now be
ignored. Thé sweep is from 0 Hz to 50 kHz, at 5 kHz per divi-

tion with selectivity
circuitry in "Narrow"
mode.

sion..The tall spike at the left is the 5 -kHz output from the modulated channel. Contained within that spike is the opposite (un modulated) output from the other channel, while to the right of
these are the crosstalk products at harmonics of 5 kHz as well
as any residual 19 -kHz and 38 -kHz subcarrier output products,

all of which are about 60 dB or more below the level of 100 percent modulation.
Capture ratio measured exactly 1.5 dB as claimed, while im-

age rejection was in excess of the 90 dB claimed as a limit
specification. We were unable to measure alternate channel
selectivity in the "Super Narrow" mode (our equipment can only
read reliably to 100 dB) but were able to confirm all other selec-

tivity readings claimed by McIntosh in both the "Narrow" and
"Super Narrow" modes of the i.f. system.

Fig. 5 - Frequency
response and separa-

tion with selectivity
circuitry in "Super
Narrow" mode.

1

il(K

Kte::tM1

Use and Listening Tests
Since our own local distribution of FM stations was such that
we did not run into adjacent channel problems if we used a good
directional antenna in our listening tests, these tests were divided into two separate parts. First, we did some off -air testing and
found that the MR -80 picked up more usable signals than any
tuner we have tested over the last three years. The automatic
blend filter action and the variable separation (which occurs automatically) resulted in stereo reception of weak signals that was
completely acceptable from a noise point of view but that would
have been too noisy for pleasurable listening with other tuners

we have tested in recent months. The "lock" circuit always

Fig 6 - Crosstalk
components for a
5 -kHz input signal.

yielded optimum tuning point, as evidenced by a complete absence of audible distortion. In short, as we said at the outset, the
MR -80 is designed to cope with the real world of broadcasting.
As proof that it could respond well to the world of the laboratory (and because we wanted to see just how sharp that "Super
Narrow" selectivity position was) we conducted additional tests

which amounted to a "closed circuit" experiment. Using our
Sound Technology Model 1100A "Signal Conditioner" (which
accepts program modulation from tape or discs and applies required pre -emphasis) to modulate our primary FM stereo signal

generator, we "transmitted" some of our favorite discs and
master tapes both by direct cable connection and by low -power
radiation from one room to the next. These experiments were

conducted at a variety of signal strength levels, ranging from

around 50 microvolts to 100,000 microvolts. The dynamic
range capability of the tuner was awesome, better than any of
the program material we used in these experiments.
All

appearance of some beats at around 9 kHz and at 19 kHz in the

unmodulated channel output. Again, these are some of the
trade-offs that must be made to obtain the kind of adjacent
channel selectivity of which the MR -80 is capable. And that kind
of selectivity can only be appreciated by the listener who, having

been unable to receive a preferred station because of strong
local station interference, suddenly hears the desired signal with
absolutely no interference.
In Fig. 6 we have changed the sweep mode of our spectrum
analyzer so that it is linear (in previous scope photos it was

of which brings us to the same conclusion we have

reached when testing other excellent tuners in the past. Before
investing in a tuner of this excellent quality and performance
capability, ascertain whether or not there is any station in your
area that is meticulous enough in its broadcast practices and
caring enough in its selection of program sources to justify the
relatively high price of the Mac MR -80. If you are fortunate
enough to have one or more such stations in your area and are
also sufficiently affluent (or possessed of a good enough credit
rating) to afford the MR -80, I could not recommend any product
more highly. The McIntosh MR -80 is what FM and stereo FM is
Leonard Feldman
really all about - or should be.
Enter No. 90 on Reader Service Card
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There are 300 voices
in the Mormon Tabernacle Choir.
This tiny diamond tipped sapphire
enables you to hear every one.

Shown actual size

What you see above is the dia-

dards as the MMC 20 CL. And offer
almost equivalent performance.
The top three models each come

mond stylus/sapphire ciiystal cantilever

of the Bang & Olufsen MMC 20 CL
Phono Cartridge.
We chose sapphire because it is

with their own computer -generated test

report showing output voltage, channel balance, channel separation, and
tracking ability. The MMC 20 CL is
also supplied with its own individually
plotted frequency response graph.

one of the most rigid materials on Earth.

So there is no audible tip resonance.
No distortion of the music. Even when

subjected to the 10 G forces which
cantilevers encounter when tracking

While you might wonder just how
much difference all of this makes, you

today's records.
And while sapphire may seem like
overkill, the fact is that your cartridge,

though dwarfed by the rest of your
system, has an overwhelming influence
on the reproduction quality you achieve.
Which is why we go to great lengths to

achieve optimum performance where
it counts in our cartridges.
Another place the MMC 20 CL
excels is its stylus. A Contact Line nude
diamond. Super -polished to shun con-

taminants and reduce record wear. It

tracks the groove like a train on a rail.
Then there is the Moving Micro

Cross, heart of the patented B&O®
cartridge for years. Now highly refined,

it maximizes stereo separation and

minimizes effective tip mass (ETM).
For extended record life, and unsurpassed trackability.
Since inductance is low, induced
noise is negligible. And output is constant, regardless of cable or preamp
capacitance.
Bang & Olufsen's other three cartridge models are the MMC 20 EN,
MMC 20 E, and MMC 10 E. They are
produced to the same exacting stanEnter No. 4 on Reader Service Card
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can hear it for yourself at your local
Bang & Olufsen Dealer.
Or write to us, and we'll send you
reprints of what reviewers the world

over have been reporting. Which is
that Bang & Olufsen Stereo Phono
Cartridges are great places for your
music to begin.

Bang &Olufsen
Bang & Olufsen of America, Inc.
515 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007

Attention: Sandy Reinquist

EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Power Output: 1 00 watts/channel into
8- or 4 -ohm loads, 1 75 watts/channel
into 2 -ohm loads, 75 watts/channel
into 16 -ohm loads; in mono bridged
mode, 200 watts/channel into 4- or 8 -

TIM: Less than residual in test equipment of 0.006 percent.
Slew Factor: Greater than 10.
S/N: 80 dB below 1 watt (110 dB below rated output).

ohm loads.

THD: Less than 0.03 percent, 4 and 8
ohms; less than 0.05 percent, 2 ohms.

Dynamic Headroom: 3 dB at 8 ohms,
2 dB at 2 ohms.

Reactive Load Rating: 3 dB.
Capacitive Load Rating: To 0.8 µF.

APT CORP.
APT 1
AMPLIFIER

SMPTE-IM: Less than 0.01 percent.
IHF-IM: Less than 0.01 percent.

Dimensions: 3.12 in. (79.25 mm) H x
16.9 in. (429.26 mm) W x 10.19 in.
(258.82 mm) D.
Weight: 22 lbs. (10 kg).
Price: $641.00 East, $656.00 West.

Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 30
kHz, +0, -0.25 dB.
Input Sensitivity: 90 mV for 1 -watt output.

Input Impedance: 50 kilohms in parallel with 300 pF.

R

power

Signal preen

oweo.d red
load impedance beam.
(rear panel)

Aw COrporatlee
Cambridge, Ma..echoa.tts
PoW.r Amplifier 1

The arguments over whether or not one can hear differences
between similarly rated and similarly measuring amplifiers will

probably be with us for many years to come. As far as this
reviewer is concerned, however, the Apt 1 Amplifier, the second
product to be introduced by Tom Holman in the past couple of
years, settles the argument in my mind. It sounds better than
most amplifiers in its price and power class and, might add,
these judgments are not only my own but those of my listening
panel of associates and friends who, as in all recent tests, had
no idea what was being compared with what and whether the
switch was really being thrown from A to B or from A to A or, as
was true in some cases, from B to B!
As well as providing superlative sound, the Apt 1 is also one
of the most conservatively designed amplifiers we have encountered in some time. And in addition and unlike some amplifiers
which perform well on the lab bench with idealized loads but fail
to measure up sonically when delivering power into real -world
loads, the Apt 1 can easily deliver its rated power, and then
some, into the most complex and unusual of speaker loads yet
devised by man.
For all its design innovation, the Apt 1 is a compact unit and
fairly lightweight at 22 pounds (or, an even 10 kilograms, if you
prefer to be metric abcut it). Its grey metallic front panel has no
I

controls on its surface. The only visible items on the front panel

are a tiny power -on indicator light and a small viewing area
housing LED indicators. The upper pair of LEDs illuminates in
green whenever a signal is being amplified by the Apt 1, switch-

ing to red when an instantaneous overload condition occurs.
The other LED illuminates when the load is mismatched to the
amplifier's output, at which time the user is expected to remedy
the situation with an impedance switch on the rear panel.
That rear panel is equipped with color -coded, five -way binding posts for speaker cable connection, with one pair located at

each end of the panel. A small switch at panel -center can be
released from its normally depressed setting for bridged monophonic operation of the amplifier. In such a mono mode, only the
L input is active. A fuseholder housing a 4 -ampere line fuse is
located on the rear panel, as is the aforementioned impedance
switch. The switch has two settings: 8-16 ohms stereo/16-32
ohms mono or 2-4 ohms stereo/4-8 ohms mono. As previously
noted, an improper setting may be indicated by illumination of
the front -panel LED indicators. Such indications may take place
even if the "nominal" impedance of the speakers being used
corresponds to the switch setting, since nominal speaker impedance does not always correspond to actual impedance under a given set of drive conditions for an amplifier.
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Circuit Highlights
A complete schematic (one channel only) of the Apt

1

is

shown in Fig. 1. The power amplifier stage employs some newly
developed circuits which were conceived by Tom Holman and
designer Mark Dinsmore. The first stage is a Darlington -connected differential -pair with emitter current source and gain degeneration. This configuration was apparently selected because of its
relatively high stage current and attendant high slew rate combined with high input impedance and good thermal stability.
One side of the differential pair drives a current mirror, which
reflects the output of half of the differential pair downwards. The
second stage is driven in both directions, up and down. Each
half of this stage consists of a two -transistor cascode circuit.
The output stage consists of two triple -Darlington. complementary -symmetry, common -collector stages (emitter -followers).
This configuration provides high current gain, so that load varia-

tions in impedance are reflected back to the gain stages at a
very low level, with little overall effect upon the specifications of
the amplifier.
The safe -area detector circuitry works much like the portion of
safe area limit circuitry which detects unsafe conditions in output

transistors. The detector, however, is not used to interrupt the
drive to the output as it sometimes is in conventional circuits.

Instead, the detector output is used to signal the output protection relay to disconnect the load. This action is postponed for as
long as possible thanks to the conservative design approach in
the output -stage "safe area." Common -mode conduction from
one output half through the other half is prevented from reaching
destructive levels by fuses in the B+ and B- supplies to each
amplifier.

Additional inputs to the relays are a turn -on delay and d.c.
detectors for each channel. Since the amplifier is direct coupled
internally, any input offset will appear as a larger d.c. offset at
the output. To prevent such input offsets from appearing at the
output, a separate servo amplifier maintains d.c. conditions at
zero at the output.
A voltage/current comparator measures the V/I relationship
in the left channel and drives the load impedance indicator in the
event that the load impedance drops below 43/4 ohms in stereo
or 9 V2 ohms in mono bridging.

The power supply of the Apt 1 is unusual in that it has the
ability to alter voltage and current relationships depending upon
load impedance. It uses all of the power transformer regardless
of the setting of the impedance switch so that wind ngs are not
wasted in either mode of operation. B+ + and B-- voltages are

developed separately from the B+ and B- voltages so as to
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Fig. 1 - Complete schematic,
including power supply and
signal/overload indicator,
of one channel.
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tortion reached its rated value of 0.03 percent. With a 4 -ohm
load, power output for 0.03 percent THD was 115 watts. Returning to 8 -ohm loads, we measured a maximum continuous
output of 114 watts per channel at 20 Hz and 118 watts per
channel at 20 kHz. Under 4 -ohm load conditions, the amplifier
delivered 101 watts at 20 Hz and 102 watts per channel at 20
kHz for the same level of distortion. On the basis of the 8 -ohm
measurements, we would rate the amplifier as being a 114 watt
per channel unit, abiding by FTC criteria, but that hardly begins
to tell the whole story. This amplifier exhibited a dynamic headroom of 3.2 dB at 8 ohms. That means that under music signal
conditions, the amplifier can deliver short-term power peaks as
high as 209 watts per channel without clipping! A plot of power
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Fig. 2 - Power output vs. THD, 8 -ohm loads.
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output versus harmonic distortion for the 8 -ohm load ccndition is
shown in Fig. 2, while in Fig. 3 we have plotted the power output
versus harmonic distortion for 4 -ohm loads. Figure 4 shows a
pair of plots (8 ohms and 4 ohms) of distortion versus frequency
at rated output (100 watts per channel, continuous).
Power bandwidth (the frequency extremes at which full power
could be delivered for rated THD, 8 ohm loads) extended from
11 Hz to 35 kHz. Frequency response at nominal power levels
was flat from 3.5 Hz to 75 kHz for -1 .0 dB, extending further to
200 kHz for the -3 dB roll -off point. Damping factor was around
200 for a 50 -Hz test signal referred to 8 -ohm loads.
SMPTE-IM distortion measured a low 0.015 percent for rated
output as against the published or rated value of 0.03 percent.
IHF-IM was so low as to be unmeasurable using our test equip-
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Fig. 3-Power output vs. THD, 4 -ohm loads.
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ment, which normally can read down to 0.01 percent. Slew
factor (the highest frequency divided by 20 kHz at which full -
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rated input produces an output having 1.0 percent THD) could
not be measured beyond 6 on our test equipment, but we can
verify that it was probably in excess of 10, as claimed, just by
extrapolation. Input sensitivity corresponded exactly to the published claims, with 90 millivolts required for 1 -watt output and
ten times that amount needed for the rated 100 watts output into
8 -ohm loads. The A -weighted signal-to-noise ratio was 88 dB
below 1 -watt output reference, or fully 8 dB quieter than claimed
by the manufacturer.

20k

Summary and Listening Tests

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 4- Distortion vs. frequency at rated output.

operate the low-level stages of the power amplifier with minimal
interaction with the power supply. The important driving stages
are well isolated from the power output demands on the amplifier.

The dual -color LED display circuitry tests the output for small
signals and lights a green LED for signal present at the output
jacks. An overload detector differential amplifier triggers whenever the input and output of the amplifier do not "track" each
other, This amplifier then suppresses the green LED and
changes it to red to indicate overload.

Laboratory Measurements

We hooked this amplifier up to a variety of speaker systems;
everything from our reference KEF 105 -II to some recently acquired mini -sized speakers that lack an octave or so at the bottom but are otherwise well balanced and accurate. There are
those who maintain that some amplifiers do good things for certain speakers while messing up the sound of others. The Apt 1 is
not such an amplifier. Each of the speaker types we tried with it
seemed to benefit audibly from being driven by this superbly
designed unit. Bass reproduction was extremely tight and un muddied, and the amplifier somehow never seemed even close
to running out of steam, even when coupled to relatively inefficient speaker systems. Mid -frequencies and highs were well defined and transparent, with not the slightest hint of high -end
fuzziness or raspiness under any drive conditions.
Having checked out the Apt preamplifier more than a year
ago, rather suspected that the matching amplifier would be a
Leonard Feldman
winner too. It is!
I

With 8 -ohm resistive loads connected, the amplifier delivered
123 watts per channel at mid -frequencies before harmonic dis-
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If you want some
you do it
We could save money by making one driver do in many
systems. Some companies do. But at AR we design
each driver for the individual operating level of each
speaker.

AR builds nine speaker systems. Every driver in every
system is designed, built and tested in our own plant.

Acoustic Suspension design requires a strong, sealed,
air -tight cabinet. So we check every enclosure paying
special attention to glue, joints, and bracing.

Every AR speaker goes through more than 70 different quality control tests and inspections before it
leaves the factory.

Many reputable speaker manufacturers buy
some, or all, of their insides from outside suppliers.
While there's nothing inherently wrong with
putting a Frammas woofer and Tekamaki tweeter
with a Schenklocker driver, the quality of the parts
is out of your hands.

We do it right.

At AR, however, our only business is
speakers. We have both the time and the dedication to build and inspect every driver ourselves.
From the design room to the packing room.
That's why we can confidently say that the
end product will do exactly what it's designed to:
1rTELPDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

thing done right,
yourself.
This coil of wire (it's called a those) is part of an AR
crossover. Winding -t on a ferrite core would save copper and money. We use only air -core chokes for better
performance.

AR uses magnetic fluid to cool high range drivers. As a
result, you can pump more power through today's AR's
without overheating.

The AR speakers sell for from $90 to $900. Each one
is the standard of what a speaker in its price range
should sound like.

AR gives you a full (not limited) 5 -year Warranty on
parts, labor and performance to within 1 dB of design
specs.

Produce pure accurate sound that will enthrall you in the showroom. And forever more.
(Which is not an idle promise. The AR warranty
promises, among other things, that your speakers
will perform within 1 dB of design specifications for
5 years. Check the warranty for details.)

So next time you're shopping for speakers,
look for the ones with the AR nameplate.
It stands for a lot.
A lot more speaker for your money.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Model Identification: CO 15P comprises CO15E head plus PE15
preamp; CS15P comprises CS15E
head plus PE15 preamp.

Directional Pattern: CO15P, omnidirectional; CS15P, "single -D" cardioid.

to 20 kHz; CS15P, 40 Hz to 18 kHz.
Impedance: 150 ohms, nominal.
Element: Electret condenser, inter-

ELECTRET
CONDENSER
MICROPHONES

depends on voltage).

Case: Machined steel with fawn beige
micomatte finish.

Dimensions: 27 mm (1-1/16 in.) head
diameter, 19 mm (3/4 in.) handle diameter, 1 76 mm (6-15/16 in.) long.
3 -pin male, Switchcraft
A3M type.

Connector:

Frequency Response: CO15P, 20 Hz

E -V C01 5P/
CS15P

8 to 50 V d.c. at 3 to 12 mA (current

changeable heads.

Maximum SPL for 1% THD: 0015P,
145 dB; CS15P, 141 dB (0 dB = 20
micropascals, f

= 1,000 Hz,

Supplied Cable: 4.6 m (15

ft.) with

Switchcraft A3F connector.

Supplied Accessories: Wind screen,
315A; clamp (swivel mounting), 312A,
and metal storage case.
Prices: CO15P, $264.75; CS15P,

load

$246.00; CA10 10 -dB pad for con-

Z>1,200 ohms).
Equivalent Noise Level, Max. Values,
A Weighted: 001 5P, 26 dB; CS1 5P,

denser heads, $31.85; AC24M power
supply, a.c. operated, for two micro-

22 dB.

External Powering: Phantom system,
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phones, $102.00; AC24S expander
module, attaches to AC24M to power
four more microphones, $86.50.

Models C015P and CS15P were selected for review from
Electro -Voice's recent "C" series of electret condenser microphones. I received one pair of everything in this series, and the

element. It seems to fill up the bore of the housing which has a
27 -mm (1.0625 -in.) outside diameter, similar to the C015P
head. Accordingly, the high -frequency characteristics cannot be

hardware occupied half of the studio floor when it was un-

expected to be as linear with frequency as the C015P but

packed. Because the functions of some components were not
obvious, it was necessary to read the catalog and instruction
literature. To test all pieces in all possible ways and write a
proper review would be a monumental undertaking, and I have
therefore chosen only those components of the "C" system that
would be of greatest interest to audiophiles. The hardware that
was not tested includes a hypercardioid head, a preamp with

should be comparable to many other current condenser microphones which are about 25 mm (1 in.) in diameter.

rolled off low -frequency response, and a line -type (shotgun) con-

denser head. These are intended primarily for television and
motion picture use on booms and for sound reinforcement in the
performing arts. Clear descriptions of the entire "C" series may
be found in the E -V Professional Microphone Catalog.
The two models evaluated, the C015P and the CS15P, consist of a preamplifier and two interchangeable heads. One head
is omnidirectional; the other is a "single -D" cardioid. This latter

term is used by E -V to distinguish between the two types of
pressure -gradient (such as cardioid) mikes they produce. "Single -D" refers to those microphones with one or more rear sound
ports located a short distance behind the diaphragm. All of the
pressure -gradient microphones we've tested from other manufacturers are of this variety. They exhibit proximity effect, a bass
boost which occurs when the sound source is closer than three
feet. This boost can be compensated for by a 6 dB/octave roll -

off with turnover frequency selected to match the particular
source distance. (A complete series of proximity effect frequency response curves is found in my article, "The Compleat Micro-

phone Evaluation," in the April, 1977, issue of Audio.) The
other class of pressure -gradient mikes patented and manufactured by Electro -Voice is the "variable -D." These microphones
feature a series of rear sound ports. The ports for high frequencies (short wavelengths) are nearest to the front, while those for
low frequencies (long wavelengths) are far from the front. In an
old model, the low -frequency port was a small hole in the handle
which could be covered if you held it incorrectly. Current models
have ports distributed along a distinctive rib. The "variable -D"
scheme is said to eliminate proximity effect. E -V now makes
several "single -D" microphones and claims the proximity effect
is an advantage in close-miking pop music where extra bass

The PE15 preamplifier, which is common to both microphones, is plain and simple, at least on the outside. It is specified to have linear frequency response from 20 to 20,000 Hz
and a voltage gain (loss) of -1.5 dB. No low-cut switch is provided, so the user must employ external equalizers to compensate
for proximity effect or to reduce room -noise pickup. Also, no
integral head attenuator is provided; this is available as an accessory 10 -dB pad that screws in between head and preamp.
Since the microphones are specified to accept greater than 140
dB SPL without clipping, we would think sales of the pad would
be rather limited. The pad, incidentally, should not be used simply to reduce microphone output level because the equivalent
noise SPL is effectively increased by 10 dB, and this would be
36 dBA for the C015P. Microphone noise would then be audible in quiet auditoriums where typical ambient levels are 30
dBA. Reduction of microphone audio level for input SPLs of 140
dB or less is properly accomplished with a pad after the preamp;
E -V sells plug-in attenuators for this purpose.
The phantom powering scheme, which has been explained in

previous reviews, applies to both of these microphones. Essen-

tially, the scheme permits ordinary two -wire shielded microphone cable to be used between microphone and power supply.
A power supply is available from E -V and listed in the accessories, though any mixer, console or recorder that provides up to

50 V d.c. phantom power may be used. We used the AC24M
supply for all tests and did not try the AC24S which mounts
piggyback on the AC24M to expand the powering capability
from two to six microphones.

Measurements
I would like to remind the reader that the details of our microphone testing procedures may be found in the April, 1977, and
September, 1978, issues of Audio.
I noted from the instructions for the AC24M power supply that

response is desired.

The head for the C015P is rather unusual - the diameter of
the electret element is only 9.5 mm (0.375 in.), but the diameter

of the housing is 27 mm (1.0625 in.). Since the housing is a
solid metal obstacle behind the element, I initially concluded that
the high -frequency performance would be that of a 27 -mm microphone, and the advantages of the tiny element would be lost.
(In the September, 1978, issue of Audio we reviewed a 16 -mm
diameter microphone which had excellent high -frequency characteristics.) E -V claims that this is not so because some special

damping material surrounding the element "absorbs all of the
badness." (My translation of E -V's letter.) Our test proved that
neither we nor they were entirely correct. E -V did allow that a
9.5 -mm head diameter "concert version" may be forthcoming.
Naturally, the company would have to trade off ruggedness for
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Fig. 1 - Impedance vs.

acoustical performance in such a version.
The element of the CS15P cardioid head is, according to the

frequency, Electro -Voice

drawings supplied by E -V, much larger in size than the omni

microphones.

CO1 5P/CS1 5P
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its audio output is not to be connected to unbalanced loads (i.e.
one audio line grounded). Electro -Voice recommends a 1:1 isolation transformer between the AC24M and an unbalanced load.
Balanced loads with center point floating or grounded are per-

'lo

2 INCHES

co-PL A

mitted.
With the above caveat in mind, we measured impedance with

E WAVE

0 dB

-4

BV/Pa

and without a 200:200 ohm transformer (UTC HA108X) between the AC24M and our unbalanced test setup. Figure
shows that the impedance changes from about 300 to 150
1

20
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20k

FREQUENCY- Hz

Fig. 2 - Frequency response,
CS15P microphone.

l0

mum value.

We tested frequency response with three types of input cirBalanced -floating, balanced -CT grounded, and unbalanced. Both types of balanced loads produced normal response
and output level. The unbalanced load did not change the frequency response, but the output was 3 dB less than with the
balanced connection. Although this brief test showed no problem with unbalanced loads, the rest of our tests were conducted
cuit:

PLANE WAVE

,z
á,

o

I

ohms when the transformer is removed. In addition, grounding
pin #3 produces a rise in Z below 100 Hz. Since unbalanced
operation is forbidden, one must compare the measured 300 ohm value to the nominal 150 ohms specified. Most 150/200/
250 ohm inputs are "unloaded" and typically run well above the
1,200 -ohm value stated in the distortion specification. (Matched
loads are detrimental to certain types of electrodynamic directional microphones as the frequency response may be affected.)
The clipping level of condenser microphones may be reduced
by a load impedance which is less than the recommended mini-

-10

with a balanced, CT -grounded load.
20
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Fig. 3 - Frequency response
variation between two production
models of the CS15P: solid line is
unit used for review. Only the
heads were interchanged; the same
PE1 5 electronics were used for
each test. Sensitivity variation
was 2 dB.

Figure 2 shows the frequency response of the CS1 5P. The(
distant response shows the beginning of the claimed roll -off below 40 Hz. For practical purposes, the response is uniform to 35
Hz at distances of about three feet or greater. Considerable bass
boost is evident at 12 inches. The smoothly rising high -frequency response and the output level agree closely with E -V's data.
Figure 3 shows frequency response variations between the two
condenser heads supplied. If the 1,000 -Hz levels were adjusted,
the responses would fall within a 4 -dB wide envelope save for a
slight departure at the 8,000 -Hz dip. The "Q" of this dip seems
to be the most significant variable in the CS15P response.
Note in Fig. 4 that the 90 -degree response exhibits a peak at

8,000 Hz which coincides with the dip in the 0 -degree response. Below 8,000 Hz, the 90 -degree response is 6 dB below the 0 -degree curve, following the cardioid characteristic perfectly. Above 8,000 Hz, the 90 -degree response falls off, probably due to diffraction. From 500 to 8,000 Hz, the 180 -degree
response is 15 dB or more below the 0 -degree response, and
the CS15P has good cardioid properties. Our indoor measure-

10
o^

0

90'

ments show that front -to -back ratio reduces to 11 dB at 100 Hz.
E -V's curves show a similar reduction, but a ratio greater than
15 dB is maintained at 100 Hz. Our indoor test setup does not
yield very high front -to -back ratios below 500 Hz, and we would

180'

-20
20

Ik

100

FREQUENCY- Hz

Fig. 4 - Frequency response
vs. angle, CS15P microphone.

10k

20k

expect to measure 15 dB or more outdoors. Above 8,000 Hz,
unidirectional characteristics are maintained fairly well, noting
that diffraction effects are probably in control in this frequency
region, requiring careful design of head geometry. To summarize, the CS15P has very uniform directional properties for a
microphone of this size.

Figure 5 shows that the frequency response and directional
characteristics of the CO15P are fairly close to those of a 16 mm microphone (see Audio, September, 1978) except for the
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higher peak at 5,000 to 7,000 Hz. The off -axis response of the
9.5 -mm element has not been greatly attenuated by diffraction
effects of the large housing. Figure 6 shows excellent production uniformity between two CO1 5Ps.
We measured noise only with the CS15P. The A -weighted
level is 3 dB higher than specified for the CS15P but 1 dB lower
than the specified value for the C01 5P. We consider this to be
in good agreement, noting that noise measurements are subject
to many variables. The spectra (Fig. 7) show peaks at 30 and 50
Hz. These may be due to ambient acoustical noise but probably
do not contribute to excessive overall level, as the A -weighting
curve is greatly rolled off at low frequencies.
The 60 -Hz hum pickup of the CS1 5P was 15 to 20 dB less
than the reference microphone. (A previous review explains the
reasons for using the Nakamichi CM -700 microphone system as
reference for comparison.) Clipping level was greater than 140
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Fig. 5 - Frequency response
vs. angle, CO15P microphone.

dB SPL for the CS15P. Phasing was pin #3 positive, which
does not follow the proposed revision to the EIA standard. Phas-

ing of CO15P/CS15Ps purchased as complete microphones
should conform to the proposed revision to the EIA standard (pin

#2 positive). The combination of certain early production elements and later production preamps (and vice versa) could result in pin #3 positive.

10

0

Use and Listening Tests
Like most condenser microphones, the CO1 5P/CS1 5P has
no integral windscreen and is very "pop" sensitive without the
accessory foam screen. The CS15P with screen had somewhat
more pop sensitivity than the reference microphone (with cardioid capsule and perforated plastic screen). The CO15P with
screen had no pop noise, same as the comparable reference
microphone configuration. The CO15P and CS15P had very
low vibration sensitivity, the same as the reference microphone's.
On axis, the CS1 5P sounded more crisp than the reference
mike with voice, while at 90 degrees it sounded the same. The

CO15P sounded identical to the reference microphone with
voice at 0 or 90 degrees. Interestingly, the CO15P picked up
less ambient room noise (from an air conditioner) than the reference microphone, yet both have flat response to very low frequencies.
Alas, I did not have an opportunity to record a concert with

either the C01 5P or CS15P microphone. However, the differences between these mikes and the reference are in the region

above 1,000 Hz, so an acoustic guitar was a good sound
source for comparison. The CS1 5P on axis reproduced all of the
very high overtones that the reference did, but the mid -highs or

"presence region" was more emphasized in the CS15P.
thought this produced a very dramatic guitar sound, and this
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Fig. 6 - Frequency response
variation between two production
models of the CO15P; solid line is
unit used for review. Only the
capsule was changed; the same
PE15 electronics were used
for each test. There was no
variation in sensitivity.
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hints that strings, brass, and woodwinds may sound good with
the CS15P. I was amazed that the "high highs" were not attenuated, compared to the (16 -mm diameter) reference at 90 degrees off axis, and it is difficult to understand why a 27 -mm
microphone sounds as good off axis as a 16 -mm microphone.
Of course, the carefully tailored axial peaking helps to preserve
a linear response off axis, and the total sound variation, 0 to 90
degrees, is definitely greater with the larger E -V microphone.
The CO15P picked up all of the high string overtones at 0 or
90 degrees that the reference did, but it sounded crisper on axis
in the mid -high or presence region. This extra crispness, in my

OVERALL LEVELS IN 15,000Hz BAND
FLAT RESPONSE. 35dB SPL
A WEIGHTING-25dB SPL
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Fig. 7 - One-third octave band
spectrum of noise from the
CS15P mike.
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microphones for concert recording and would be pleased to

opinion, did not make the guitar sound better, as anticipated. In
contrast, the reference microphone (with omni head) sounded

learn of the results. Also, those wishing E -V would make a "concert omni" microphone as outlined above should write directly to
Jon R. Sank
the company.

more "full" and "warm."

Enter No. 92 on Reader Service Card

Summary
The Electro -Voice Models CO1 5P and CS1 5P electret condenser microphones possess an excellent combination of electroacoustic performance and traditional E -V ruggedness. The
CS1 5P performance is much better than expected from a 27 mm microphone, and with the single caveat of lacking actual
concert recording experience, I have no criticisms to offer.
The C01 5P measurements showed that putting a 9.5 -mm
element in a 27 -mm housing did not spoil the performance as
anticipated. I don't know why the listening test with guitar did not
produce as strongly pleasing a sound as anticipated from the
test data, but it did do well and I can give it an A+ rating for
reproducing the high overtones and for uniformity of sound over
the front hemisphere. I would like to see a "concert version" of
the C01 5P where the front end of the microphone would be
tapered down to the 9.5 -mm element size. Since the front end
would have to be rather fragile, E -V could dispense with the

(Manufacturer's

mits unbalanced operation without
excessive loading of the
phone's output transformer.)

hope that some readers will try the CO1 5P and CS1 5P

Perfect your reality.

o

equalizer enables you to modify tonal
qualities, roll off noise, and let important
passages in the music come through loud
and clear.
MXR Innovations, Inc., 740 Driving Park Ave.,
Rochester, N.Y., 14613, (716) 254-2910

It's pretty annoying to listen to music under
imperfect conditions. Speaker colorations, inferior program source quality, and poor room
acoustics can distort the sound and obscure
your favorite parts. If you demand perfection,
you need MX R's Stereo Fifteen Band
graphic equalizer.
With two channels, each having fifteen frequenc? bands spaced 2/3 octave apart,
MX R's Stereo Fifteen Band graphic equalizer
provides precision control over your
stereo system. The Stereo
Fifteen Band graphic

MXR

stereo

o
--------------------

The

mode, the PE1 5A's constant -current
diode limits current to 4 mA and per-

"iron -pipe" handle and design a thin -wall, smaller diameter handle. Magnetic stainless steel (400 series) offers magnetic shielding, as well as durability with a thin wall housing.
I

comment:

PE1 5 preamp has been replaced
with the PE1 5A. In the phantom

1

Consumer
Products Group

fifteen band
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THE COLUMN
MICHAEL TEARSON
JON TIVEN

and all. Equally vivid are the girl who
wants it all in "Expresso Love" and the
gay boys in the campy "Les Boys."
The recorded sound of Making Movies is gorgeous, full and muscular, a triumph for lovine who has made John Illsley's expressive bass and Pick Withers'
drumming

sound

better

than

ever.

Withers in particular is a seasoned pro
who, like Levon Helm in the glory days of

The Band, knows the value of each
stroke he makes andeven more crucial-

ly, each stroke he doesn't. Knopfler's
guitars (he plays all guitar parts this time

out) are pure sounding and eloquent,
never gimmicky or gratuitously flashy.
He too knows what each note is there
for.

Making Movies is that rarest of records, one that promises a lot and delivers on every count. Every song is a
gem beautifully rendered. It is a completely satisfying record.

M. T.

The Royal Albert Concert: Creedence
Clearwater Revival

Fantasy MPF-4501, stereo, $5.98.
Sound: B

Making Movies: Dire Straits
Warner Bros. BSK 3480, stereo,
$7.98.
Performance: A+
Sound: ASometimes it just takes a few tries to
get it exactly right. That's it in a nutshell
about Making Movies, Dire Straits' third
album.

Their first two left me with a vague
feeling that they were rushing to get it all

in before someone pulled the plug and
stopped them. Not so this time. Making
Movies is fully relaxed and fully realized.
This must be much closer to what Mark
Knopfler, Straits' writer/guitarist/leader,

has been hearing in his mind's ear all
along.
Dire Straits has made some important

strategic changes this time. Rhythm guitarist David Knopfler, Mark's brother, departed. Mark has recruited the excellent
Jimmy lovine to help produce the album,
hoping for the magic touch that illuminated the recent Tom Petty, Graham Parker
and Patti Smith albums. Knopfler got it,
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too, along with lovine's exquisite sense

of how to shape a song on record.
Toward this end lovine brought in Bruce
Springsteen's piano player, Roy Bittan,
to flesh out the songs, a capital decision.
For his part Mark Knopfler delivered a
superb collection of songs. The narrative
sense first exposed by "Sultans of
Swing" has been honed and refined to
an art. Streetwise survival thematically
connects them.
Side one's three songs are triumphs
one and all. And appropriately for an album called Making Movies they are visual songs, aural storyboards. The lovesick
idiot serenading a girl who is stuck-up on
her own success in "Romeo and Juliet,"
the roller-skating street girl with her radio
headphones on in "Skateaway," the
hustler in

"Tunnel of Love,"

are all

fleshed -out real people. In the case of
the hustler, his very dress and appearance are set by a quote taken from the
waltz in the score of Carousel that opens

the track-summoning up

Billy

Big-

elow the carousel barker, striped shirt
Illustration: Rick Tulka

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Performance: A

Never before released, this 1970
concert is the best live recording of legendary Creedence Clearwater Revival
I've ever heard. They shoot out classic
after classic, 14 in all that add up to 50
minutes of music. And unusually well recorded, too.

And take a good look at that $5.98
list price. This is one excellent album, a
treasure and a true bargain. Hey, come
home, John Fogarty. All is forgiven. M. T.

Zenyatta Mondatta: The Police
A&M SP -4831, stereo, $8.98.
Sound: A

Performance: A -

On their third album The Police dem-

onstrate that indeed they have locked
into a totally unique sound as the kings
of white reggae, spiced with various international influences, but have virtually
turned their back on the pop side of their
sound. Although songs like "Message in
"Roxanne," and "Can't
a Bottle,
Stand Losing You" delivered minor key
verses resolving in major refrains, the
new album offers little release from their
somewhat obtuse chord structures.
While they continue to carve a well-defined niche for themselves, The Police's
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songwriting seems more intent upon pro-

gression than focus, and although the
recording and performance of Zen yatta
Mondatta is truly impeccable, I'd trade
any five tracks for one which equalled

the majesty of the singles mentioned
previously.

The rock trio is a unique vehicle; in
the past the guitarist carried the major
responsibility (Clapton in Cream, Jimi
Hendrix in The Experience), but bassist
Sting provides the major entertainment
with The Police. He writes almost all of
the songs, initiates the musical direction,

Summers' letter-perfect guitar work during the vocal sections of their songs, he
doesn't have the excitement to carry the
solo off with anything but perfunctory ex
ecution (in other words, no excitement).
If there was a fourth piece to add somethir.g this wouldn t be so much of a problem, but in effect everything is upon
Sting's shoulders. He's very good, but

it's time for them to take the next step.

often you wish there was a little more

takes me a decent part of the way, but it
doesn't entirely satisfy.
J.T.

and sings lead (even though he didn't
start the group). Stewart Copeland is a

oomph in the guitar solos or a keyboard
lo fill up the occasional dull spot.
What I'm saying is not that The Police
are a bad group or that Zenyatta Mondatta isn't a good album, just that f The
Police (read: Sting) can't write consistent

virtuoso on the drums, but despite Andy

kiler tunes a la "Message in a Bottle,"

They should add another guitar, or saxophone, or whatever it takes to get them
out of the practice of being only as interesting as their songs, or out of the habit

of writing songs which don't transcend
their basic chord structure. Sure, like
The Police, but I'm waiting for them to
absolutely knock me over. This album
I

Rock 'N' Roll Preacher: Preacher Jack
Rounder 3033, stereo, $7.98.
Sound: C-

Performance: B -

It's not hard to see how Preacher

Jack got onto Rounder Records. Jack
thanks George Thorogood right on the
back cover. Besides that he uses
George's Delaware Destroyers Billy
Blough and Jeff Simon. And who is this
nearly invisible guitarist called Sleepy La -

There's a

new sound
out of
Cambridge
... and it's
good enough

Beef?

Preacher Jack is a rock and roll piano
man. Like George T., Preacher Jack is
no virtuoso of anything save energy. Of
that, like George, he is master. Most of
the set covers classic Fats Domino and
Hank Williams songs plus other assorted

rock and country masters who have

for digital

gone before. In addition there is Jack's
self -penned credo "The Public Is My
Family and Music Is My Life" followed by

The Cambridge 310 tweeter's moving
mass of only 'u gram gives it flat
to a frequency well beyond human
hearing, a sure guarantee that it will
reproduce all the harmonics and
overtones on your newest digital and

its natural extension, "Preacher's Boogie Woogie."
Preacher Jack is at his best when he

really cuts loose, as he does on Fats
Domino's "All By Myself" which closes
the album. But for me he doesn't rock

direct -to -disk records.

And the 310 midrange with liquid cooling
plays louder than you can tolerate,
without a trace of audible distortion, as
proven in tests by a well-known
independent acoustical laboratory

out often enough. I can see that, again
like George T., the man loves his country
roots, but, hey, Jack, next time don't be
afraid to bust out.
The recording style is basic. Maybe

And if yflu like bottom end, the
Cambridge 310 woofer's low frequency

one shade too light on the rudeness

response extends a half -octave lower
than competitive speakers to reproduce
all the bass that's on the new audiophile

scale.

M. T.

discs.

Foolish Behavior: Rod Stewart
Warner Bros. HS 3485, stereo, $8.98.
Catholic Boy: The Jim Carroll Band
Ateo SD -38-132, stereo, $7.98.

To hear the Cambridge sound
that's good enough for digital. take your
favorite high technology demo disk to your
Cambridge dealer and ask him to A -B the
Cambridge 310 against any other speaker
he has in the house regardless of price. For
the name of your nearest demonstrating

Stewart

Sound: B+

Performance: C+

Carroll

Cambridge dealer, circle reader service
number or write to us.

Sound: A

Performance: A

When The Rolling Stones were hot
and in their prime, they had a surefire
method for making hits: They'd go into
the studio, learn how to play the latest
Motown single and then write new lyrics
for it. Thus "My World Is Empty Without

Cambridge Physics 26 Fax Road

Waltham. Mass. 02154/(6171890-1560

You" became "Paint It Black," "The
Same Old Song" became "Under My
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No tuning system on earth is more precise than quartz.
Technics quartz -synthesized receivers.
Tune inan FU station with a Technics SA -625 quartz -synthesized receiver and you can beabsolutely sure that it will
be perfectly in tune.And that station will stay in tune because
the chance o- encountering FM drift is 0.00% thanks to
the crystalline accuacy of Tecnnics quartz -synthesized tuning.
Technics synthesized quartz also eliminates the hassle
of tuning. Jti t push a button and you can preset and
instantry retrieve seven AM and seven FM rations. And with
Auto -scan, you can sample FM stations automatically.

The amplifier in the SA -626 will give you clean, crisp
and dynamic sound because of Technics synchro-bias
circuitry which completely eliminates switching distortion.
By sending minute amounts of current to the amplifier
transistors, synchro-bias never allows them to switch on
or off. So there's absolutely no switching distortion.
Listen to the SA -626 and hear the sonic purity of
synchro-bias circuitry and the crystalline tuning p-ecision
of Technics synthesized quartz.

Technics
The science of sound

Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card.
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"Somebody Special," for instance, is
such an obvious remake of "Respectable" and "Beast of Burden" that one
wonders why Stewart bothered to
change the words. On their last tour, The

Rolling Stones introduced "Sweet Little
Rock 'n' Roller" as a number "that Rod

Stewart , taught me the words to" well, Rod's forgotten those words and titles it "Better Off Dead," kicking off the
album. The title cut is an obvious remake
of "It's Only Rock 'n' Roll (But I Like It),"
The Stones' first outing with former
Stewart cohort Ron Wood. There's nothing really wrong with any of these tracks,
in fact they're the best things to be found
on Foolish Behavior, but you'd think that

with 30 million in the bank he'd have

better ways to spend his time than
to blatantly ape his "buddies." After
Thumb," "Something About You" became "Satisfaction" and so on. In their

four years with his backup band, "The
Stonesclones," it's time for Stewart to

works to his credit, but he doesn't parade it around like Patti Smith, for in-

effort to pinch from the past The Stones

do something aside from sell records.
Carroll doesn't have much in the way
of vocal pipes, and his band isn't exactly

stance, who lets you know she's engag-

made up of virtuosos, yet he comes on
like a new Lou Reed/Jim Morrison/Patti
Smith rock -poet. By every standard he
should be exactly the kind of rocker that
makes you hold your nose, but instead
he's the exception that proves the rule.

lyrics with a vengeance that fits the rock
idiom perfectly. Although he owes a debt
to The Rolling Stones (he was originally
signed to their record label and Mr. Richard occasionally sits in with him), Jimbo
pays it all back by propelling their essence into a new dimension. He may be

created a genre

all

their own, using

blues and R&B merely as stepping
stones to leapfrog into new definitions of

rock 'n' roll. Both Jim Carroll and Rod
Stewart use The Rolling Stones as their
base of operations, but there is one major difference. Whereas Jim Carroll manages to take the style somewhere, Mister
Stewart is happy just to sound as much

Carroll sings with such intensity and

ing in a "lower art" when she puts her
words to music - Carroll spits out his

like history as he can.

emotional attack that we were virtually

Rod's Some Girls segment on side
two of "She Won't Dance With Me" and

drawn into the record upon first listening.

a little raw for some, but Catholic Boy
ranks among the best debuts of any

He's a street poet with two published

band in recent history. Jon & Sally Tiven

closer to the Yes/Genesis school than

they've been in the past, but for my
money there's little here to disturb Tull
fans from the past or to drag Sex Pistols
fans in to see them.

In case you were worried, Jethro Tull
has not gone New Wave, Punk Rock, or
in any direction other than an extension

of what they've demonstrated on records previous.

So now that all of you Tull fans have
breathed your sigh of relief, and the rest

of you have moved on to the next review, let me quickly add that this was

A: Jethro Tull
Chrysalis CHE 1301, stereo, $8.98.
Performance: B Sound: B
Ian Anderson, a.k.a. Jethro Tull, has
made a big deal about this latest album
being a giant step in a new direction for
the band, and it's true in that he's kicked

out various members of the ensemble
(which is no more radical a chore than
Zubin Mehta firing a couple of cellists)
and has attempted to contemporize his
lyrical approach. Regardless, the

"Jethro Toe" trademark sound is unmis-

takable - the Medieval -based chord
patterns, progressive time changes, and
Anderson's voice have always had more
of a hand in bringing in the hordes than
any of the other variables involved. True,

Martin Barre's guitar takes a serious
shuffle to the backseat, and temporary
recruit Eddie Jobson (ex-Roxy Music,
Zappa, etc.) becomes the focal musician
for the time being. And the newly assembled rhythm section of Dave Pegg (bass)

and Mark Craney (drums) puts them

intended to be a solo album by Jethro's
lead figure but instead served to institute
changes within the group which have virtually left their sound untampered with,
for all practical purposes. Anderson is
writing about some political -social situations here which he finds disturbing, and
he blows his usually wild flute, but things
remain status quo. No rock opera this

time around, no concept album, just
slightly less guitar and more synths - to

tell you the truth I'd find it much more
exciting if he'd hire the original band
members back (Mick Abrahams, Clive
Bunker, and Glenn Cornick) and let fly
with some of that more anarchic, blues bred stuff that Jethro Tull was originally
about. Unfortunately, that would be far
J. T.
too risky a venture.
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Peak Performance Redefined
The Synergism of
Beauty and Technology

Nakamichi 700ZXL
The Goal.. .to combine art and

technology o achieve performance
equalled on by the 1000ZX_...and
the beauty of a sl?ek, trim, classic
styling that c implemerts and
enhances any decor.
Computer-octimized Azimt.th4 Bias,
Level, and Equa zation ac-lieves
24 -k -z response. Four tape

mEmori- store ideal recording
parameters.

Subnic encoding cúntrols
playback equalization anc noise
reduction ...provides true, errcr-free,
ranbom access to Each of
15 programs.
The N-ekamichi 700ZXL...The
perfect recader for the devotee of
art and music.

_acs_

Nakamichi For more information, write to Nakamichi U.S.A. Corp., 1101 Colorado Ave . Santa Monica CA 90401.
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CLASSICAL REVIEWS
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

Cherubini: Requiem in C Minor. ORE

ans of dozens of recordings of Haydn

Symphony Orch. and Chorus (Austria),

$9.98.
Brahma: Piano Quintet, Op. 34. Maurizio Pollini; Quartette Italiano. Deutsche
Grammophon 2531 197, stereo,
$9.98.

and Mozart and the like, though they remain irrevocably Italian in a certain
warmth of tone and relaxed energy. With
a very dynamic Italian pianist here, they
do a fabulous job on this well-known early. Brahms piece, which too often tends
towards the uptight, striving towards

Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 1.

some kind of Teutonic greatness. Not

Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli; Vienna
Symphony Orch., Guilini. Deutsche
Grammophon 2531 303, stereo,
$9.98.

here! This is the easiest -listening version

Gardelli.

Philips 9500 715, stereo,

of the work

I

can remember, never

strained but always full of verve. Here is

what chamber music is all about: Big

music in a small space - your living
If you think that music today is mostly
international in sound without the old pa-

Brahms: Clarinet Trio, Op. 114. Beethoven: Clarinet Trio, Op. 11. George
Pieterson; members of the Beaux Arts
Trio. Philips 9500 670, stereo, $9.98.
Sound: A- Recording: A Surfaces: A -

Here we go again - more of the
buoyantly recorded communicativeness
of the Beaux Arts Trio (two of its three
members), sparked by that irrepressible
pianist, Manahem Pressler! Their guest
here is a superb clarinetist who matches
their playing in every respect. Digital or
no digital, the sheer recorded sound of
these two works is astonishing, big,
loud, clear, relaxed. It simply jumps out

at you, larger than life. As a few of us
keep saying, digital isn't everything.
The Brahms, one of the lesser known

of the late Brahms cluster of clarinet

triotic distinctions - well, it's not quite.
These three recent imports show us a
fine mixture of Italian, German and
French, both past and present, and the
sounds do indeed correspond. Could
any Italian musician play Brahms the
way a German, or an Anglo-Saxon, or
Nordic plays it? But yes! Sometimes the
extraterritorial performances are splendid. And so are the compositions.
Two of France's greatest composers
are Lulli and Cherubini, both native Italians. The Cherubini "Requiem," gaining
much lost ground in recent years, is a
major choral work of 1816, square in the
middle of the Beethoven period, composed in Paris in memory of Louis XVI,

room.

In spite of the talk about the glories of
live performance, have never trusted
the live recording. Mostly, it just doesn't
work, whether musically or technically.
Beethoven's second piano concerto
(published as No. 1) is here played in a
I

It is a
curiously desultory performance, the orchestra sounding like nothing much and
not very accurate, the pianist affecting
assorted Italianate (!) exaggerations, the
whole with little shape or tension. Enor-

TV -plus -live -audience broadcast.

mous cadenzas do not help on disc,
where all that extra solo stuff costs inches of LP money. The sound, though, is

big and broad, very majestic, with the
piano rather close in the usual record/
broadcast fashion.

who was beheaded in 1 793. Louis XVIII,

back on the French throne, must have
appreciated the tribute to his brother. If

you know the Mozart "Requiem" of
1791, this one, 25 years later, is its major successor in the same Catholic tradition, on a larger, more Romantic scale
but full of the familiar "Requiem"
chords, doleful brass, fugal choruses to

Beethoven: The Sonatas for Piano and
Violin. Haebler, Szeryng. Philips 6769
011, five discs, stereo, $49.98.
Sound: B+ Recording: B- Surfaces: A It

is always a joy to put on a Philips

record and hear that splendid,

big,

open, loud and free sound that, some-

easily melodious work he could write
when in the proper frame of mind. Big

the familiar Latin text - this work is a
big step between Mozart and Berlioz,
who turned out the next "Requiem" of

bowlful of musical cherries, I kept saying
to myself as I listened. The early Beetho-

the type in our present repertory.
Curiously recorded sound

some problems in this one - reason-

ven on side 2 is here perhaps a bit too

large chorus and orchestra are blurred

big and bouncy for its time (it would have
been played on a much lighter piano and

and

assemblage

able and familiar problems, at the heart
of the recording art itself.
Here we have two top-flight musical

somehow muffled - I could not follow

troupers, the best of the experienced

a simpler clarinet). Still - enjoyable.
The piano is marvelously natural in its
sonic effect, the cello songful, and the
clarinet as beautifully recorded as it is
played, with an amazingly flexible range
of tone from super -soft to squawkingly
loud. Fine artist, fine instrument. So forget digital (unless this one is clandestinely digital, unannounced!) and listen

the text even with the words before me.
The sound seems semi -mono, with little
direction or spatial depth. Yet the music

first -line European concert -giving celeb-

works, is the sort of genial, powerful and

simply to superb recording of fine music.

60

distant,

the

grand

- the

is a fine performance - all
chorus, no soloists - and before long
prevails!

It

you will acclimate yourself to the sonics,
which aren't that bad, and just enjoy the
big music.
Who said Italians can't play German
music? The Quartette Italiano are veterIllustration: Rick Tulka

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

how, characterizes the Philips output beyond all others I know of. But there are

rities. A fabulously understanding and
forceful pianist, feminine; an old-time pro
at the concert violin, masculine. Both of

these two clearly were trained for the
musical stage, which means trained to
project, unamplified, all the excitement
of Beethoven and the like for hundreds
of feet into vast spaces, full of hundreds,
even thousands of people. And here we
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Audiocassettes of uch
r m arkable ác,curacy and
cl ity that differences between original and recording
virtually vanish.
This is the sound of
the future. Tapes with the
widest possible dynamic range. The
flattest frequency
response obtainable. And freedom from
noise and
distortion...,...

New Fuji tapes: Born
of microscopic particles
made smaller, tp.ore unifor y than evér before.
Permanently mated to polymet film so precise, its
surface is mirror smooth.
The product of intensive research that unites physics,
chemistry, computer technology and psychoacoustics.
The sound of the fu- /
ture. Hear it at your audio
dealer today. In four superb
tapes that share single
name.
i
1

FUJI

CASSETTES

--..----_

Imagination has, list
become real'

C 1981 Fuji Photo Film U.S.A.. Inc., Magnetic Tape Division. 350 Fifth Avenue, N . NY 10118
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are, all of several feet away from them.
That's the problem.
Most younger musicians have grown
up in a dual world, the above and, equally, the new world of the close-up microphone; their facility tends to average out,
equal in each direction. But times have
changed too fast. Most older performers
do not have this new versatility, a sort of
bilingual approach to performance. They
project, always, and the recording engineer just has to do what he can to cope.
Opera singers, of course! But also violinists and pianists.

I was affronted, at first, by the seemingly harsh and roughshod teamwork of
these two concert powerhouses. The vi -

olin is close and often scratchy - not
distortion, just the true hi-fi sound at a
certain distance. And at this later stage
in his career, Henryk Szeryng has developed an uneven tremolo somewhat like
that which afflicted Szigeti in his later
years. It's ,OK at a distance, but closeup, it shows. As for Ingrid Haebler, at
least her piano cannot play out of tune,
but she is extraordinarily forceful, espe-

But look - we are adaptable! By the
time the first sonata here was completed, I had adjusted my ears to their team-

work, and so will you. These are big,
powerful international -scope artists. And

even though we are much too close for
comfort, we very quickly begin to get the

(Beethoven) message which they so
forcefully project. A common phenomenon with big-time recording artists.

cially at close range.

On first hearing, then, these two are
apt to overwhelm you. Too much, too
close, too ardent - they are "projecting" right past your head, to that audience hundreds of feet out beyond. Not
pleasant, in the living room.

Mozart: Concertos No. 20 in D Minor,
K.

466, No. 22 in E Flat, K. 482.

Emanuel Ax; Dallas Symphony, Mata.
RCA ARL1 3457, stereo, $8.98.
Sound: B

Recording: B

Surfaces: A -

"This recording was made possible

by a grant. ..." Even RCA accepts
them these days to make good recording feasible.

This grant could hardly

have been for the recording of Mozart's

two most familiar concertos, of which
around 20 other recordings are already

available in the case of K. 466, the D
Minor. The grant must, therefore, have
been directed at the performers, Emanuel Ax and/or the Dallas Symphony.
Well, I'm all for Emanuel Ax. His piano really "talks" Mozart - that's maybe the best way to put it. Not a note that
is careless, every phrase, every idea
alive and forthright. You can't miss it. Ax
is not of the older European tradition,
which treats Mozart as something infi-

nitely precious and a bit delicate; nor
does he follow the bang -bang school,
which thinks the composer is much too
easy, and murders him neatly in flashy

playing of the notes. Ax is a relaxed
modern who makes no bones about using his own instrument, not Mozart's, for
what it can do today - I like the way he
does it, and so would the composer,
I

suspect.

In Mozart, the Dallas Symphony is,
alas, pretty routine, with exceptions. On
its own, the orchestra develops a plod-

ding metronomic beat - the conducFine sound and great value... that's
why leading audio dealers are offering
new Technicraft phono cartridges. With
models to insure the best possible sound
for every system, every budget.
Inside each Technicraft cartridge
are two completely independent micro magnetic systems. One for each stereo
channel. No sharing of parts, no compromises. Which means you get best
response from each channel and best
stereo separation with Technicraft. And
full pleasure from every other component
in your music system.

There are four Technicraft models.
The lowest cost TC1000 has a precision ground UniRadial tip. The TC2000
and TC3000 with popular BiRadial styli
offer improved tracing of even the
most complex record grooves. And the
premium TC4000 features a sophisticated Line Contact stylus to extend
frequency response while reducing
record wear.
Technicraft: the new name for top
performance. When your dealer recommends it, listen. To his good advice...
and our great sound.

TECHNICRAFTM

tor? Emanuel Ax rescues it each time,
and very noticeably. The Dallas strings
seem to be mushy and always a trace
late. On the other hand, the woodwinds,
which mostly play solo (the strings mostly play ensemble), are a lot better, right
in there with the piano. Especially in the
second of the two concerti, the E Flat, K.

482, which has notable passages for
woodwinds alone throughout. These
players understand and do these parts of

the music quite enthusiastically. Nice!
RCA's Mobile Unit No. 1 has got the piano sound to perfection; the orchestra is

a bit undifferentiated for my particular
taste (no accent mikes?) and without
much spatial presence - not important
in a concerto where the piano is the
leader. Perhaps it was intentional.

1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224
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Five Important Reasons
To Own This New Realistic`F

D' ítal S thesízed Receiver.
2. The programmable

1. The microprocessor
controlled, digital
synthesized, quartz
locked tuner.

16 -station memory.

Don't let ti -e technical terms frighten
you. Simply put, the tuner ís computerized. Incredibly accurate. Very easy
to use. Even easier to love. When you
tune this new Realistic, soft -touch buttons take you to the exact center of the
channel you want. Select the search
mode and gain instant access to all 109
AM and 99 FM broadcast frequencies.

Or choose the automatic mode and
stop only at stronger stations. Either
way, a triple muting system silences

You can also store eight AM and eight
FM stations in the computer memory
for instant pushbutton recall. Adding or
changing memorized stations is easy,
and memory contents are protected for
one hour, if AC power fails, or íf you
need to unplug the receiver.

3. Power and protection.

(not plastic or metal) cabinet.

5. We build ít. We back ít.
Engineering and manufacturing the

ers a powerful 50 watts per channel,
mínimum rms into 8 ohms, from 2020,000 Hz, with no more than 0.02%

control and service. As with every

total harmonic distortion. You get com-

plete protection against overdriving,

lion times each second. Two major

protects your speakers and ears from
"thumps" and "pops" when you select
sound sources.

from across a room.

ing, inputs and dubimonitor controls
for two tape decks, hi and lo filers and
more. All enclosed in a walnut veneer

STA-2250 in our own factory helps us

overheating and speaker wiring shorts.
The sophisticated muting system even

quency display you can easily read

You also get A -B -Both speaker switch-

The STA-2250's audio amplifier deliv-

tuning noise, and a quartz crystal reference corrects the circuit over 11 mil-

causes of distortion - drift and tuning
error - are eliminated. With the STA2250 you get a clean, uncicttered front
panel featuring a six -step LED signal
strength readout and a bright LED fre-

balance control and 11 -step bass, treble and midrange controls to adjust the
response exactly the way you want it.

4. The heart of a
complete system.
The STA-2250 is a very versatile control center. Use the 40 -step volume/

to price it lower, and also eliminates
buck passing when it comes to quality
Realistic stereo receiver, you get a twoyear parts and labor limited warranty,
honored wherever you see the Radio
Shack sign. So if you are starting or up-

grading a stereo system, audition the
STA-2250 at one of our 7500 + locations today. Once you compare its effortless tuning and flawless musical
performance with receivers costing
hundreds more, you'll know why we
put reason number six on a separate

line...

The Amazing Realistic STA-2250
Only 5429.95' at

Radie Ihaek
THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND'
'Retail price may vary at individual stores and dealers,
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Saint-Saens: Symphony No. 3 "Organ." Philadelphia Orchestra, Ormandy; Michael Murray, organist.

Telarc digital 10051, stereo, $17.98.

I got this a bit late - it was a sort of
sonic time bomb waiting for my ears.
Wow! This is the demo disc of all time.

You will remember that Telarcwith
the Soundstream digital recording system and JVC's half -speed cutting, was
one of the first to record a classical digital disc, an occasion which wrote up
here a couple of years ago. Astonishing
how a small outfit, then almost in awe of
I

one-half of the Cleveland Symphony that
it had managed to acquire for its first di-

gital recording, now has hit the top move over RCA! The Philadelphia with
its long-time senior conductor Eugene

Ormandy, and of course, the Telarc
house organist, Michael Murray, subject
of another of my reviews.

cannot imagine how Telarc managed to cop the Philly with its own top

Ormandy during a practice session with the Philadelphia Orchestra several years

conductor - but here he

ago.

I

is.

Oddly

enough, just before playing this disc
had sampled RCA's digital sampler, on
which are three cuts of - you guessed
it - the Philadelphia Orchestra under
Eugene Ormandy. Sorry to have to be
blunt, but the impact of the Telarc disc,
same orchestra, same conductor, was
I

absolutely hair-raising. It is an astonishingly superior sound, in all sorts of subtle
human and audio ways, more than I can

really account for - except sheer TLC

progresses; for them it's an unusual occasion, and they sound that way. Marvelous for the sonics!

Michael Murray really doesn't have
much to do, except to stand on those
sub -bass pedal tones every so often.
And put his all into the full -organ entrance in the last movement.
If

you want the ULTIMATE, listen

digital for a long time now. Also in re-

through the last part (the work plays continuously through four movements) and
wait for that organ entrance, FORTISSIMO! I was daydreaming at that moment

cording, as such.

- I almost went through my ceiling. It is

and know-how on the part of the experienced Telarc team, which has been in

The music, with organ - and very
low -pitch pedal notes for the hi-fi bass

department-has long been "demo
material. Remember the early Columbia
LP of this symphony, which was heard in
every hi-fi showroom during the first LP
days? It is also very fine late -Romantic
music, the best of that long-lived composer, old Saint-Saens (d. 1921), by his
own admission. And Eugene Ormandy is
one of the few conductors left of the period, with an innate understanding of this

sort of music. Ditto the Philly, which is
notable (under Ormandy for many years)

as a vehicle for the old-fashioned classics. Often they are routine, if always expert - but here, in a work that does not
get played every day, they obviously get
really interested as the music

especially superb via multi -surround
channels, my six including synthetic re -

verb - since the recording space is a
vast stone church modelled on Santa
Sophia in Constantinople (Istanbul), and

sounds that way. 'Nuff said - it's worth
every penny, this record, including tax.
Here, audiophile comes to maturity.
E. T. C.

American Brass Quintet Plays Renaissance, Elizabethan and Baroque
Music.

Delos DMS 3003,

digital,

stereo,

$17.98.

Sound: A Recording: A Surfaces: B
There's the Canadian Brass, the
American Brass, New York Brass, Em-

64

pire Brass-I have brass pouring out of
my ears.
This is an expensive Soundstream

digital release with the expected pair of
foldouts with incidental technical info
and,

I

guess, you get your money's

worth, what with everything done in the
normal Soundstream fashion, including
Stan Ricker at JVC-Los Angeles doing
the cutting and the pressing out of Europe. I played three or four items of this

superb example of the audio art and
quit. There is the music to be considered, too, you must remember.
Sure, they play well. So do all the big
brass quintets, real pros. That is exactly
the trouble. They have now invaded the
earlier areas of music, according to cur-

rent taste, but without the slightest understanding or interest in the original
styling and sound of this music, which
was absolutely never played on the
vastly potent modern (i.e. 19th century)

instruments invariably now used for
these performances. Nor in the highly
proficient professional stylings, full of
enormous brassy climaxes and un phrased high-speed fast notes, that thrill
so many unknowing listeners.
OK, OK! Everyone to his present
taste, and in truth old Leopold Stokowski

did bring a generation of plain listeners
to the glories of Bach, if it had to be
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...an outstanding product on any absolute scale
of measurement without regard to price. / -STEREO REVIEW

Read more of what Stereo Review magazine had to say about
the Yamaha CR -840 receiver:
"The harmonic distortion of the CR -840 was so low that

without the most advanced test instruments it would have been
impossible to measure it."
When speaking of the OTS (Optimum Tuning System), an
easy -to -use Yamaha feature that automatically locks in the exact
center of the tuned channel-for the lowest possible distortion,
Stereo Review said, "The muting and OTS systems operated
flawlessly."
Among Yamaha's most significant features is the continuously

variable loudness control. By using this control, the frequency
balance and volume are adjusted simultaneously to compensate
for the ear's insensitivity to high and low frequency sound at low
volume settings. Thus, you can retain a natural -sounding
balance regardless of listening level. As Stereo Review states,
"...another uncommon Yamaha feature."
And there's more. Like theREC OUT/INPUT SELECT feature.

These separate controls allow you to record from one program
source while listening to another program source. All without
disturbing the recording process. Stereo Review's comment was,
"... the tape-recording functions of the CR -840 are virtually
independent of its receiving functions." One could not ask for
greater flexibility.
In summing up their reaction to the CR -840, Stereo Review
said, "Suffice it to say that they (Yamaha) make it possible for a

moderate -price receiver to provide performance that would have
been unimaginable only a short time ago."
And the CR -840 is only one example in Yamaha's fine line of
receivers. For instance, High Fidelity magazine's comment about
the Yamaha CR -690 receiver: "From what we've seen, the
Yamaha CR -640 is unique in its price range."
And Audio magazine has remarks on the Yamaha CR -2040
receiver: "Without a doubt, the Yamaha CR -2090 is the most
intelligently engineered receiver that the company has yet
produced, and that's no small feat, since Yamaha products have,
over the last few years, shown a degree of sophistication, human
engineering, and audio engineering expertise which has set
them apart from run-of-the-mill receivers."
Now that you've listened to what the three leading audio
magazines had to say about
Yamaha receivers, why not
listen for yourself? Your
Yamaha Audio Specialty
Dealer is listed in the Yellow
-

Pages.
To obtain the complete test

_
report on each of these
receivers, write: Yamaha International Corp., Audio Division,
P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622.

Quotes excerpted from June 1979 issues of Stereo Review, High Fidelity and Audio
magazines. All rights reserved.

OYAMAHA
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

done by making him sound like superTchaikovsky. But if you, as an intelligent
music listener, have gone a bit beyond
that sort of stuff, then you will have your
here about everything from
Scheidt, Gabrieli (both), Speer, Storl, to

doubts

Weelkes,

AMBISONIC technology is
a comprehensive system for
surround sound recording,
broadcasting, and
reproduction.
IMF ELECTRONICS is
proud to make available an
Ambisonic UHJ Decoder
with Super -Stereo facility.
This system is designed to
avoid the directional
distortion inherent in
conventional stereo.
For product information,
including details of recent
Ambisonic UHJ recordings,
apply to
IMF ELECTRONICS. INC.

Simpson,

Dowland - the

gentle Dowland, composer for lute and
voice! - Holborne, Morley, Coperario,
and Ferrabosco. These guys cover the
territory. Also J.S. Bach, Art of the
Fugue. Every single one of these composers is better heard, more truly persuasive, in one or another of his own
chosen formats. Not modern brass.
My sweeping indictment, of course,
covers a lot of other brass recordings,

not merely this one, which indeed offers
excellent playing within its type (and indeed some of the more outdoor festival
music comes nearer than usual to an appropriate sound). Most listeners, I am
aware, find the well -recorded sound of
big brass really thrilling, regardless of the
music played. And so this one might well

be worth 18 bucks or so - to you.
Don't be bashful. Go right ahead!
A curious technical facet to note: Why

does each side begin here with a remarkably long lead-in stretch, containing

background noise plus some groove
echo? Sounds like a misbehaved direct -

to -disc opening, but this is digital and,
presumably, edited.

E. T. C.

ELECTRONICS

5226 State Street

Saginaw Michigan 48603
Tel (517) 790-2121
Telex 227461
Enter No. 30 on Reader Service Card

The Audio Critic
is now published
every other week!
Starting with Bulletin I, dated January 15,
1981, The Audio Critic has become a biweekly
newsletter. Everything is still the same-the
hard-nosed equipment reviews, the sophisticated
laboratory measurements to back up the listening

tests, the eschewal of paid advertising-only
the format has changed. Now it's just a few
reviews at a time, but every other week!
Later in 1981, The Audio Critic Handbook
will be published, covering all the theoretical
and philosophical material that's too lengthy for
the Bulletins. Here's the new offer:
Our $30 package. This includes the 24
biweekly Bulletins to be published in 1981, plus
the Handbook when it is ready. A handsome
loose-leaf binder for your Bulletins` will be made
available at nominal extra cost.
Our $50 package. This includes the entire
$30 package, exactly as described above, plus
the four old-style, magazine -size issues of The

Michael Murray: Bach - The Great
Organ at Methuen
Telarc TEL -10049, digital, stereo,
$17.98.
Sound: A Recording: A- Surfaces: A
If you like the sound of the huge 19th
century organ in superb recording, Michael Murray's Bach is for you, though
he is better at his own specialty, French

crew on hand, headed by Dr. Tom
Stockham, this disc needs little detailed

comment - just try it. You'll hear other
big Bach pieces-the vast "Passacaglia," "Fugue in C Minor" and the great
"G Minor Fantasia and Fugue," plus the

"Toccata in F" and two chorale preludes. I don't think Murray is a very profound Bach player, frankly, and have
I

heard more thoughtful versions of

all

music. This is assuming your system can

these works, but his finger and foot work

do justice to the recording, of course.
Keep in mind, however, that this is far
from a baroque organ performance in

is indeed superb and so is the sound.

case your Bach taste runs to the authentic in organs. Bach would be amazed.

E.T.C.

Haydn: Symphony In G Major No.
100 ("Military"). Mostly Mozart Festival

Audio Critic that are still in print: Vol. I, No. 6

The fabulous Murray operates this
famed museum organ (the only one in
the world to have its own private hall

(cumulative reference issue with over 150 re-

built around it for acoustic effect) with all

$12.98.
Sound: A,A

views) and Vol. 2, Nos. I. 2 and 3, the last
being the much -awaited recent issue reporting
on the remarkable Fourier I speaker system. We
strongly recommend that you get these issues in
order to have a fuller understanding of what
The Audio Critic is all about and a better founda-

tion for reading the Bulletins. If you already
own one or more of these, you may subtract $5
from the package price for each one you do not
wish to receive.
Send your check or money order in the
correct amount (no Canadian dollars, $6 extra

for overseas delivery) to The Audio Critic,
Box 392, Bronxville, New York 10708.

its immense power and variety. All the
more remarkable is that the bulk of the
organ, though not all of it, dates back to
1857-61; made in Germany it was later
installed in the old Boston Music Hall until that hall was removed for a bigger one
to accommodate the new Boston Symphony back in the 1880s.
With the familiar Soundstream digital

Orchestra, Somary.

Vanguard Audiophile VA 25000,
Recording: B
Surfaces: B+

When this one arrived for review I was

forcibly reminded of the Institute for
Behavioral Kinesiology and Dr. John Di-

amond, who presented a paper rather a demonstration - at last May's
AES Convention on digital recording's

AUDIO/MARCH 1981
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JBL's new SFG.
A geometry lesson worth listening to.
SFG, or Symmetrical Field
Geometry, represents a significant design improvement in
the science of building loudspeakers.
The first low -frequency ferrite
magnetic structure good enough
to bear the name JBL, SFG not
only out -performs conventional
ferrite structures, but also the
Alnico structures we've used for
more than 30 years. In doing so,
SFG produces the lowest measured second harmonic distortion levels to date.
Most loudspeaker companies
use ferrite magnets. But until
SFG, we simply were not satisfied with using ferrite in low frequency drivers. We had

always been able to obtain far
better results with Alnico, a compound of aluminum, nickel and
cobalt. But the rising cost and
growing scarcity of cobalt
caused us to take anothe' look at
ferrite. While doing so, JBL engineers identified the unacceptably high distortion levels in the
competitive ferrite designs we
tested and found they were
caused not so much by the nature of the material, but by the de-

sign of the magnetic structure!
A modest technical explanation
of SFG follows:

In conventional ferrite designs,
the structure creates a non -symmetrical magnetic field above
and below the voice coil gap.

JBL
This uneven magnetic field
causes large amounts of second
harmonic distortion at low frequencies. That's where SFG
comes in. By reducing the diameter of the pole piece and by
making the top plate and the
pole piece an integral part
of the design, SFG creates a

symmetrical magnetic field to
substantially reduce second
harmonic distortion at low
frequencies.
SFG also solves another form of

distortion-a flux change resulting from the interaction of the
voice coil and conventional magnetic structures. The JBL solution, a unique Flux Stabilizing
Ring, is yet another tribute to the

ingenuity of JBL engineers. It
maintains a constant level of
magnetic energy in the voice coil
gap, reducing second and third
harmonic distortion to less
than 0.1%.
Our tests showed we'd reached
our goal: A low -frequency ferrite
magnetic structure with distortion levels typically far below
0.5%, over the full operating
range of the speaker.
But, as always, the real test is in
the listening. So, here's your assignment: Go to your nearest
Authorized JBL Dealer and listen
to the difference SFG makes.
James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.,
8500 Balboa Blvd.,
Northridge, CA 91329

'JBL First with the pros.

Symmetric:

Magnetic Foice -f

A unique Symmetrical
Magnetic Force above and
below the voice coil gap
is created by the relationship
between the top plate and

the reduced-diameterpo/e
piece. This symmetrical
force substantially reduces
second harmonic distortion
at low frequencies.

Exclusive Flux Stabilizing
Ring counteracts the distortion caused by the interaction of the voice coil
and magnetic structure. It

Enter No. 12 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

maintains a constant level of
magnetic energy in the voice
coil gap, reducing second
and third harmonic distortion
to less than 0.1%.

The Dawn of a New Era in Recorded Cassette Tape
PRESENTING AUDIB_E IMAGES

dedicated to the

proposition that there is only one way to make "audiophile quality" recorded cassette tapes: allow no compromises at
any stage of manufactu-e.
Consider AUDIBLE IMAGES' techniques and judge for
yourself.

Only Original Stereo Master Recordings of the highest

performance and technical standards are licensed for

Professor Plum's Jazz, by the group cf the same name,
combines the excitement of traditional Dxieland Jazz with
the realistic spatial recreation afforded by a single Blumleinpattern stereo microphone.
Guitar Music From South America, by George Sakalariou,

presents a virtuoso guitarist playing works by Villa Lobos,
Barrios, Nazereth, and others, many of which have never
before been released in North America.
Jan And Dean, by (you guessed it) Jars and Dean. Newly

duplication.

A state-of-the-art d gital recorder is used to copy the
master tape. Analog output from this digital recorder

recorded on the highest quality equipment, Jan and Dean

becomes the source material for all cassette production.

sing 1960's hits such as "Little Deuce Coupe;' 'Surf City," and
"Deadman's Curve" like you've never heard before.

Duplicated at 'real time" on highly modified decks,
employing both Dolby' "B" Noise Reduction and "HX"

and toll -free telephone ordey shipped direct to you by

Headroom Extension (requires Dolby "B" decoding for correct playback). Available with either "standard" or
"Nakamichi" equalization to match YOUR tape equipment.

Duplicated exclusively on Fuji metal tape to achieve
lowest distortion with greatest high frequency headroom,
output level, and S/N ratio. Fully playback -compatible on
decks equipped with "73 ttS" or "chrome" equalization.
Record head azimuth and Dolby calibration critically
aligned on each cassette. All tapes periodically monitored
during recording as a final quality check, and each carries a
lifetime guarantee against mechanical defects.

Our first selection of titles represents a diverse offering,
each with qualities to recommend it to the audiophile:

SEND ORDERS TO:
AUDIBLE IMAGES
P.O. Box 1303

Cupertino, CA 95015
'Dolby 's a trademark of Dolby Laboratories

AUDIBLE IMAGES TAPES are availab e by mail order
first class mail. The cost for each tape is $17.00, postage and

handling included (California residents acd $1.11 sales tax
per tape ordered). For your convenience and to expedite
shipment, we accept VISA and MasterCard
To order tapes, send check, money order, or bank card
number (with expiration date) to AUDIBLE IMAGES (we use
Telecredit to verify bank card orders-personal checks
require two weeks for processing). PRIi`T your complete
name, address, phone number and desired selections (indicate if for Nakamichi or "other" tape deck). Or, simply call
our toll -free number listed below, any time Monday through
Friday between 8:30 a
and 5:30 p.rn (Pacific Time) to
place your bank card order.

CALL TOLL -FREE:

(800) 538-3156 (exc. CA, AK, & HI)
California residents call collect:
(408) 446-0808
Enter No. 1 on Reader Service Card
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effects on the human body. Bad, he said
(I have this secondhand from an eyewitness on the very spot), and went on to
prove it via an analog vs. digital experiment, something involving muscles. Apparently, a top official of the AES (well, if
you wish, a president) was adequately

strong during an analog playback but
when the digital version of the same was
played, he was rendered semi -powerless

and couldn't make the grade. That is digital chopping -up of pieces of signal,

4110,111tIntosh
STEREO CATALOG
and FM DIRECTORY
Get all the newest and latest information on the new
McIntosh catalog. In addition you will receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America.

even at a fabulous kilorate, produces severe stress in the human nerve system.

That's a pretty severe accusation, considering how far we are now into digital
recording.. Are we going to be heavily
stressed ALL the time, pretty soon?
So I tried this one out on a musically

knowledgeable friend of mine, explaining the whole thing beforehand to him.
The two sides of this disc are identical in
all

SEND

bag of charcoal briquets in hand and
went to work on weight lifting while
played a segment of one side, then a

TODAY!

I

A

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 1 3904

respects except that the tape was

made with a Sony 1600 digital recorder
on one side and an MCI KH-1 10-B analog recorder on the other. Same identical
performance. My friend took a 20 -pound

NAME
ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

ZIP

segment of the other. Without the slight-

est hesitation, he announced that the
first segment was digital because he had

clearly felt added strain in the charcoal

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.

lift. It had been the analog recording.

Enter No. 14 on Reader Service Card

My own experiment quite aside,
have my fingers crossed as to the dire
I

significance of this digital stress theory.
Maybe so, but there are other stresses in
life, especially in hi-fi listening, not to
mention music itself, which exerts very

high stresses - pleasurable or otherwise. My own experience of digital recording on analog discs so far has been
like that of my friend - it seems, rather,

to give us a smoother, more relaxed
sound and maybe less stress than the
equivalent

all -analog.

Dr.

Diamond's

proposition, I'd say, needs to be examined in a much larger context, notably
in terms of impact on the musical ear,
which takes all sorts of stress in its stride
if the message is acceptable.

After all that, have to observe that
this is a purely musical recording, a genuine classical disc as far as music listeners are concerned. The familiar Haydn
Symphony is given a pleasant, unhyped
performance, easily communicative
(both sides!) and a lot less strident and
unphrased than some of Johannes
I

Somary's many vocal recordings with
chorus, solos and orchestra. Like so
many American -trained conductors,
Somary is more at home with and sensitive to all -instrumental music than to the

European mix of voice and orchestra though this, of course, would not be his
opinion. Just mine.

AUDIO/MARCH 1981
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The
wave of the future.
Speakerlab's new Wave Aperture'" Speakers are

54'.
avi

CALL NOW

(301) 488-9600

unlike any speakers you've ever seen or heard. They
work on the principle that if the sound source is small
compared to the wavelength. the sound field will be
broad and uniform. The result is incredibly accurate
reproduction anywhere in the room.
The drivers are arranged vertically in tall, narrow,
remarkably stylish enclosures with oak -veneer top and
base. Features include polypropylene woofers, passive
radiators and Samarium Cobalt Leaf tweeters.
The new Wave Aperture'" Speakerseach individually tested. from
Speakerlab.

HERE ARE SOME IMPORTANTREASONS

YOU'LL ENJOY DEALING WITH

International Hi Fi...
* You pay the same price many dealers pay.
* More than 120,000 customers coast to coast. You
save on our bigvolume discounts.
* No risk No -deposit phone orders shipped the same
day you call - COO or credit card.

* Over 70 top name brands - equipment most mail
order and discount dealers can't supply.

* 2 to 3 day delivery on most orders.
* Shipments fully insured -full manufacturer's warranty
up to 5 years.

* Exclusive

r
A13

Send more information
on the new Wave Aperture"
Speakers plus your latest catalog.

name

"no -lemon"

guarantee.

Fully

staffed

customer service department

* Seven audio advisors to

assist

address
the inexperienced

buyer.

city

state

zip

WRITE FOR: BROCHURE WITH PRICES AND LINES

TIPS ON BUYING BY MAIL

fpecikeilcib

INTERNATIONAL
HI -Fl

DISTRIBUTORS
Moravia Center
Industrial Park, Dept.
Baltimore. Maryland
21206

A

Enter No. 11 on Reader Service Card
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Dept. A13, Box C30325 Wallingford Station
Seattle, Washington 98103
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FOLKBAG
TOM BINGHAM

tinctive harmony touch) is a pure country
classic.

Three songs by Cash associates fit
very snugly into the country -folk context.
"Bull Rider," by son-in-law Rodney
Crowell, is a hard-hitting and unequivo-

cal rodeo song enhanced by a bluebare -bones arrangement.
Cowboy Jack Clement (Cash's producer
grass -tinged

at Sun) contributes "West Canterbury
Subdivision Blues," which is reminiscent

of Clement's All I Want to Do in Life
album (probably the finest country album
of the '70s). "Lately Been Leanin'
Toward the Blues" represents Billy Joe
Shaver at his downtrodden best.
Cash sounded disinterested on many
I

of his records of the '70s, but it's clear
that this is one session he really believes

in. His singing is natural, relaxed, filled
with genuine feeling and involvement.
Only on "(Ghost) Riders" is the infamous Johnny Cash wobble the least
bit irritating.
In all, this is an album for which every-

one deserves praise - Cash, the musicians, the writers, producer Ahern, and
the engineers. One can only hope that
subsequent Johnny Cash albums continue the "roots" approach of Silver.
Tom Bingham

Up & Up: Tom Paxton

Mountain Railroad MR 52792, stereo,
$7.98.
strument virtually unheard of in Nashville)

Silver: Johnny Cash

Columbia JC 36086, stereo, $7.98.
Sound: A-

Performance: A

Although he began the '70s as coun-

try music's biggest superstar, Johnny
Cash spent most of the decade founder-

ing about in search of a musical direction. With its back -to -the -roots simplicity,

provide much of the folk atmosphere,
though trumpets add a most unfolk-like
sound on three cuts. Alisa Jones (daugh-

ter of Grandpa Jones) is credited with
hammered dulcimer (another Nashville
rarity) on one cut, and she is no doubt
the unidentified dulcimerist on "(Ghost)
Riders in the Sky" as well. The playing
throughout the album is clean, un-

Silver suggests Cash has found something that suits him, combining the rockabilly-tinged sparseness of his early Sun
Records hits with a wide variety of folk

cluttered, and refreshingly gimmick -free.

and traditional influences.
The rhythm tracks of this Brian Ahern -

"The L&N Don't Stop Here Anymore"
and the Seldom Scene's "Muddy Waters" are already well-known to folk enthusiasts, while such Cash originals as
"Lonesome to the Bone" and "I'm Gon-

produced album are quite considerably
fleshier than Cash's original Tennessee
Two sound, though Bob Wooton's taut,
up-and-down staccato guitar lines (patterned after the late Luther Perkins' picking with the Tennessee Two) dominate
much of the album. Ricky Skaggs' fiddle
and Bob Johnson's mandocello (an in-

70

If the arrangements indicate a move
toward folk and country basics, the material likewise bucks commercial trends.

na Sit on the Porch and Pick on My Old

Guitar" should likewise find eager acceptance among the folk audience. By
contrast, the highly personal "I'll Say It's
True" (with George Jones adding a disIllustration: Rick Tulka

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Sound: C+

Performance: B -

Produced by old folkie Bob Gibson
and recorded live in concert at Charlotte's Web and the venerable Earl of
Old Town, Up & Up is surprisingly lively
for a Tom Paxton album. His songmanship is as sharp as ever. Tender songs
like "Has Annie Been in Tonight?" and
"Bad Old Days" are as fine as any Paxton has written in ages. "My Favorite
Spring" is a wonderful and wise song.

"Outlaw," written and sung with Bob
Gibson, is fun and funny but it'll never
threaten Waylon Jennings. "Let the
Sunshine" wants to be a solar energy
anthem, but it trips over its own context.
Hearing a lively Tom Paxton record at

this late date is a pleasure. The photos
of the package, both the head shot on
the cover and the snap with Gibson inside, are revealing icons. Up & Up is a
delightful surprise of an album.
Michael Tearson

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES
BUSINESS ADS- For Sale. Help Wanted. Services. Business Opportunities. Tape Recordings, etc. etc. $5.25 per line. First line set in
bold face type at no extra charge. Extra lines

$9.60 per line. One point ruled box, extra
charge $8.00. Full payment must accompany order.
NON BUSINESS ADS -Situations Wanted, used
equipment for sale by private individuals $3.50

per line. First line set in bold face type at no
extra charge. Extra lines set in bold face type
$7.00 per line. Full payment must accompany order.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNT -3 times, less 10%.

6 times, less 15%. 12 times, less 20%. (line
copy ads only)

FOR SALE
certain you do. AudioWorld wants to be your source for
affordable high end and esoteric components and add-

ons. A call to 616-451-3868 will give you access to
almost any component your ear desires - with competent service and competitive prices. Call or write before
making your next audio purchase. AudioWorld, Box
6202A, Grand Rapids, MI 49506.

ABATE THE HIGH COST OF YOUR NEXT AUDIO
PURCHASE! DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD. offers many of
the finestlines of audio gear from budget equipment to
typically non -discounted components, cartridges,
speakers, etc. Whether you're a novice or seasoned au-

diophile, we believe that our incredibly wide selection,
low prices and helpful advice could make us your one stop audio bargain place. Some of the lines that we offer
include ADVENT, AR, ADCOM, BOSE, dbx, DENON,
ESS, HAFLER, HARMAN/KARDON, INFINITY, MITSUBISHI, NAD, NIKKO, ONKYO, PHASE LINEAR, SAE
TANDBERG, THORENS and many many more. As an
added service to our customers, we also offer video
equipment (incl many of the Large -screen Tvs, VCRs,
etc.) and even a new "wireless" extension telephone for
less than $200.00 (sugg. retail $560.00). Just call us at
(212) 254-3125 for additional prices or information, or

send $2.00 for our current brochure
DEADLINE -1st of two preceding months. (Dec.
1

for Feb. issue).

BLIND ADS -Box numbers may be used at
$5.00 extra for handling and postage.

GENERAL INFORMATION Ad copy must be
typewritten or printed legibly and received on or
before the 1st of the month, two months preced-

ing the cover date. Display advertisers must
make a space reservation on or before the closing date, material (Camera Ready Only) may follow by the 10th. The Publisher, in his sole discretion, reserves the right to reject any ad copy
he deems inappropriate. All advertisers must
supply: Complete name, Company name, Street
address (P.O. Box is insufficient), and telephone
number before ads can be published. Classified

ads are not acknowledged and do not carry
Reader Service Card Numbers. Frequency contracts not fulfilled will be short -rated accordingly.
Ads submitted for a 3 time frequency or less are
unchangeable. Classified ads are payable in advance (Sorry, we can not accept credit cards.).
Additional information available upon request.
Contact: Catherine Paduano, Advertising Coor-

dinator, 1515 Broadway, NYC 10036... Direct Dial (212) 975-7530.

MAIL ORDER AND DISPLAY CLASSIFIED
RATE

1 co! xl"
1 col x 2"
1 col x 3"

2cotxl

2 col x 2"

$175
$275
$375
$275
$475

Advertiser must supply complete film negative
ready for printing for display ads.

AUDIO Magazine
1515 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10036

HOW TO ANSWER BOX NUMBER ADS

When replying to an Audio Box Number Ad,
please use this address Box No. - c/o Audio,
1515 Broadway. New York, N.Y. 10036

FOR SALE

AARDVARKS don't buy audio equipment, but we're

to:

DIRECT

DISCOUNTS LTD., P.O. Box 841, Cooper Station, NY
10276. Shop with us by phone with your VISA or M/C.
No sales tax charged to out-of-state customers!!
A BEST BUY IMPROVED!
Your NAD 3020 is capable of exceeding the sonic accuracy of preamps costing may times more. Also, amplifier

section improvements, tone control bypass, other options. Contact Kindel Audio about your 3020 modification program. Kindel Audio, 1710 Newport Circle, Santa
Ana, CA 92705.
ABSOLUTELY MINT CONDITION, AUDIONICS CC -2

$335 (L.E.D.'s) AUDIONICS BT -2 $265. (616(4513970 1-7 EST or (616)874-8369.
IMPROVE ANY SPEAKER. RIBBON TWEETERS BY
APATURE. BUILT IN X -OVER AND VOLUME CONTROL. S200.00
MASTER CHARGE
PR. VISA;
ACCEPTED.

CSA AUDIO DESIGN

193 Bellevue Ave.

Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043
(201) 744-0600

845-2861, M -F 11-8 PM EST.

A BRAND NEW CONCEPT IN AUDIO
featuring the highly reviewed
NAD ELECTRONICS & DCM TIME WINDOWS
In this day of high pressure, gimmicky flashy stereo sales that try to rush you in and out before you
know it, it is nice to know that there is a place you
can go and listen to music in a relaxed and comfortable atmosphere and select equipment the proper
way ... by listening. It doesn't cost a fortune! We
pride ourselves on obtaining the best for the money
tape systems, and you may be amazed by the music that you can get from a properly matched system
for an amazingly small amount of money. Come in

and listen and hear what we mean ... It doesn't
cost a dime and we think that you'll be pleasantly
surprised by our personal no pressure type of approach.

We feature audio equipment by the following
quality manufacturers: NAD, DCM, AMBER, DYNAVECTOR RUBY, LUXMAN, GRADO, CIZEK, FRIED
SPEAKER KITS & REFERENCE MONITORS, APATURE RIBBON TWEETERS, DEX PRE PREAMPS,
ALLISON, J.R. 149's, MITSUBISHI CAR AUDIO
(CAR INSTALLATIONS AVAILABLE), AND HEY BROOK SPEAKERS. 3D ACOUSTICS, ADCOM,
MOBILE FIDELITY RECORDS, TELARC, MONSTER
CABLE,
We are located on the service road of the Long
Island Expressway going East right off Exit 25. (Utopia Parkway). Stop in one day and visit us. Thanks.
SOUND STAGE AUDIO
"A Musical Experience"
184-10 Horace Harding
Fresh Meadows, N.Y. 11365
(212) 762-3220
A BRAND NEW WHOLESALE CATALOGUE - UP TO 50% OFF

Featuring Wholesale Prices on:
Technics
Sansui
Jensen
KLH
Linear
JBL
Maxell
TDK
Technica
Dual
MXR
Empire
Nikko
Acoustics
Onkyo
Aiwa
Kardon
Shure
Hitachi
JVC
Scott

Pioneer
Sony
Aftec
Garrard

Pickering
Bose

IN STOCK ALWAYS!
Apt/Hoknan M&K
Denon
Grado
Magnepan

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE! MC/VISA. B&J
BOX 248A, HOWARD BEACH, N.Y 11414. (212)

Fuji

"STATE OF THE ART"

Audionics
Dahlqust

A BETTER DEAL!
VIDEO RECORDERS AND BLANK TAPES AT THE

BIC

GLI

Koss

Akai
Blaupunkt
Sennheiser
Scotch

Grace
Sanyo

Grado
Concord
BASF
Watts

Quad
R.H. Labs
Yamaha
Mitsubishi
Audio Research

$13 95 each plus $2.95 shipping per order

ACCURATE AFFORDABLE AUDIOPHILE EQUIPMENT at lowest prices available!! Specialists in Car-

tridges

Tonearms - Turntables - Headamps.
GRACE

'

DYNAVECTOR

DENON

'

-

Offering
MARCOF

SOTA ' FR, and many more. Please call or write for
price quotes & advice: HCM AUDIO, Box 2029-G, Chico, CA 95927 (916) 343-0558.

TRADE-INS
rfar

SPECIAL THIS MONTH - MOBIL FIDELITY 8 TELARC RECORDS

ACCUPHASE T-100 SUPERTUNERS, brand new with
warranty, $395 each. (714)526-4864 after 6 PST.

SHIPPED PREPAID
ANYWHERE WI U.S.

8680SWCarwoRd Portand,OR97225

Cable
Dynamic

Memorex
AUDIO SYSTEMS II

175 Fifth Avenue Suite #917
New York, NY 10010
Campus Reps needed now
(212)477-1891

N.A.D.

Nakamichi
Polk Audio

BIB

Car
Stanton
AKG

^,I ¡¡-

ACCURATE, QUALITY AUDIO AT REASONABLE
PRICES! Car & Home equipment. Send stamp, call:
Denso Audio, P.O. Box 6104-U, El Monte, CA 91734.
213- 961-6158 evenings, weekends. Monthly Specials,
free "continental USA" shipping!
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ADC/MARK DENEEN DUAL MONAURAL VACUUM
TUBE PREAMP. It's that smooth, silky sound plus the

ADIRONDACK AUDIOPHILES Northern New York

AFFORDABLE ESOTERICA
Central N.Y. State
Mission 3D Acoustics
Apt -Holman NAD Hafler Audionics
Cizek Dahlquist Crown M&K Spectro-Acoustics

quality construction you insist on. Tubes operate at only
10% of capacity for your longterm enjoyment. All goldplated input connectors and built-in active moving coil
input. Additional information & quote: DESIGNATRON'S
STEREO STORES, INC. 260 OLD COUNTRY ROAD,
HICKSVILLE, N.Y. 11801. Shipped prepaid and insured
in cont. USA (516) 822-5749.
ADCOM - AMBER - PS AUDIO - HAFLER
All this and more at O/LC Audio, 1006 Berkshire Road,

Dayton, OH 45419 (513) 298-9330 (513) 293-7287.
Worldwide Shipping.

AMAZING? ISN'T IT
The amount of nonsense that gets thrown around in the
audio world. If you are sick of being treated like a 5 -year old child by shoe salemen masquerading as audio experts, you owe it to yourself to give us a call. Our opinions are based on a solid foundation of experience with

the components we sell as well as those sold by our
competitors. Most importantly we don't simply sell the
finest audio equipment available, we arrange it in complementary systems designed to extract the greatest
benefit from your audio dollars chosen from among the
followng lines we represent:
ACOUSTAT, ACOUSTIC ELECTRONICS, AUDIO RESEARCH AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS, ADCOM, AUDIO INTERFACE, AUDIO CONTROL, CARVER, DENNESSEN,

DCM, DECCA, DYNAVECTOR, ENTRE,

FULTON,

GRACE JR, LINN SONDER, LUSTRE, MARCOF, MERIDIAN, MICHAELSON AUSTIN, MONSTER CABLE,
MORDAUNT-SHORT, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAIM AUDIO, NAD, ORACLE, POWER LIGHT, POINT SOURCE,
PRECISION FIDELITY, OUAD, REGA, ROGERS, SNELL
ACOUSTICS, SOUNDLABS, SPATIAL COHERENCE,
STRELIOFF SYSTEMS, STD, STAX, SUPEX, TANDBERG, THETA, TECHNICS, R&B
SOUND BY SINGER, LTD.

227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere (A.E., M.C., VISA ACCEPTED)

State House of Hi -Fi is now open with Hegeman, Conrad
Johnson, Fidelity Research, Marcof, Grafyx, Hafler, D.C.
Time Windows, Ampzilla (G.A.S.) Polk Audio Monitors,
KEF, Harman Kardon ST8, Sleeping Beauty, Audionics,

N.A.D., Mayware formula 4 tonearm, Signet moving
coils, AKG cartridges, Toshiba, Sony, and Aiwa. For
info. call 518-793-6639 Mon. to Fri. 11-9 Sat, 10-6.
House pf Hi -Fi, 50 Miller Rd. (Rt. 9), Glen Falls, NY
12801.
NEVER LIE

'AMBER AMPS

Hear Amber, Audible Illusions, B&W, Marcof, SOYA,
Spica, and more at Heritage Hill Audio, Western Michigan's distinguished audio salon. We ship anywhere.
(616) 458-9202.
LOW COLORATION POLYPROPYLENE CONE,
WOOFERS AND MID -RANGES AT JOBBER PRICES
Individual machine run response graph packed with each driver. Cross -over and enclosure data included. The low mechanical Q and high internal dissipation of Polypropylene as a radi-

ating element makes these woofers and midranges flat
( ±1.5 db) over their operating ranges.

12" Woofer. Acoustic suspension type. very long throw,
vented voice coil. Ruler flat to 1500 hz. $34.50 ea.
43/4" Mid -Range. Solid back, ferrofluid damped, fiber cavity
pad. 400 to 4000 hz. $19.50 ea.
Send self -addressed stamped envelope for details or order
direct from:
SPEAKERWORKS 1910 Seneca Lane, Mt. Prospect, IL 60056

EXPERIENCE

HOLOGRAPHIC

IMAGE

ON

YOUR

STEREO SYSTEM. SOUND CONCEPTS IR2100 5229.
VISA; MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED. CALL
CSA AUDIO DESIGN

193 Bellevue Ave.

Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043
(201) 744-0600

B&O Reference Recordings Micro-Seiki Monster
Cable
Ortofon

STELLAR STEREO
384 Elmira Rd. Ithaca, N.Y. 14850 607-272-2644

AMBIENCE DECODER FOR REAR CHANNELS,
$149.95. Literature 50c. Huntington Electronics, Box
2009-A, Huntington, Conn. 06484

AMPEX, MAXELL, TDK, FUJI, BASF at tremendous
savings. Free catalog. Audio Unlimited, 1 798 Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110.

ANOTHER AUDIOPHILE PUBLICATION?
AUDIO UPDATE is published ON TIME. This bi-monthly
includes modifications construction projects, improvement methods, data available nowhere else. It's provocative, informative, and a MUST if you enjoy audio. Annu-

al: $12.00 USA/Canada, $14.00 elsewhere. MasterCharge/Visa welcome. AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888
Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123. (714)
TF
278-3310.
ANTI -SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counter -weight design of nickels steel & aluminum construction. Install yourself in minutes. $7.95 postpaid. (Dealer
inquiries invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS,
P.O. Box 1607, Portsmouth, N.H. 03801.
APT/HOLMAN AMP a PREAMP NOW IN STOCK
Tom Holman's APT Model 1 Amp delivers 100 Watts
RMS/chan plus 3 db Dynamic Headroom! It stays incredibly clear when you play it incredibly loud! The Model 1 ELIMINATES Speaker/Amplifier interaction so it's
stable with any speakers you use. The Famous APT
Preamp lets you control phono input inpedance AND
capacitance so your records sound great. You can attach a full equipment array and there's no input crosstalk! To order & information: DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, Inc. 260 OLD COUNTRY ROAD, HICKS-

VILLE, N.Y. 11801. Shipped prepaid and insured in
Cont. USA (516) 822-5749.

ARC 101 a 202
Fabulous new British loudspeakers. They can be
driven either passively or actively and are affordable. As always, we pay shipping. The Listener's
Shop, Box 3137, Falls Church, VA 22043. (703)
734-0887.

A REAL "SUPERTUNER." Yamaha T-2 FM tuner,
state-of-the-art. Unbelievable sonic clarity. In excellent

condition and in warranty. $550.00 firm. (504)8885374 after 5 pm CST.
ARIZONA STEREO BUYERS
AUDIO TECHNICA
DAHLQUIST
NAKAMICHI
SENNHEISER
STANTON
. TOSHIBA
DBX
MITSUBISHI
BOSE

CARVER
REVOX
CROWN

YAMAHA
THORENS
AIWA
SIGNET
SONY
KENWOOD

A.D.C.
STAX
KLIPSCH
J.B.L.
A.D.S.
LUXMAN
B&O
SHURE
MICRON

J.A.E. INC., 332 E. Camelback Rd., Phoenix, Arizona
85012 Mail-order hotline Mr, WOZ 602-265-4830.

ATTENTION DCM
TIME WINDOW
OWNERS
We now offer a convenient and attractive way to
improve the sound of your speakers. The DCM Time
Window, when raised 9 inches off the ground, has
an airier and tighter sound: the image is raised and
standing waves reduced.

- AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY AT-

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
5 Sunrise Plaza

Valley Stream, N.Y. 11581
(516) 561-7114

THE DCM TIME WINDOW PEDESTALS are

716 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10021
(212) 751-9733

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.
MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

made of heavy duty wrought iron and suit the shape

and appearance of the Time Window perfectly.
They sell for $65. per pair. If there is no dealer
nearby, order postpaid (Master Charge & Visa accepted) from

R.S. PARK AUDIO ASSOCIATES
VISA

5 SUNRISE PLAZA, VALLEY STREAM, NY
11581

(516) 561-7558
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

AUDIO/MARCH 1981
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ATTENTION ALL DYNACO AND DYNA KIT OWNFrank Van Alstine can rebuild and/or repair your Dyna
amplifiers,cds preamplifiers,
and tuners.a We have all new
am pew
PC cards and all new highest quality internal circuits for
most Dyna units. New POWER MOS-FET circuits for
Dyna ST -150, ST -300, and ST -120 amplifiers. New J-

hi

FET circuits for Dyna PAT -5 and Bi-Fet preamplifiers. All

new circuits for FM -5 tuners with phase -locked loop
Mplx, new 8 stage differential IF, new buffered outputs,
no drift, super musical, super sensitive. We rebuild all
ST -400, 410, 416 amplifiers and can repair any, no
matter how badly blown. External 100,000 mtd power
supplies for ST -400 and 415. All new internal circuits for
Dyna PAS tube preamps. New Noble precision stepped
controls for all Dyna preamps. New Mos-Fet circuits for
Dyna PAT -4 preamps. Improved audio circuits for St -70
tube amps. Rebuilt Nagatron, Sonus, and Grado phono
cartridges. Read AUDIOGRAM, MR. AUDIO'S BlMONTHLY, AND SENSIBLE SOUND for reviews on our
equipment. No charge for repair labor when we rebuild
your Dyna unit. We ship worldwide and have brand new
120 volt and 240 volt modified Dyna units available. For
details and our recommendations on how to make a hi fi
system sound like music, write or call:
JENSENS STEREO SHOP 2202 RIVER HILLS DRIVE
BURNVILLE, MINNESOTA 55337 (612) 890-3517.
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ATTENTION
SPECIAL OFFERING OF VERION PRODUCTS

ERS:

LJ

ee, Inc.,
General Resistance,

the ONLYs manufacturer of
Verion MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers, Triaxial
Audio Cables, and GS1 Ground Strips has been
authorized by Stipulation to sell the remaining inventory of those products:
MK1 Stereo Pickup Transformers (specify pickup
impedance): $350 each,

BETTER THAN A SINE WAVE SOURCE
of course.
BETTER THAN A PINK NOISE RECORD:
Hall Engineering's ATG 301 signal

Triaxial Audio Cable pairs: $30 per one meter,

plus $5 for each 6 meter added to the pair. All

generator provides unlimited frequency
choices, six band -width choices, and
unlimited time at each frequency.
BETTER THAN A LOW PRICED
SPECTRUM ANALYZER: The ATG 301
gives much finer resolution and features
a correction factor for meter response
variations. In fact, the ATG 301 will give
you the same quality measurements as a
very expensive spectrum analyzer at a
small fraction of the cost.

Triaxial cables have RCA -type connectors, at one
end, and either bar leads, RCA -type connectors, or
male or female DIN connectors at the other. Be sure
to specify length and choice of connector.
GS1 silver-plated 12" solid copper Ground
Strips with hardware and grounding pig -tail: $20
each.
All above carry 5 -year manufacturer's warranty.

Quantities are limited since there will be no further
production.
Send official bank check or postal money order immediately to avoid disappointment. Orders shipped
prepaid UPS in the USA.Others add shipping. No
telephone orders accepted.
GENERAL RESISTANCE, INC.
130 S. Columbus Ave.
Mt. Vernon, NY 10553

`
DEALERS! Western World Audio Exporters can supply111111111111
ATTENTION:

"FOREIGN"

AUDIOPHILES AND

virtually ALL brands of hi -ti components, speakers, cartridges, etc. (incl. esoteric lines) at VERY attractive prices. Quotes, terms and availability furnished on request.
Write To: WESTERN WORLD AUDIO EXPORTERS, 373

Fifth Avenue, Suite 1556; New York, NY 10016,
TELEX-423826SAKIUR.
ATTENTION! WANTED: McINTOSH (SOLID STATE
AND TUBE) MARANTZ (TUBE) AUDIO Research
(tube) and all high end equipment. (713) 728-4343

Audio and TV tubes factory boxed, speakers, semiconductors-low prices, free price list. Transisleteronic
Inc., 1365 -39th St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218 212-633TF
2800

\

Ey +

o

AUDIO DEN AND POLK AUDIO
The Audio Den is proud to have on display and demonstration the amazing Polk Audio Monitor Series. Our customers say "Fantastic! Compares with the finest
loudspeakers I have heard. Probably the best value in

.

.

.

Polk is shipped free in the continental U.S. Audio
Den Ltd. 1320-34 Stony Brook Rd., Stonybrook
L.I., N.Y. 11790, 516-751-3350.
TF

` ._.

-i

a

HE model ATG 301 is Hall
Engineering's ACOUSTIC TEST
SIGNAL GENERATOR, a source for
White, pink, or fractional octave
(1-1/20) pink noise. The ATG 301
allows you to adjust any equalizer
using any sound level meter (even a
microphone) in any environment from a sound studio to a
gymnasium.
Send for brochure to

the history of Audio!!!" AudiogramTo, from the Audio
Advisor said, "We were so impressed that we could
not believe the prices
Other $200 speakers
simply do not come close to the standards set by the
Model 10 .
. And at their price, they are simply a
steal." Come in for an audition or write us for information on Polk or our other state-of-the-art products.
.

yy

'

$ 299.00

P.O. Box 506
Martinsville, NJ 08836

Dept. D-1

s.

1

High output without high cost.

ii

Now from Dynavector -

DV/20B Type 2 cartridges have the in-

three popularly priced

dustry's highest output voltage at

moving coil cartridges in

3.6mV, and a flat frequency response
out to 20kHz.The DV/20BType 2 employs a dynamic lightweight beryillium

the HV (high voltage) line.

Each cartridge features the usual

Dynavector quality, high reliability, exceptional musicality and rigorously defined performance parameters.

cantilever.

High Fidelity (April, 1980), summed up the HV line's performance quite
well in a review of the DV/20A Type 2,
when they said, "Its ability to reproduce
nuance and detail leaves us wondering
whether we have ever really heard our

No "head amp" or step-up transformer is needed with these HV series

MC cartridges because of their high
output.
Premiere in the Dynavector HV line is
the DV/10X Mark 2 with a 2.3mVoutput
and a tracking force of 1.5 grams. The
l0X Mark 2 lets you hear all the subtle

records before-even familiar ones:'
Write to us for the name

of a local audio specialist

where you can audition
the new HV moving coil

shadings and nuances previously unheard on your favorite recordings. You

cartridge.
Dynavector Systems USA, 7042
Owensmouth Ave., Canoga Park,

will also be amazed at the suggested re-

tail price of under $120.

Both the DV/20A Type 2 and

CA 91303 (213) 702-8025

Dynavctor
WORLD LEADER IN MC CARTRIDGES

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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AUDIO CONNECTION In Northern New Jersey:
Tel: 201-239-1799, 615 Bloomfield Ave. Verona, NJ

AUDIO HOUSE - FLINT MICHIGAN
Mordaunt-Short Conrad -Johnson Theta
Adcom
Rogers LS3/5A Leach LSR+D
Amber
Symmetry
Satterburg
DB Systems
Audio Pro
Obelisk
Aúdionics
Acoustat
SKS "Intaglio"
Bryston
Ariston
Sound Lab
Gonza wire is #12 Gauge, Twisted, Safe Speaker wire.
100 ft. $45 or 505 per ft. Keith Monks Record Sleeves

07044 Adcom + Audire + Denon + Dynavector +
Grace + Grado + Hitachi + JG Acoustics (Ribbon
Tweeter for DO -10) + KM Laboratories + Kirksaeter +
Michell Focus + Nagatron + RG Research + Rogers

LS3/5A + Satterberg + Sound Concepts + Spica
+ + + Audio Source + AVF Stands + Dumpa + Last +
Platter Matter + Monster Cable + more.

AUDIO EMPORIUM, MILWAUKEE

Acoustat,

Amber, Audio Interface, Audire, B&O, Beyer, Conrad Johnson,

Dahlquist,

Denon,

Dynavector,

50 - $15: COD OK. Samples $1.00. 4304 Brayan,
Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473 (313) 655-8639 by appointment.

Genesis,

AUDIONICS-NEW PRODUCTS

Grace, Grado, Haller, Lux, Magnepan, Marcof, Micro
Seiki, NAD, Oracle, Peterson Links, Polk Audio, RH
Labs, Rega Revox, Rogers, Snell, SOTA, Stax, Technics, 3D Acoustics, Threshold, Vandersteen. KMAL
Cleaning, LPs, accessories. Open Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat
10-6, Thurs 10-8 Closed Sun & Mon. 6914 W. Brown
Deer Road, Milw., Wi. 414-354-5082.

We offer the complete Audionics line. BT 2 preamp,
RS1 preamp, CC2 amp, Space & Image Composer,

AUDIO EXCELLENCE IN N.E. PENNAI
Stock: Haller, Rogers, SME, JR, Sonus, The Dalco/Dynaco A30XL, Technics, NAD, Alpine Car Audio, Gold
Line Analyzers and more. JANNEN SYSTEMS, Hazleton, PA. Free shipping. Call (717) 459-5722.

AUDIONIC w VALUE
Audionics continues to stand the test of time as a cost
effective product. If you are new to high end audio or an
old audiophile, consider a product that you will want to
keep. Audionics BA -150, CC -2 amps. RS -1 and BT -2
pre amps and the LK-1 Turntable. FREE shipping and

AUDIO GRADE POLYPROPYLENE AND POLYSTYRENE CAPS NOW FROM: .0015 to 5u 200 VDC
10% for your electronics contruction, upgrade mods
and crossover networks. Build phase coherent line
source arrays that have electrostatic like "speed" that
are ready for PCM, Digital and D to D dynamics without
strain. Subwoofer designs for seamless sonics, Polymer
tweeters for timbre and "air", active biamp semi kit, and
super air core coils. Catalog $1. 26 page Jordan Manual on spkr design $2. Transcendental Audio, 6796 Arbutus, Arvada, CO 80004. E. J. Jordan, Dynaudio, Polydax, Foster, JVC, Rowland Research. (303) 420-

7356.
AUDIO LT D.
IN CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS
3D Acoustics
NAD
Audio Research
Dynavector
KEF
David Hailer
Supex
Win
DB Systems
Grace
Rega
Carver
Snell
Oracle
Quad
and more -115 N. Walnut 61 820. 217-359-3774

BA150 amp, RVP/RVR Replacement Revox A77 Electronics & LK1 Turntable. By Appt. Free shipping in the
Cont. U.S. We ship worldwide. Visa & M.C. OXFORD
AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056
(513) 523-3333. TELEX VIA TWX Cable:OXAUDCON.

advise from Audio House, 4304 Bryan Dr., Swartz
Creek, Mich. 48473 (313) 655-8639 by appointment.

AUDIO RESEARCH AT
CSA AUDIO DESIGN
Discover latest state-of-the-art Audio Research amps
D60, D120. New performance plateau.
CSA AUDIO DESIGN
193 Bellevue Avenue

Montclair, NJ 07043
We ship anywhere. VISA/MC.

SHURE
SIGNET
SME

CIZEK
DCM
DECCA

MARIAN
MORDAUNT-SHORT

DENON

NAD
NEXUS
P S AUDIO

PLATTER- MATTER
PRECISION FIDELITY

SPECTRO ACOUSTICS
SPICA
STAX
SUPEX

TANDBERG
THETA
3D ACOUSTICS
VANDERSTEEN

LYJ

no extra charge!) with $49.95 money order (personal
checks take longer) to: Gramophonics Labs, Inc., 57
Brewster Ave., Carmel, N.Y. 10598 (914) 225-2050.
A -Z SELECTION OF STEREO -ESOTERIC COMPONENTS at Wholesale. Free catalog. Audio Unlimited,
1798 Technology Drive, San Jose, CA 95110. (408)
279-0122. 1-6 M-Th.

A.R.C. 8 McINTOSH EQUIPMENT FOR SALE -

$525, D-100 (A) Excellent $625, D100 (B) Factory
Sealed Unit $895. McINTOSH: C8-C8s combo $150,
C-26 Preamp w/cabinet $325, MR -71 Tuner $340.

4 M -F. Ask for Dave.

BASS MINT SUBWOOFER
incredibly accurate yet reasonably priced
subwoofer is available only at 0/LC Audio. Call or write
for more information on this truly remarkable product.
0/LC Audio, 1006 Berkshire Road, Dayton, OH 45419
(513) 298-9330, (513) 293-7287. Dealer inquiries welThis

come.

House, 4304 Brayan Drive, Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473
(313) 655-8639.
BOB CARVER'S GREATEST HITS
Are Ready and Waiting for YOU! The Sonic Holography
Preamp! The Magnetic Field Amp! (It fits in your palm &

delivers over 200 watts rms/chan). Plus the new
CARVER Products just announced. All Available from
DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, Inc. 260 OLD
COUNTRY ROAD, HICKSVILLE, NY 11801. We ship
prepaid and insured in cont. USA. (516) 822-5749.

VPI

B & O USES "ANY" CARTRIDGE with standard
mounting centers after our modification kit or at factory.
Effective mass 2.5 grams. Adjustable silicone damping.
$199.00 with money back guarantee. JML Company,
TF
39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425.

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
nieaq,e

AUTO RADIOS BY PIONEER SUPERTUNER ARE
THE BEST, but hi end losses in mono FM are annoying!
Our Mods improve that, and overall frequency response
dramatically. Send Supertuner ortl (with cassette or 8
track cartridge recorded on yourur-Tiome unit, and we'll
custom align the head to the tape for optimum hi end at

WIN LABORATORIES

REFERENCE AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS

5 Sunrise Plaza

best offer,

(612)426-1645 days.

BIg, Safe, Twisted *12 Gauge Gonza Speaker Wire
$40 per 100 ft., Keith Monks Record Sleeves 100 for
$25, FREE shipping, COD O.K. Sample $1.00. Audio

R G DYNAMICS

KINDEL AUDIO

Valley Stream, N.Y. 11581
(516) 561-7114

AUDIO RESEARCH D-1008, $950 or

OTHER: (2) Kenwood L-07m's $475, Bryston 2B Mint
$315, Yamaha CT -7000 Tuner (State of the Art) $600,
Precision Fidelity C-4 (A) gold new tubes $700, Nakamachi 250 Cassette Deck $225. Call 317-283-1361 8-

JANIS
JMAS

QED

0860.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP3A1 - Mint $325. (201) 2460944.

You know CROWN as the professional standard in
broadcast and in live performances. Now CROWN'S

LEACH
LUSTRE
MARCOF

DUNLOP/SYSTEMDEK
GOLOLINE
GRACE
H.A.P.I.
IMPULSE
IVIE

AUDIO RESEARCH D-350 $1500.00 (203) 846-

new DISTINCTION SERIES brings you that total integrity
and the most music for your home. The DL -2 Preamplifier, The SA -2 Self -Analyzing Amp, & E0-2 Equalizer.
For information & quotes write DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES inc. 260 OLD COUNTRY ROAD, HICKSVILLE, NY 11801. We ship prepaid & insured in Cont.
USA (516) 822-5749.

HOME OF
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
AUDIO STANDARDS
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
AUDIRE

6721.

A.R.C.: D-350 Mint $1650, D-110 (B) Mint $1850, EC 21 Crossover (new) $495, EC2-N Crossover $200, D52 (B) Mint $775, D-79 Tube Amp (new) $2650, D-76
Tube Amp (1) Gold (1) Silver $600 each, SP3A/1 Gold

AUDIOPHILE ELECTRONICS FROM CROWN

AMERICAN AUDIOPHILE
AUDIONICS

FOR SALE
AUDIO RESEARCH D-100 Mint $1700 (603) 224-

716 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10021
(212) 751-9733

ALL SHIPMENTS PREPAID AND INSURED
FREE THROUGHOUT CONTINENTAL U.S.
'.1STER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

7V11

BOZAK SPEAKERS: 81000 Classics w/bi-amp nets 7

new Z tweeters, $850; B302A Colonials w/custom
glass tops, $550. 703-670-2427.
BUYING STEREO COMPONENTS?

15 Ways to SAVE MONEY and still buy BETTER
SOUND. Send $2 to SEMCO, Dept. B, Box 62, Lancaster, PA 17603.
BUY OR SELL EQUIPMENT COMPUTER AIDED

LEGENDS MAKE MUSIC I.IVI:.

legends are to be found at Chestnut Hill Audio Amber. Apature. Audit,
1
Axiom. B & W. Bedini. Bryston. Cabasse. Chariwell M A Cotter DCM, Dayton -Wright. Decca.
Dennesen. Denon. Draco. Dynavector. Fidelity Research. Fried. Grace. Grado. Grant Lumley
Haller. Hegeman Impulse Janis. Kenwood Purist Leach. Marcol. Miraba. Mordaunt-Short
N A D . Oracle P S Audio. Quad. Revox. Rogers Sony Pro. Spendor. Stax. Symuielry
Tandberg. Technics Pro. Theta. Thorens. 3D Acoustics Threshold, Trilogy VPI and
Vandersteen 311 Cherry Street. Philadelphia Pa 19106 (215) 923-3035

CHESTNUT IIII.I. MJI)II)
74
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$5/item/month deposits description of equipment
for sale in our Data Bank. Or $5 buys monthly storage of equipment request in our Search File to yield

the name and phone of anyone selling what you
want. $10 buys a current list of ALL sellers of a
component type (e.g. tuners)
INTRODUCTORY STORAGE FEE $5 FOR 3
MONTHS. Send check or money order with Name,

address, phone, request or component type, Mfr,
model, condition and asking price to:
FIRST NATIONAL EQUIPMENT DATA BANK
P.O. Box 366
Closter, New Jersey 07624

FOR SALE
BIM LOUDSPEAKERS
amber electronics
audible illusions
marcof electronics
sota head amp
spica loudspeakers
and still more at
Heritage Hill Audio
in Grand Rapids, MI 616-458-9202

CARTRIDGES, TONEARMS, TURNTABLES, MOVING COILS - excellent selection at great prices. Free
Catalog. Audio Unlimited, 1798 Technology Drive, San
Jose, CA 95110. (408) 279-0122 1-6 M-Th.
CARVER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock! Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King
St. Charleston, S.C. 29403 (803) 7237276. Also FRIED KITS.

CASSETTES WHOLESALE & FULLY GUARANTEED! AGFA Micro -Supreme, x 1 Choice of Recording

Studios nationwide! C-60 $1.39; C-90 $1.79. Packed
12, 24, 48 & 96 per carton. Dealerships available. Micro -80 Inc. AU 2665 Busby Road, Oak Harbor, WA
98277.

FOR SALE
CONNOISSEUR BD1 TURNTABLE Belt Drive, 37
logged hours. w/mtg hole for Grace 707. $75 408279-1425, 259-9648.
COTTER MKII "L", LUSTRE GST 801, SUPER SDX
1000

COMPONENTS FOR THE AUDIOPHILE
Haller, Vandersteen, DCM, Axiom, Lustre, Thorens, Nakamichi, Audire, Grace, PS Audio, Bass Mint, Adcom,

DISTORTION

LISTENING ROOM, INC. 2764 Hanover Circle, Birmingham, AL 35205 (205) 939-0702.

CRYSTAL RECORDS, Inc. Free Chamber Music Catalog, specializing Brass and Woodwinds. Sedro Woolley,
WA 98284.
CSA AUDIO DESIGN
Since 1972 bringing the "Audio Alternative" to the NY NJ area. Audio enthusiasts everywhere know about our
superior service and customer satisfaction. Discover our
new expanded UPPER MONTCLAIR headquarters. Specializing in the finest array of stereo names available.

BEVERIDGE B 8 W BEDINI AMBER DCM
HAFLER HAPI EUMIG FIDELITY RESEARCH
GRACE JR KEF LINN-SONDEK LUSTRE NAD
PRECISION FIDELITY KENWOOD "AUDIO PURIST"
OMI REGA SNELL PLEXUS AUDIO RESEARCH
Plus 50 more great names.
We ship anywhere in the USA freight prepaid. Call us at:
(201) 744-0600. Discover courtesy in Audio.
CSA AUDIO DESIGN 193 BELLEVUE AVENUE
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043

CHARTWELL: SEE ROGERS & CHARTWELL

0/LC Audio has Precision Fidelity, Amber, Marcof,

LOWER
LOUDSPEAKER

Sound System Design Consultants to HOME MUSIC
LOVERS;

PROFESSIONAL THEATRICAL ARTS; and the AUDIO
INDUSTRY.

Hitachi, and more. Write or call: Q/LC Audio, 1006
Berkshire Road, Dayton, OH 45419 (513) 298-9330.
(513) 293-7287 World wide shipping.
CONNECTICUT: A.D.S., Advent, A.P.T. Holman Audio
Pulse, B&O, B.I.C., Carver, Citation, Dahlquist, D.C.M.

Time Windows Polk, Haller, Harman/Kardon, J.B.L.,
Mitsubishi, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Phase Linear, Micro Acoustics, N.A.D., Stax, Tandberg, Yamaha, Cizek,
Signet. Will ship prepaid. Sounds Incredible, 39 Federal
Road, Brookfield, CT.,06804. (203) 775-1122phone quotes only.
TF
Cln, new bpeaker .,Is were de,y,iel
utilizing the finest bextrenewoule,s
soft dome tweeters, and matches'
2nd and 3rd Order networks The'.,
speaker kits offer unparallei.I

NEW TECHNOLOGY
RAW SPEAKERS.

Leaf tweeters, the Wave
Aperture'" system, the
Nestorovic woofer'" system,
polypropylene drivers, and
more from Speakerlab, the
highly acclaimed speaker
design/manufacturing company. Send today
for your free catalog of speaker systems, raw
speakers and design guidelines.

eaketlob

accuracy of reproduction for the
price Send $2. refundable upon
purchase

to.

,

The Speaker Works
Box 303
Canaan. NH 03741
603-523-7389

Dept. Al2, P.O. Box C-30325
Wallingford Station -Seattle, WA 98103

The VMPS Super Tower/R is a six -way, ultra -low -

distortion, very wide bandwidth speaker system
with absolute response linearity, great dynamic
range, and high output capacities to please the
most demanding audiophile.

THE) with 1W input is no more than 0.5°lo from
22Hz to 40kHz. Low Frequency cutoff is 20Hz
(-3dB), and a ribbon supertweeter provides
extremely quick, well-defined treble to 50kHz
(-3d8). Input sensitivity (100dB/1W/1m1 is high
enough to accommodate virtually any power
amplifier: 350W rms power handling and
128dB/1 m undistorted output are available when

A significant new loudspeaker that will appeal to
both beginners and audio
purists alike.

needed.

Other unique features include minimum phase
response, internal wiring with Monster Cable,
single -amp

Inception Audio Ltd.,

or biamp

operation without an

external crossover, a completely nonresonant
multiband bass with integral slot -loaded 15"
subwoofer plus separate 15" lowbass and 12"
midbass drivers, mylar and metallized polypro-

21 Progress Avenue,
Scarborough. Ontario,
Canada. M 1 P 4S8

pylene crossover componentry, and a 180° angled
tweeter array which, along with a top -firing direct radiator tweeter, supplies seamless dispersion to
any listening position.

Tel. (416) 298-3434

The VMPS Super Tower/R costs $649ea in kit
form or $969ea assembled, including free shipping
in USA. Other VMPS speakers available in kit form
are the MiniTower II ($309ea), Tower II ($419eal

moitT,1 SM -1

and Super Tower Ila/R ($999-1199ea). Write for
our brochures and a reprint of Bert Whyte's article
"Towers of Power" from the May, 1980 Audio.

VMPS Audio Products
div. (tone Audio
7301 Rockway El Cerrito Ca 94530 14151526-7084
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CROWN DL -2 Phono Preemp 5 150 219-294-6061.

CUTTING LATHE QUALITY IN A HOME TURN-

CUSTOM ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS. LESS

TABLE?
YESI The LO7D Audio Purist Turntable by KENWOOD.

DB SYSTEMS 1A PREAMP 8 POW. SUPPLY. Just
modified. All gold jacks. $275. (212)663-5826.

THAN 0.0008% distortion. 5 year warranty. DB Systems.

CUSTOMERS WANTED!!!

Who appreciate good equipment.
Fidelity Research KM Labs
Denon
Dynavector
Thorens
Supex
Technics
Grace
Micro Acoustics Dual
Marco(
Grado

DCM

Boston Acoustics
Mordaunt-Short
Epicure
Haller
Audible Illusions
Nikko Pro
Toshiba

SME
AKG

Shure
Mayware

Threshold and Rappaport demo pieces available at
super prices.
Free shipping anywhere in USA.
ONE MORE STEREO STORE 408-946-0500
107 Dixon Road, Minpitas, CA 95035

Custom made foam speaker grills. Any size, color, pattern, quantity Send 1 50 stamp for information: Custom Sound, Algonac, MI 48001

supply included). Integral carbon and boron fiber tone arm with silver Lintz wiring. Ultra rigid -closed -loop pickup system. VTA adjustable while playing record. Provisions for 2nd arm. For information and quite: DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC. 260 OLD COUNTRY
ROAD, HICKSVILLE, N.Y. 11801, Shipped prepaid and
insured in cont. USA (516) 822-5749.
DAVID HAFLER WANTS YOU!
Build Haller Amp and Preamplifier Kits! Get the performance David designed in. Supply the quality labor yourself

and SAVEI Write for quote on kits and custom wired
units. Shipped prepaid and insured in Cont. USA: DESIGNATRON'S STEREO STORES, INC., 260 OLD
COUNTRY ROAD, HICKSVILLE, N.Y. 11801 (516)
822-5749.
DAYTON WRIGHT XG-8 MK3 SPEAKER, THRESHOLD 800A, Ariston Turntable, Ouatre DG250 amp,

new Grado G-2 $100, call anytime after 1:00 p.m.
(219) 745-2646.

The STAT®

DEALERS ATTENTION: Out of business hi -end store
must sell these items. ANY OFFER CONSIDERED. ARC
SP -4s, Luxman 3045s (tube power), DENON DP -755s,

'They put out a
arge sound surpassing the Rogers
in

oneness, bass

output,

and tran-

peak loudness:' Audiogram

ARMSTRONG 625, 621 & 602s, Duntech SL -15s',
AGI 511, Revox A77 , Advent receiver'. All demos,
new warranty included (' used ' 'new -heads, new mo-

tor). 2510 Denison, Denton, TX 76201 1-817-3878730.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Dis-

sient

count prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Gra-

115, June 1980.

do, Audio Technica and ADC. Send for free catalog.
LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A, Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn New York 11218. For fast service call toll
TF
free 800-221-0906.

For

reviews,

tree

color literature and
dealer nearest you,
call or write Midwest Factory Sales

TANNOY CHEVIOT, DEVON SPEAKER SYSTEMS 2124385714.

141810110E0
DISCOUNT

312-685-6609
Southeastern Sales Representative
(305) 743-6336

vinasml
BUYERS
GUIDE

WHOLESALE

DISCOUNT GUIDE
AUDIO - VIDEO - PHOTOGRAPHIC

Se,e ao.-ºa° ou ,ela,I c,,ces' He,e a,e mscoamman
s tnel sell lhousanas of euaio and ,Ideo
order so
productsuof vary, kind - TVS, Home Video Recorae,e.

ent, casettes. Tap Decks.
H,I.FI Component
d much
accessories
P
kph, cameras. Lenses. Photo

stool
lea: 90* -

more, slop Paying retail -Sena 55lodryl Add $i 00

o, 1st class la mane Money.. qua,amee

COMMAND PRODUCTIONS. Box 26348.A. San Francisco, CA 94126

What's new at Lyric?
Great Sound! It never goes
out of fashion.
Since 1955, Lyric High Fidelity has
not sold audio equipment but rather
has shared the concemt of high fidelity

with those who truly care about

Mark Levinson

Koetsu Rogers

Threshold -Stasis
Denon H.Q.D.
Mitchell A. Cotter

Fidelity Research
Linn Sondek JVC Sequerra Lux
Crown KEF
Goldmund
Pyramid DCM
Infinity 3A

Dahlquist Supex

BErWSumo

Beveridge

Magneplanar

watt integrated Amp (save $500).

TURNTABLES: Lux PS 272 (save $90), Lux PD 270
(save $70), ADC 3001 (save $60), Sonax SX-500 belt
drive (save $80), NAD 5040 (save $75).

TONEARMS: Grace 707 MKII Blk. (save $70) Grace
704 (save $90), SME III (save $75)
SPEAKERS: Audio Pro self -amplified A4-14 (save $600
pr), IMF Super Compact II (save $250 pr.) Cizek Model I

(save $150 pr.) Model Ill (save $80 pr.) KA-1 (save
$190 pr.) MG -27 subwoofer (save $225 pr.), Audio Pro
B2-50 subwoofer blk. (save $200), Kirksaeter Monitor
400 (save $800 pr.), Dayton Wright XG-10 electrostatics with stands (save $1500 pr.), KEF Model 304 with

stands (save $225 pr.), Gale 401A-blk. chrome with
stands (save $350 pr.), Braun SM-1004 (save $175 pr.)
USED: Tympani Illa 4/TM panels $550, 4 bass panels
$500.
TUNERS: Eumig T-1000 digital pre -select (save $250),
Crown FM -1 micro-cpu (save $350).
PROCESSORS: Source Eng. NR (save $100), RG Dy-

namics Pro 20-W (save $90) Pro 16 Blk rack (save
$75). USED Burwen DNF 1201A $200. To place order
only call 612-475-3124 during business hours: M -F, 95 C.S.T. For information write: Box 63, Suite B, 250 N.
Central Ave., Wayzata, MN 55391.

-150.

503-757-1570 Eves.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS - ALL TYPES Updated definitive booklet describes applications, how to improve speaker systems; $5.00 postpaid, credited to first
purchase. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A Huntington, Conn. 06484.
ELECTRO -VOICE INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS, SENTRY MONITORS, RAW SPEAKERS - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. (305) 462-1976.

10 or more, $400. New and reconed JBL Speakers

K145, 2205, 2220. Also 2440 Diaphrams. Other
equipment available, Call Dave at Clair Brothers Audio
717-733-1211.
FREE 5.00 T-SHIRT

For this reason, Lyric has always
made available the state-of-the-art is
audio equipment for the benefit of its
discriminating clients.

THE INFINITY
REFERENCE STANDARD

o
o

ROGERS LS3/5A - walnut - 450

FOR SALE: Used Phase Linear 7008 amps $450 each,

sound.

We carry:

$120), MTI 200 Preamp (save $140), MTI 245 Amp
(save $190), Series 20 C-21 Class A Preamp (save
$150), Series 20 Class A M-22 (save $300), Series 20
M-25 125 watt Amp (save $500), Series 20 A-27 125

SOTA Headamp - 150. (new)
j°

6624 W. IRVING PARK RD.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 6063

DISPERSAL OF demo, used, and selected new items.
All equipment is mint (unless noted otherwise at time of
inquiry) and carries full factory warranty. Most demos
have only a few hours.
RECEIVERS: Lux 1070 (save $250), Lux 1055 (save
$180), Audio Pro Computerized Ta -150 (save $400).
PREAMPS AND AMPS: Crown SL -1 (save $160),
Crown PL -1 (save $135), Crown D -150A (save $170),
Crown D-75 (save $100) NAD 3080 (save $155). PS
Audio LCC (save $65) PS Ill (save $60) Model I (save

DYNA ST -70 - Mint

Office:

KINETIC AUDI 0/-* INTL., LTD.

George. Also, Soundcraftsmen 2212 Eq., $250.

It's over 70 pounds of performance (separate power

By appointment
at Lyric's
New York City

location

TDK: SA -C90
TDK: AD -C90
TDK: SAX -C90
TDK: OD -C90
TDK: SA -C60
TDK: MA -C90
TDK: D -C90
BASF: Pro II or III -C90
Scotch Master II or Ill - C90
Ampex: Grandmaster I or IIIC90
TDK: MAR -C90

Scotch: 212-7R-1800
TDK: VHS; VAT -120

TDK: LX35-90 (1800!)
TDK: LX3590B
Ampex: Grandmaster 1800 ft. reel
Scotch: 207-7R-1800
TDK: GX35-90B

2.89
2.39
4.79
3.69
2.25
7.89
1 69
2 89
3.09
2.99
12.49
4 49
14.95
5 99
6 79
5 99
5 49
9 99

Free T -Shirt with every order over 50.00. State size.

All tapes can be assorted. Add 3.50 shipping; we
will honor any price in this book on complete line of
Maxell. Free Catalog. 100% guaranteed. 412-283-

8621. M-Th 8-3:30. Visa and MC. Tape World,
220 Spring Street, Butler, PA 16001

Lynic
HIGH FIDELITY
Manhattan: 1221 Lexington Ave. 212-LE5-5710
White Plains: 146 East Post Road 914-949-7500

Lyric is sole East Coast dealer.
Listening Hours: 10 to 6 Mon. -Fri.

FRIED SPEAKERS 8 KITS
State-of-the-art sound. Try our prices! Fast, free shipping. READ BROS. STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston,
S.C. 29403, (803)723-7276. Also Hafler, PS Audio,
NAD, Carver, more.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FULTON "J" MODULAR SPEAKERS WITH RTR'S,
$1000.00 Call 602-885-7312.

HAFLER-NEW MONO AMPLIFIER
We are stocking the following: DH -101K $199.95, DH 101A $299.95, DH -101 AP $399.95, DH -102 $74.95,

FULTON MONO AMPS 8 80 SPEAKERS, DYNA ST 70's, RJR tweeters, LINN-SONDEK w/MAGNEPAN
arm, NAKAMICHI x-overs & power supply. Milton (205)
967-7681.

DH -103 $19.95, DH -104 $24.95, DH -105 $24.95,

GAS GRANDSON W/MTRS. + HDLS. $310, Thalia
$225. 2V, yr. Warranty. Joe 201-283-0610.

FOR SALE

Lyttic

Before buying a new cartridge, consider

DH -106 $24.95, DH -202 $24.95, DH -200K $329.95,
DH-200KE $339.95, DH -200A $429.95, DH 200AE
$439.95. Mono Power Amp -DH 300A, $449.95, DH
300AE $459.95. By Appt. Free shipping in Cont. U.S.
We ship worldwide. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056 (513)5233333. TELEX VIA TWX. Cable: OXAUDCON.

re -tipping with the famous Van Den
Hul stylus. Designed like a record cutting stylus, with constant lateral
radius contact for efficient information
retrieval. Call for quote (cartridges

GET INTO BROADCASTING! Learn how to receive
free records, tapes, get an FCC broadcast license, start

your own station. Free details. "Broadcasting", Box
130-N5, Paradise, CA 95969.

GOING TO COLLEGE: Technics SL 1300 MK II $350; Pioneer CT -F1000 - $400; SAE 1800 Parame-

tric Equalizer $300. (907) 442-3665 after 8:00 pm
GOLD PLATED PHONO JACKS. Rear mount, gold
plated solid brass jack, w/gold plated ground flag and

Extensive listening comparisons with other fine preamps
and live music reveal that the Musical Concepts MKH101 rivals the best in sound quality.
The MKH-101 kit available from audio dealers, or direct,
for $100. Installed- $150.
Musical Concepts
522 Impala
Hazelwood MO 63042
(314) 895-4984

shield phono plugs, $2.00 each. Send stamped addressed envelope to flyer and order form. Minimum order $10.00. Old Colony Parts, Box 243, Dept. B, Peterborough, NH 03458.

GONZA WIRE is #12 gauge, twisted, SAFE speaker
wire 450 per ft, TMA Record Sleeve 50 for $15, COD

OK, Samples $1.00. Audio House, 4304 Brayan,
Swartz Creek, Mich. 48473. 313-655-8639.
GRACE & SUPEX
We offer the Grace 707MK2 (Linn Mods too), 704, F9 E, F8 -L and Supex cartridges. Free Shipping. Visa &
M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056 (513) 523-3333.

GRACE 707 MKII $110. Shure V15 Type IV $65. Ver ion cables $20. Dennessen Soundtracktor $25. Mark
Zenon, 2301 Jefferson Davis Hwy., Apt. 1231, Arlington, VA 22202. (703) 521-0836 evenings.
HAFLER DH -101 PREAMP
We expect to be in stock on this exciting new preamp by
Dec. 12th. Kit price is $199.95. Custom wired and tested, $299.95. Immediate prepaid prepaid shipment shipment via UPS. THE AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE, 435 Tasso,
TF
Palo Alto, California 94301. (415) 328-1081.

HAFLER PREAMP DH -101 5 months old in mint condition (21 2) 796-2109

HARMON-KARDON CITATION II PREAMP IN WALNUT CABINET, and Citation 12 amp. Original Owner.
No scratches. Absolutely mint. $325 for both. 215-8558728.
HAFLER HEADQUARTERS IN CANTON, OHIO - The
Listening Room, 1807 Cleveland Ave. NW. (216) 452TF
6332.
HAFLER IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb Haller DH -101 preamp. Kit $199,
factory assembled $299. New: DH -200 amp. Immediate
free shipping. Also Fried (Speakers, Kits), Carver, Vand-

212 -LE 5-571()

146 E. Post Rd. White Plains, NY Iilfiln
914-949-7500

An Audiophile's Dream Has
Come to the Metro Area
Welcome to Audio Guild, or the house that Thomas
built. Thomas Tashijian is an audiophile, and what he
built in Englewood, New Jersey, is simply the retail
store of his dreams. At Audio Guild there are tour
listening salons which masquerade as living room
settings but which are really four totally isolated listening environments for pure sound reproduction
Each of these salons is dripping with audio equipment carefully arranged into the best possible systems in each price category. Thomas realizes service
should go beyond merely selling, and so he built a
complete servicing facility. Audio Guild customers
can have their warranty work done quickly and efficiently right at Audio Guild. Thomas also demands
that every item sold be carefully tested before it is
delivered. Thomas sells only those products he believes have merit, such as:

Threshold (Including Stasis 1, 2, 3)
Rega
Linn Sondek
Audio Pro
Pyramid
Bang & Olufsen
Shahinlen Obelisks
Mordaunt-Short
NAO
Boston Acoustics
Thiel
Hatter
Marlah
Plasmatronics
Audlonlcs
Technics R&B
Canton
Oracle
Fidelity Research
Mission
Tandberg
Revox
Nalm
Micro Selki
and many more

GRACE 707 TONEARM. Exc. Cond., $75, (713) 6442067.

Just what Miami was listening for.

13831 S. Dixie Highvsav (U.S.]) Miami

Caruso

Ha. 33176 (305) 253-4433

HIGH FIDELITY

1221 Lexington Ave. N.Y.. NY 10028

ersteen, NAD, Spica, Audionics, PS, Klipsch, more.
READ BROS STEREO, 593 King Street, Charleston,
S.C. 29403 (803)723-7276.

ACOUSTAT AGI AUDIO TECHNOLOGY AUDIRE BOWERS & W ILKINS CM LABS CONNOISSEUR
CONRAD-IOHNSON DAYTON WRIGHT DECCA DENNESEN DYNAVECTOR ELECTRO RESEARCH
FRIED COLORING GRACE KEITH MONKS- KENWOOD PURIST LUSTRE I.A.MICHELL MARCOF
NAD ORACLE PETERSON AUDIO- POLK AUDIO PS AUDIO- R. H. LABS SHAHINIAN SOTA
SPICA STD SUMIKO SUPEX THRESHOLD VPI WIN LABS

)JAudio

L7RiC

give the DH -101 greater clarity, increased dyanamic
range, and extended bandwidth.

hardware, $1.75 each. Will interchange with Audio Research Sp3A-1's phono jacks. Gold plated solid brass

vary). Limited orders possible.

HAFLER PREAMP MODIFICATION
BY MUSICAL CONCEPTS
The already exceptional DH -101 preamp has been dramatically improved. Matched polypropylene capacitors
in the audio signal path, a sixfold increase in power supply capacity, and upgrading other critical components

PST.

Rl1'IJ

Exclusiv,e to Lyric customers!

Music systems need records and maintenance items
which are also stocked in ample supply from Monster
Cable and Audio Technica items to Telarc and Mobile
Fidelity records in bulk. In addition, a professional
record -cleaning service is provided on the premises.

you would like to experience this audiophile's
dream come true, call us at 201 /569-7766 or stop
by at 3 Grand Avenue in Englewood, New Jersey or
write for a free brochure. We are conveniently located only five minutes from the George Washington
If

Bridge.

Audio Guild
We can fit your needs and your budget.

A UNIQUE AUDIO STORE
Goodwin's is unique among audio dealers, offering a
few products which are acknowledged to be the best
values or simply the best available. These components are properly set-up and may be auditioned in a
comfortable, relaxed living room environment. Our
reference is the Mark Levinson HQD system and the

ML -5 (Studer A-80) with 30 ips master tapes. We
operate by appointment to ensure a meaningful demonstration under nearly ideal conditions.

Goodwin's sales & service for: The reference Mark
Levinson ML -1 & ML -6 preamps; ML -2 mono & ML -3

stereo power amps. The best sound/dollar Bryston
2B, 3B & 4B power amps.

The Linn Sondek LP -12 and the best value Rega
Planar 3 turntables. The Goldmund straight-line
tracking tone arm - our reference.
We also recommend: Symdex, Quad, Scheiber 360°
decoder, Win Labs, Linn Ittok arm, Mitchell Cotter, FR.
Sequerra, & Vandersteen.
If you would like to avoid the planned obsolescence of
most stereo components and are interested in the
finest music reproduction, please call Goodwin's for
an appointment.
Goodwin's Inc.
33 Newbury St.
(617) 266-0608
Boston, MA 02116
Canadian export specialists

Audiocom
high technology audio
Adcom, ADS, AGI, Allison. Amber, Apt, Ariston, Auaionics, Audio Pulse, Audio Technology.
Beveridge, Beyer, Blaupunkt, Bruer, Burwen, B&W. Cotter, Dahlquist, Dayton Wright, DCM,
Denon, Draco, Dynavector, EMT. EV, Eumig, FR, GAS, Grace, Grado, Hafler, Janis, JR, KEF,
Kenwood Purist, Linn Sondek, Lustre, Mitsubishi, M&K, Mogami, NAD, Nakamichi, Ortofon,
Queen Labs, Revox, RG, RH Labs, Rogers, Snell, Spectro Acoustics, Stax. STD, Symmetry,
Tandberg, 3D

Our Service Department specializes in maintaining, calibrating, and
modifying high performance audio equipment. Custom equipment
design and fabrication on premises. System installations for car, boat,
home, and aircraft. Major credit cards honored. Phone orders shipped
promptly.
177 Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich, CT 06830
Out of state, call Toll -Free 800-243-7516

(203) 637-3621
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TECHNOLOGY

HIGH

SEPARATES, RECEIVERS, CASSETTE DECKS. BEST
PRICES - IN STOCK - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. (213)

HOUSTON'S FINEST it NICEST AUDIO STORE
Sony, Audio Lab, ESPRIT - APM - 8's, QUAD, SME

KEF 105 SERIES II, MINT, $1776; Rogers L35B &

Crown Dist. Series, Koss E -Statics -1 A&2

LO7M's $400; D76A $850. (203)397-4965. 7-10

HEATHKIT TV CABINET, GRA-602-25 for GR-2000
or 2001 TV's. $150. NO SCRATCHES. 408-279-1425
day 408-259-9648, eves.
HI-FI Enthusiasts- Experience what in-house service
facilities, quick shipments, low prices and brand selection can mean to you. Team your abilities with the best
supplier to make selling discounted hi-fi a pleasure.
Write Hi -Fi Warehouse Dept. 20, 1006 Haddonfield

XA-75 Subwoofer, Amp, & Elec. x -over $900; Kenwood

Many Others. Prepaid Freight - Cont USA.
AUDIO CRAFT, 6457 Westheimer
Houston, Texas 77057 A.C. 713-783-8010

467-5725.

p.m.

KILL FEEDBACK 8 CLEAN UP YOUR SOUND!
WITH CBS SPACE-AGE VIBRATION CONTROLLERS

INFINITY 2000A's; INFINITY SPC PREAMP - EO

S/S-1 Speaker Stand, 10"W X 10"D x 4"H fits regular,
bookshelf and larger speakers - with 6° slant for improved dispersion - $29.95/pair. S/S-2 for smaller

Unused since factory service. (404) 458-1360 after 6
EST.

speakers

INTERFACE SPEAKER SYSTEMS BY E.V. BEST

"Last," a remarkable sonic record treatment only

HIGH END Discounts. Send SASE and best pricing to:
Box 18009, Seattle, WA 98118.
HIGH END IN THE MIDWEST
Theta
Rega
Linn-Sondek
Symmetry
Grace
Audible Illusion
Acoustat
Stax
Precision Fidelity
Meridian
KEF
Mordaunt Short
Audionics
Revox
Connoisseur
Featuring Modifications For Improved High End
DAHLOUIST 0010 MOD

AR Service Center

We have an extended warranty on everything we
sell. All work is done in our well-equipped and expertly staffed shop. Return postage paid on all warranty work from out of town.

(816)531-3261
4122 Broadway - Kansas City - Missouri 64111

Audio Renaissance

HIGH QUALITY CUSTOM AUDIO CABLES FOR LESS
Send SASE for available products.
AUDIOCO, Dept. Al, Box 505, Nesconset, NY 11767.

HILL PLASMA SPEAKERS, latest version, well below
dealer cost for quick sale with Threshold 4000 amp,
Goldmund arm, Fulton, L. Sondek, Koetsu, Sequerra
tuner (201) 746-2794.
at tremenHORNS-WOOFERS-MIDS-TWEETERS
dous OEM savings. Al tec, CTS, Electro -Voice, Pioneer,
Panasonic, Peerless, Phillips, Polydax and many others.

Dozens of hard to find items. Huge selection of crossover network components, automobile systems, and
musical instrument loudspeakers. Send $2.00 for catalog, refundable with purchase: SRC Audio, Dept. AD,
3238 Towerwood Dr., Dallas, TX 75234.

9"W x 61/2"D x 3"H, with 6° slant

-

$19.95/pair. T/T-1 Turntable Isolator, 18"W x 1414"D
x 1 "H, solid elastomer - $19.95 each. T/T-2 Delux
Turntable Isolator, with hi -density 1 h" solid plinth and
adjustable feet - $49.95 each. Add $2.95 per order for
shipping. Check or M/O with order - no CODs or Credit
Cards. THE AUDIO SHOP, 7209 Maple Ave., Chevy

PRICES - IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. (305) 462-1976.

ITS HAPPENING IN JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA!

Road, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002.

BRYSTON MOD -ALL MODELS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
HARMAN-KARDON

$19.95 Grace F-9E/9L Fidelity Research's Fantastic

New 201 and 702 Moving Coils/Tonearms David

Chase, MD 20015.

Berning's Outstanding TF-10 Hybrid Preamp revised
and the all new Super Amp! Marco( Glassmat The
Phenomenal Sumiko Tonearm Luxman's Brillaint PD555 Vacuum/Belt Drive Table Jordan Modules Custom Cables from Fulton, Superlitz, Cotter Audionics'
Affordable High Performance LK-1 Turntable Thresh-

KILL LOUD TV COMMERCIALS AUTOMATICALLY.
Complete plans, $5.00. Bridges, 1248 N. Denver, Tulsa, OK 74106.

LAST WORD IN HI -PERFORMANCE STEP-UP DEVICES! You choose the low impedance m/c cartridge
but step it up with the NAGATRON AG -9200. This

old's High Technology Stasis Amps/Preamp Sota
Headamp Ribbon Tweeters by JVC, Decca, Pyramid
Supex Cotter B/2 Isolation Platform/Multi Stage
Preamp System Denon Infinity 4.5 R.S. Audio Pro's
All New B2-50 complete subwoofer System Bedini's
Highly Detailed Class A Amps - Perfect on Quads &
Minimonitors Nakamichi B&O 8000 Triamped Quad
ESL Reference System Custom Quad ESL Frames
Conrad Johnson KEF M&K Ltd. Edition Recordings
Including Fresh Aire Ill and Prof. Johnson's Sound Show
DBX House of Stereo, 8169 Arlington Exwy. Jax, Fla.
32211 (904) 724-4988. Most Items shipped Prepaid.

99.99% chemically pure silver wire, dual torrgidal
transformer offers a s/n of over 135 db, IM distortion
under 0.0001% and a frequency response of 5100Khz. Phase coherence and time domain errors are
reduced below any other transformer available to date.
All this and only $325. Shipped prepaid in US. Project
One, 5410 West 12, Little Rock, Ark. 72204 (501)6611440.
LEARN MUSIC THEORY AT HOME with a correspondence course. Send for free information. TECLOR MUSIC SCHOOL, Dept. 131, 323 Franklin #804, Chicago, IL. 60606

Give us a call!

IVIE ELECTRONICS REAL TIME ANALYZERS, etc.
Some very slightly used demonstrators at discount. Full
factory warranty. Money -back guarantee. JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425.

LEVINSON MLI w/Lemos $900, Grace 940F $60
and 707 $50 Tonearms, Threshold 400A $950 and
Son of Ampzilla $275, Dahlquist $150 and Crown
VFXZA $200 X Overs, Sony 2251 $220 and Technics
SL120 $150 T Tables. C.R. Piazza, (608)241-2815.

JANIS WOOFERS
are the best universal subwoofers available. Hear them
together with the interphase crossover amp at OXFORD
AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056.
By Appt. Free shipping in Cont. U.S. We ship worldwide.
(513) 523-3333, 523-3895. TELEX VIA TWX CABLE:

LEVINSON Ml -1 Pre -amp S/N 1795, $1450.00. Call
(813) 839-0921.
LINN DISC SYSTEM, SPEAKERS 8 NAIM

OXAUDCON.

We know that some components reproduce sound
much more faithfully than others. For those who can

KEITH MONKS M9BA Ill tonearm $99 TEAC E-3 demagnetizer $20 both mint condition (902) 429-9522.

hear the difference we offer the Linn Disc System: LinnSondek LP -12, LV-II arm & Asak cartridge; Linn Speakers: PMS, DMS, S.A.R.A. (uni or bi-amped) & K.A.N.;

Naim Electronics; head amp, preamps & amps. Free
shipping. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145,
Oxford, OH 45056. (5131523-3333.

Houston and the Gulf Coast
Mark Levinson /Threshold/Linn/Apt/Holman/Hafler/Advent/Nakamichi/ Denon
Magneplanar/KEF/Boston/ Dahlquist/Adcom /NAD/Dennesen /Gold Line/Grace
Klipsch/Fidelity Research/DCM Time Window/Cizek/Signet/Cotter/Ivie Analyzers

LINN-SONDEK, ABSOLUTELY MINT CONDITION,
DUST COVER, NEVER OUT OF BOX. $650. Lux T-

AudioConcepts

.

110 FM tuner also mint sold new for $545, asking
$345. (704) 297-4556.

2200 SW Freeway at Greenbrier Houston. Texas 77098 713/527-0774
Credit Cards Accepted Freight Prepaid in Continental USA

LOS ANGELES - GENE RUBIN AUDIO
PS AUDIO
ADCOM
HAFLER
NAD
LIVEWIRE

THIEL

GRACE
DYNAVECTOR
3D ACOUSTICS
KM LABS
CIZEK
CONNOISSEUR
PLATTER MATTER
SPENDOR
PRE -PAID SHIPPING (213) 571-1299 (Pacific Time)

OF
vinson

dpc

AUDIO PRO I )EVERIDGE
BRYSTON GRADO
LYNN SONDEK
NAKAMICHI
PYRAMID

JANIS
KOETSU
SEQUERRA
SNELL
THORENS
ETC.

30

years in Atlanta
404 237 6336
322 EAST PACES FERRY ROAD ATLANTA GA 30305
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LOW NOISE AUDIO TUBES
PRICE

TYPE

BRAND

KT88
KT88Mp
12AX7

$30.00 Ea.
Genelex
$65.00 Pair
Genelex
K Type (Low Noise)

$ 2.65 Ea.
12AT7
12AU7
6L6GC

K Type
K Type
K Type

6550A
6550Mp

GC
GC
GC

7027/12AX7A
6CA7

6CA7/EL34Mp

Amperex
Amperex

$ 3.90 Ea.
$ 3.90 Ea.
$ 3.90 Ea.
$ 7.00 Ea.
$15.50 Pair
$ 6.75 Ea.
$ 4.75 Ea.
$ 9.95 Pair

' ' PLUS MANY OTHER TYPES AVAILABLE '
TEMTRON ELECTRONICS LTD., 15 Main Street,
East Rockaway, NY 11518

CALL TOLL FREE 800/645-2300
IN NEW YORK 516/599-6400
$25.00 Minimum; C.O.D. or NET 30 with references
FOR C.O.D. add $1.50 for shipping and handling

AUDIO/MARCH 1981
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LOWEST PRICES: BOSE, SAE, HAFLER, ADS, ADVENT, DENON, DBX AND MORE. DYNAMIC SOUND,
BOX 168, STARKVILLE, MS 39759 (601) 323-0750. 1
p.m. - 9 p.m.

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN - SOUND DECISIONS (517)
636-3781 Free shipping: Audio Design Cotter B2
Grafyx HAPI II Mirage Nikko AIII SOTA Symdex
Thiel Thorens VPI 3D Acoustics ' 5213 Hallisy Ct
48640 Evenings & wkends.

MAGNEPLANAR Tympani 1U Speakers, 6 panels total,
$650. McBride (51 6) 423-2465.

" MILWAUKEE! THE AUDIO EMPORIUM: Acoustat, Amber, Audio Perfection Cables, Audio Pulse, Au B&O, , Beyer,

dire,

MCINTOSH EQUIP. BOUGHT -SOLD -TRADED eves.

wkends; (607)865-5387; SDR, Box 387, Walton, NY
13856.

1

$1.80, 50 per value/$7.50. Send stamped self addressed envelope for list of values and order form. New

Sonus,

MINT DEMO AND NEW EQUIPMENT
AT SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS!

Too many audiophiles develop a sad depen-

Sequerra Pyramid $1895 pr., Acoustat Mon. 3 1595,

and reviewers, many of whom have a subliminal message: "Buy -buy -buy -buy..."

Rogers Exp. Mon. 550, Spendor BC1 rose 595, Spendor

MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES
Apt Holman
Grafyx
PS Audio
Adcom
Hafler
Rega
Boston Acoustics Hitachi
Revox
Isobarik
Bryston
Snell
Conrad Johnson Linn-Sond'ek
Spendor
Dahlquist
Mission
Spectrum
Dual
NAD
Stax
Grace
Nakamichi
3D Acoustics
Grado Signature Onkyo
Threshold
Nairn Audio
Polk Audio

ABSOLUTE SOUND

SA1 350, Harbeth HL 550, Trilogy 350, Quatre spkrs,
325, JR149 325, JR150 495, JR woofer 240, JR x -over
138, Hill Plasmatronic 5500, Magnepan MG1 (new) 440 &
MG2a 695, Mission 710s 250, UEP Coles 895, UEP Dynaribions 1750, Sumo 400wpc. amp 1495, Theta preamp
695, Quatre GC500 695, GAS Grandson 295, AEA520
preamp 350, Rappaport PRE1A preamp 395, Beard P50
amp 995, Beard preamp 595, HK Citation 12deluxe 195,

Radford SPA60 195, Pioneer SA9900 int. amp (110
wpc.) 395, Draco CPU tuner 550, Audio Pro receiver 750,

STD 305M table 395, Dual 1264s (new) 225, Sony
PS4750 table 175, and also a selection of quality cartridges.

Paul Heath Audio, 3047 W. Henrietta Rd., Rochester, NY
14623, (716) 424-4916

"Michigan's High Accuracy Audio Dealer"

Detroit, 12400 Morang Ave. (313) 527-2244
Royal Oak, 4354 N. Woodward (313) 549-7550
Ann Arbor, 312 S. State St. (31 3) 6 62-2 026
East Lansing, 1 04 5 East Grand River (517) 3519300
Shipping Prepaid

EASE

5082.

gold plated shielded RCA type phono plugs, $1.75
each. Minimum order $10.00. Quantity discounts available. Old Colony Parts, Box 243, Dept. A, Peterborough, NH 03458.

Conrad -Johnson,

Stax, Sumo, Technics,
Threshold, wide assortment of accessories and direct
discs. Open Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat 10-6, Thurs 10-8.
Closed Sun & Mon. 6900 W. Brown Deer Rd., 354Rogers, Snell,

vox,

METAL FILM RESISTORS, RN55, 0.35 watt, 107 values from 10 ohms to
Meg, 255 each. 10 per value/

Connoisseur,

Dahlquist, Denon, Dynavector, Genesis, Grace, Grado,
Haller, Linn, Lux, Magnepan, Marcof, Mayware, Musical
Fidelity, NAD, Peterson Links, Polk Audio, RH Labs, Re -

EXPERT

MIXER made especially for tape duplication. Will pro
duce enhanced high quality second generation tapes.
KUHN ELECTRONICS, 1801 Mills Ave., Norwood, OH
45212.
TF

Most cartridge line and equipment at Wholesale Best prices, plus monthly specials. Free price list. Audio
Component Systems 2313 Redwood Place Lacey, WA
98503

dency on experts -gurus -"authorities" -

At Audio Amateur Magazine we think
you ought to be your own expert. The
method is very simple: you get to look over
the shoulder of amateurs who are designing, building, and customizing some of the
finest audio equipment available anywhere
at any price.

Our authors are amateurs because they

write for the love of excellence in audio
equipment. That's what amateur is. Their
love is in the right place -not directed toward fame, power, influence, or bucks.
Who are they?
Walt Jung, Nelson Pass, Reg Williamson,
Peter Baxandall, Ed Gately, Stan Lipshitz,
Craig Stark, Craig Todd, Michael Lampton,

Charles Repka, are just a few of the over
250 who have written in our pages over the
last eleven years.

Our authors work for a living in places

Closer To
The Source "eh

you have heard of too: The Berkeley Space
Science Lab, Georgia Tech, Jet Propulsion

Lab., Threshold Corporation, RCA, Hewlett-Packard, British Telephone, The Arecibo (Puerto Rico) Observatory to name only a few.

Musicality. Liquidity. Harmonic integrity.
Design qualities we are committed to in
getting closer to the source. Write for information on our Vacuum Tube Preamplifier
and Power Amplifier.

Why not become your own expert and

-

join a great group of amateurs in the quarterly issues of Audio Amateur. Only $14 a
year, two for $27. Send along the coupon
below today and get yourself on the right
road to Expertise -and expert ease.

,s

'

Audio Amateur Magazine

::

Ail

Box 576, Peterborough NH 03458 USA
E Enter my sub for two years at $27.
E One year only (4 issues) at $14.

E

I enclose $
check 'charge card
MCNisa
('Include all numbers on your card and signature)

E

Name

Street & No
tn,,..a¡a,,,,,,.,
State

Charge card orders: 16031924.4526

ZIP

9-4 EST.. M -F.

conrad-johnson design, inc.

1474 Pathfinder Lane McLean, Virginia 22101
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MONTANA AUDIOPHILES
ROCKY MOUNTAIN HI-FI

NEW EQUIPMENT 8 DEALER DEMO EQUIPMENT
Tandberg TD20A-$900. Sony Tape Switch Box SB300$40.
SOTA Head Amp -$175. Crown FM1-$695. DBX 122$185.
Discwasher Disckit-$35. Headphones ATH7-$105.
Audio-Technica Insulators AT -605-$20
Many of the above items are NEW - some are demo
items, in Mint condition. Warranty available on all items.
All items must go ASAP. Call ECU Audio Inc. for more
details. (312)680-1197 Days or Evenings are OK!

PERFECTIONIST PRODUCTS. TA -3A tonearm: prop-

Brings you the Best
HAFLER
ALPINE

NAKAMICHI
DAHLQUIST

MAGNEPAN

HARMON/KAR-

DON

TIME WINDOWS
G.A.S.
MICRO SEIKI
DENON
AUDIONICS
POLK
ADCOM
APT HOLMAN
812 Central Ave., Great Falls, MT (406) 761-8683

HEGEMAN
ACOUSTAT
B&W
FULTON

NAIM NAP 250 AMP, Nac 12S preamp, seperate pow-

er supply, boards for MM and MC, mint, $1500.00.
(501) 253-9483.

NAKAMICHI 100011 $850, 620, 630 $775, Revox
B790tt $500, Ohm -F spkrs $1250/pr. (312)7526331.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIANS
It is our goal to make the joy of music possible for everyone. At any price we offer solid value, superior performance, and traditional service.
We operate on the theory that you as our customer

will achieve the greatest long term satisfaction only
through a careful analysis of your audio requirements.
We strive to offer sober, highly cost effective solutions to
meet your specific needs. Please stop in for a refreshing

NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS EXCHANGE
provides a national marketplace for audiophiles buy-

ing or selling quality new and used equipment.
Monthly newsletter subscribers enjoy the benefits of
its nation-wide distribution equipment grading
standards and the guarantee of full and prompt payment for products sold. Write or call free for a free
sample newsletter or subscribe ($12/yr.) 617/4913000, (7-10 PM EST/M-F) Box 82 Harvard Square,
Cambridge, MA 02138.

experience with music.
OUR SELECTION INCLUDES:
Magnepan
Audioics
Tandberg
Threshold
Audire
Onkyo
JVC
Hafler
AKG
P.S.E.
Denon
Lux
Micro
Grado Sig.
Bonus
Connoisseur
Soundcraftsmen
Grace

Dahlquist
Chartwell
B&W
Cizek
AVID
Stanton
AIWA
M&K
Rogers

HIGH FIDELITY SHOPPE

1511 North Main Street
Walnut Creek, Calif. 94596

&SINGER'S DREAM!

(415) 932-2242

= ,_, :-'_._ 3 e

"WE BUILD BETTER SYSTEMS FOR YOU"

REMOVES VOCAL FROM HOST STEREO DISCS
The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can actually remove most or
virtually all of a solo vocalist from a standard stereo record and

yet leave most of the backgrourd music untouched! Not an
equalizer! We can prove it works over the phone Write for a

COST: 5249.00

brochure and demo record below.

NYTECH AUDIO
Among the best of British electronics. Musically superb, yet affordable. We pay shipping as always.
The Listener's Shop, Box 3137, Falls Church, VA
22043 (703) 734-0887.

er geometry throughout, 2.5 grams effective mass,
$249.00. B & 0 4002 Tonearm Modification (kit or factory) allows use with cartridges having standard .5"
mounting, $199.00. Stainless steel ($2.50) and nylon
($1.00) cartridge mounting hardware. Tonearm Alignment Protractor, $3.00. 'vie Electronics test equipment
(new or demonstrators). VeritoneTM Interconnection

Cable: .03 ohms, 11 pico -farads, and $4.00 per
foot (any length) attached connectors (male or
female): gold plated, heavy duty RCA, $2.50 each;

Lemo or Posi-Lock, $10.00 each. Money -back
guarantee on above. Audiophile records (Sheffield,
Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity, etc.), and components
(Hafler, Marcof, Audionics, etc.), list price. Shipping

included. JML Company, 39,000 Highway 128,
Cloverdale, California 95425.
PHILIPS AND AUDAX LOUDSPEAKERS in stock at
good prices with competent service. MADISOUND
SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 431 W. Gorham, Box 4283,
Wisconsin 53711 (608) 256-7337.

PIONEER RT707 TAPE DK. ($345), TEAC AN -50
DOLBY ($40), FORMULA - 4 MK. II Arm ($55), all
mint. Call 517-835-4148 Nights.
PLASMATRONICS SPEAKERS, latest update, rare
buy. $4500. Cash/trade considered; (201) 746-2794.

PROBLEM: THE HIGH COST OF PREMIUM CASSETTES "The Audiophile's Choice" has the solution
with its guaranteed 20 to 20 cassette. Send $2.00 for a
C-60. Box 888, Kingsport, TN 73660.

PROPER TONEARM GEOMETRYII Optimum offset
angle, overhang, vertical pivot height and angle. Resonance damping construction. Jewelled pivots. Height
adjustable while playing records. Effective mass 2.5
grams. Damped cueing. Anti -skate bias. TA -3A with sili-

cone damping, $249.00, "Universal" nylon hardware,
$1.00; alignment protractor, $3.00. Prices include postage and money -back guarantee. JML Company,
TF
39,000 Highway 128, Cloverdale, CA 95425
PS AUDIO AMP AND PREAMP. Why settle for less?
Pre -paid ship. GENE RUBIN AUDIO (213) 571-1299

YOU SHOULD SEE US

(Pac.).

o,11111111.

For:

Acknowledged around
the world,
ss

Delay and Ambience
Studio Echo/Reverb
Tape Noise Reduction
Parametric Equalizat on
Electronic Crossovers

Cómponents,Inc.

Comp/Limiters
Mic Preamp/Mixers
Patch Bays

Simply the finest.
2710 Ponce de Leon Boulevard
Coral Gables, Florida 33134

elsewhere to obtain comparable gjality. Only Direct Sales make
our prices and quality possible. Send 51 for a 20 page brochure
and 20 minute demonstration record.

Decatur, GA 30031.

(404) 284-5155

QUICKEST AIRMAIL DIRECT FROM TOKYO: All
brands of Cartridges & Arms of Japan. Ask for latest
Quotations with $1 for postage. JAPAN AUDIO TRADING CO., LTD., Saikaen Bldg., 4-33-21,
Kamimeguro,Meguro-Ku,Tokyo 153 Japan.

RAW SPEAKERS AND FINISHED SYSTEMS for

We manufacture a full line of high quality audio and recording

equipment. You will probably t ave to pay twice as much

Write to: LT Sound, Dept. AU, P.O. Box 729,

P.S. AUDIO POWER AMP w/WARRANTY CARDS
$275. Rogers LS3/5A unused, $435. Stephen (212)
677-3299

305-446-1659
Store hours: Tuesday -Friday 11-8, Saturday 11-5

Hi -Fi and Sound Reinforcement. Also cabinet plans,
hardware, grille cloth, crossovers, microphones, accessories, much more, Information packed catalog,

$1, Universal Discount Sound, Dept. AO, 2243
Ringling Blvd., Sarasota, FL. 33577

AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES
47.95
DBP-2J SWITCH BOX
39.95 AU (gold jacks)
Selects between up to 4 phono inputs. Used with DBP-6 or 6MC,

I

allows for selectable loading of cartridges.

914-472-4558
BERNING
SPATIAL
GOLDMUND

HILL PLASMATRONICS
KEF 105 II
B á W 801
SNELL ACOUSTICS

RADIAL TONE ARM

(IMPROVED)

QUAD ESL
PERSPECTIVE SPEAKERS

THRESHOLD
BRYSTON
PRECISION FIDELITY

LUSTRE
KOETSU
DYNAVECTOR
JVC MC -1, OL-10

MARCOF
MUSICAL FIDELITY

R. H. LAB
NAKAMICHI
YAMAHA
TANDBERG

DAHLQUIST
PYRAMID
DRACO CPU
FM TUNER

JANIS

HAFLER

SEOUERRA
POLK AUDIO

LINN SONDEK
SUPEX

GRADO

GRACE
S.M.E.

JR

VPI

FULTON

the listening room
590 Central Park Ave., Scarsdale

Mon, Thum10 AM-9PM Toes, Wed, Fri 10 AM -7 PM Sat 10 AM -S PM
Ample Free Parking Credit Cards Accepted
We Ship FREE Anywhere In the Continental U.S.A.

DBP-6 PHONO EQUALIZATION KIT
29.95
Allows adjusting the Input capacitance of the phono input of every
preamp and receiver with low loss Polystyrene Capacitors.

DBP-6MC RESISTIVE LOADING KIT

29.95

Allows adjusting load resistance from 10 to 200 Ohms for for moving
coil cartridges. Gold plated phono plugs in both kits.

DBP-8 SPEAKER WIRE 12 ga., In 3,6, and 9 meter...Inquire.
DBP-9AU BANANA PLUGS Eight gold plated, satdsrMaa
10.80
DBP-10 PHONO ALIGNMENT PROTRACTOR
19.95
Allows adjusting the lateral tracking error of a mounted cartridge to
within '4 of one degree. Non -technical instructions and case included.

DBP-11 CAPACITANCE LOADING SWITCH BOX

79.95

DBP-12 AUDIO CABLE 10 meter (33 ft)

59.95

Low capacitance (400pF) stereo interconnect cable, terminated with
rugged gold plated phono connectors.

DBP-13J GOLD PLATED PHONO JACKS (1/4") 8 pk

10.80

DBP-13P GOLD PLATED PHONO PLUGS 8 pack
7.20
MODIFICATION AVAILABLE DB-1 to DB-1A
52.00
At your dealer or direct. Orders under $45, add 52.00 Handling.

DS SYSTEMS

\\

Box 947D Jaffrey, NH 03452 (003) 899-5121
\

Dealer inquiries invited. Overseas distributors in Benelux, W. Germany,
Scandinavia, Japan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, France.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

REGAL REGA RESEARCH
We are pleased to offer the complete line of Rega Research products; Planar 2, Planar 3, Planar 3 Arm and
R-100 Cartridge. Free Shipping. OXFORD AUDIO CON-

FOR SALE

STEREO CARTRIDGES AT WHOLESALE PRIC-

ES - most lines. Free price list! Top equipment
available at super discounts. Write for quotes. Audio

SULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056. (513)5233333.

Component Systems, 2313A Brentwood Place,

REGA RESEARCH
It is possible to get more music from your records.
Rega turntables will prove it. We pay shipping. The
Listener's Shop, P.O. Box 3137, Falls Church, VA

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES NEEDEDUILOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES!!! OVER 100 BRANDS!!! KRASCO
Rep -AO, 998 Orange Ave., West Haven, CT 06516.

22043 (703) 734-0887

Olympia, WA 98503.

SURPLUS CATALOG 8,000

items: Electronics,
Stereos, Speakers, Alarms, Tools, Games, Solar, Auto -

RIBBON TWEETER ADD-ON $112 U.S./AIR DELIVERED, DUTY PAID. For Information Write: Stream Au-

Home, 8 Issues $2.00, BNF (A) 119 Foster St., Peabody, MA 01960.

dio, Box 370, Ajax, Ontario, Canada 1.1 S 3C5.

ROGERS & CHARTWELL
are both licensed to produce the incredible BBC LS3/
5a's. From these common roots, Rogers (using bextrene) and Chartwell (using polypropylene) have developed some of the finest loudspeakers in the world. Rogers: LS3/5a, Compact Monitor, Monitor 2 & Reference
Monitor System. Chartwell: LS3/5a, PM110, P.210,
PM410 & PM450. See OAC for Rogers electronics too A75 amp, A100 amp & T75 tuner. Free shipping. Visa
& M.C. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS. Box 145,
Oxford, OH, (513) 523-3333.

ROGERS LS316A WITH STANDS $400. Symdex Sigmas with stands $415. (516) 757-5046 evenings.

TAPCO end ELECTRO -VOICE, mixers, equilizers,
amps, mica, and raw loudspeakers. Write for low mail
order prices, Sonix Co., P.O. Box 58, Indian Head, MD
20640
8-9
TAPE DECK REBUILDING. Complete, painstaking me-

chanical work, bias and equalization make possible
new -or -better performance, often for less than half the

cost of a new machine. Lab equipped with Tek, HP,
Leader, etc. Proof -of -performance on completion. Alan

Audio, 310 South Washington, Bloomington, Indiana
47401. (812) 332-2192. 10-7 M-Th, 10-5 F, EST.

TEST EQUIPMENT, POWER SUPPLIES AND
PARTS. Used Tektronix, H.P., Kepco. SASE for price
list. APT Enterprises, 436 Orange St., New Haven, CT
06511.
THE ABSOLUTE SOUND, in its December issue, ventures a look at the $20,000 Infinity IRS system, at the
$2,000 straight-line tracking Goldmund arm from
France, at a tube/transistor hybrid amp from Audioics
(the BA -150), at the brouhaha over speaker cables (with
some specific recommendations) in a massive cable report, at the amp -less and rather different Acoustat II, at
the new version of the Conrad -Johnson preamp, and a

good deal more. Doug Sax, who cuts 20 percent of
America's master discs, gives you the technical lowdown on digital, namely, some of the things its promoters aren't telling you. The debate over Dr, John Diamond's controversial assertions (that digital recordings
induce stress) flares anew. You will also be able to read
reviews of the latest Telarc discs (a Rite of Spring and a
Bolero), some of the newest audiophile recordings, and
about some dubious values in re -mastered super discs
We now publish four issues annually at $20, a last -time
price (by the way). You may, if you have VISA or Master
Charge, call us Monday -Friday at 516-671-6342 (10-5

ET) or send a check to The Absolute Sound, Box L,
Drawer A, Sea Cliff, New York, 11579.

TAPE HEAD REFINISHING - Precision method full fre-

quency response. $15.00 ea. One day service.

E.

Maher, 5 Evans Place, Grinds, CA 94563.

RUBBER STAMPS, 3 lines mounted on a wooden handle, $3.65. D&L Rubber Stamps, Box 813, So. Windsor, CT 06074.

SAVE 40% ON 100% GUARANTEED PREMIUM
QUALITY CASSETTES. Available in C-30, C-45, C60, C-90, with 5 screw C-0 case, or custom loaded.
Send SASE for pricing and tech data or $2.00 for sam-

THETA TUBE ELECTRONICS
We are pleased to offer the superb tube products from

Theta Electronics: 1A preamp, head amp and OPT
mono amplifier, By Appt. Worldwide shipping. Free
Shipping in the Cont. U.S. Visa & M.C. OXFORD AUDIO
CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH 45056.
(513)523-3333. TELEX: VIA TWX Cable: OXAUDCON.

ple C-60. O.C. Inc., Box 519, Olney, Illinois 62450.

A Message from Sound Components, Inc.
When the Mark Levinson H.Q.D. Reference
System was first developed in 1974, some

individuals suggested that it would soon
be outmoded by a superior system for less
money. In 1981, the H.Q.D. System is still

acclaimed - as it was then - the finest
music reproduction system overall.

SELL or TRADE YOUR McINTOSH or MARANTZ
TUBE EQUIPMENT, and WESTERN ELECTRIC products for new or used High End equipment. Crossover
networks for the best of AUDAX (POLYDAX), COLES,
DALESFORD, JORDAN, and others. New PIONEER Series 20 equipment 40 to 60% off list price. Tony Thomas, 3303 East Denny Way, Seattle, WA 98122 (206)
323-4987.

we've got it all
Mark Levinson
Audio Systems

SIEMENS, TELEFUNKEN, GENALEX AND AMPEREX and other top quality audio tubes available at
very competitive prices. Contact Jim Wallace at 1203
Success St., Pittsburg, PA 15212 or (412) 322-4706TF
SILVER AUDIO CABLES - hi quality, fine strand8d silver coated copper conductors w/teflon dielectric and
outer jacket. High conductance and propagation veloci-

ty. Low capacitance. Stereo pair w/gold plate RCA
plugs w/relief springs:
meter-$20, 1m-$25,
2m-$40. Custom Lengths and connectors avail. Add
Y2

$1.00 per order shipping. Texas residents add 5% sales
tax. New offerings include a superior speaker cable - 13
ga. silver coated copper w/2 silver shields; Y2" glass

turntable "mat", remote switching acc., etc. Send
SASE for complete product offerings. STEPHEN WORSHAM LABS, 3720 Maplewood Dr., Dallas, Tx 75205.

SOUTH CAROLINA'S ONLY HIGH -END STORE the
finest audiophile equipment: British American Sound,
P.O. Box 1247 186 King Street, Charleston, SC 29402
TF

Beveridge

Koetsu Goldmund etc.

christo Dher

nansen
td

ninety -fourteen burton way
beverly hills, ca 90211
- foreign inquiries welcome -

213-858-8112 MC VISA AE

Sound Components, Inc. got involved with
the H.Q.D. System in 1975. We have been
part of the H.Q.D.'s development since its
earliest stages and have installed more com-

plete H.Q.D. systems than all other Mark
Levinson Audio Systems' representatives
combined.
With the cost of quality rising so dramatically, the purchase of a H.Q.D. System can
only be seen as a wise investment. If you are
an individual who will be satisfied with nothing less than the best, then there is no better
time than the present to seriously consider

the H.Q.D. System.
A comprehensive portfolio will be sent upon
request for the small charge of $12.50, first

class postage included.

Contact: PETER McGRATH
2710 Ponce de Leon Blvd.
Coral Gables, Fl. 33134

305446.1659

SOUTHWEST AUDIOPHILES:
SOONER HI -FIDELITY offers the famous OmniSonix
801 Imager and any other lines at substantial savings.

Call 405-360-4150 or 360-4940 or write: SHF, P.O.
Box 3173, Norman, OK 73070.

SPEAKERKITS OF NEW YORK. Listen before you
buy. Save up to 50% on raw drivers, assembled sets,
and kits. Speakerkits, 247-38 Jericho Turnpike, Bel-

$50 CASH REBATE.*

lerose, NY (516) 354-7006.

SPECTRAL MS-ONE PREAMPLIFIER
Now available at:
Paul Heath Audio
3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623

(716) 424-4916
SPENDORS ARE SPLENDID

We offer the complete line of Spendor loudspeakers:
SA -1, BC -1 & BC -3. Visa & M.C. Free shipping. OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS, Box 145, Oxford, OH
45056 (513) 523-3333.

THE ELECTRONIC SUBWOOFERTM
Achieve true subwoofer capability (flat response to 20 Hz) from your Allison speaker
systems. Also gives similar results when used in conjunction with other well designed.
long excursion. acoustic suspension systems such as AR. Advent. and others.

ALLISON ACOUSTICS INC. 7 Tech Circle, Natick, MA 01760
For literature and information call (800) 225-4791. In MA (617) 237-2670.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Western
Pennsylvania's
Quality Audio
Dealer
Oracle
Threshold
Bedini
Apt/Holman

Daniel Queen
Magneplanar
Polk
Advent

Systems

NAD

M&K

Mitsubishi

DCM Speakers

Sony
Adcom

B&W
Trilogy

Haller
Tandberg
Dynavector

Dex

JVC Pro
Fidelity Research
Supex
Denon

Marcoff
Audio Standards
Cotter
DBX

Lustre
Grace
Thorens
Ortofon
Dual
Accutex
Last
Grado
Dozens Of Others

Direct - To Disc Recordings
SHIPPED PREPAID & DIRECT

OVATION AUDIO
The Theatre
Shadyside, Pgh, PA. 15232

(412) 441-4550

THE AUDIOGRAM, an irregular newsletter by serious
music listeners by-passes the trivial and establishes the
best for true value, Issue #15 includes Jensen 150 and
Linn Ittok arm etc.
USA and Canada $12.00 (4 issues); 1st class
Foreign rates $17.00 (4 issues); air mail
Audiogram, Box 27406, St. Louis, MO. 63141.

$2500, DV8250 Power $1000, Lux MB3045 PR
$535, Sequerra FMI $2100, Threshold 800A $1295,

QUAD 405 $410, SAE MK III CM $380. 312-4500105, 312-343-0400.

THE AUDIOPHILE BEST SOUND PER DOLLAR SYSTEM
(under $2200)
Regaplanar 2 turntable
Rega Cartridge
Haller DH -101A Preamp
NAD 4020 Tuner
Haller DH200A or Morduant-Short Padgient II's
DCM Time Windows

UNDERGROUND SOUND
Luxman Haller' Carver' AGI Revox
Conrad Johnson' Kef' Rogers' Grado'
Spendor' Micro Seiki Marcoff Denon'
Dynavector Audio Pro Chartwell
2125 Central Ave. Memphis, TN. 38104
(901) 272-1275

VACUUM TUBES, tube -peculiar parts. All kits/parts for

circuitries described in our 230+ page Modification
Manual. Write for list to AUDIO DIMENSIONS, 8888
Clairemont Mesa Blvd.. San Diego, CA 92123. (714)
9-0
278-3310.
VANDERSTEEN IN THE SOUTH!
In stock, the superb new Mod. 2B. Fast, free shipping.

SOUND BY SINGER, LTD.

227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 683-0925
We ship anywhere (AE., M.C., VISA accepted)

READ

TOP -RATED CARTRIDGES UP TO 70% OFF!! We
offer just about all of the finest phono cartridges on the
market at the lowest possible prices. Our selection includes several brands that are typically sold at the full
retail price. Call or write to us for prices on ACUTEX,
ADC, DYNAVECTOR, GRADO, NAGATRON, ORTOFON, SHURE, SONUS, STANTON and more. Just call
(212) 254-3125 or write to: DIRECT DISCOUNTS LTD.,

P.O., BOX 841, COOPER STATION, NY 10276. We
accept M/C and VISA and will ship COD if requested.

TRADE UP to the MICRO CPU 100 fm tuner
It may have been out of the question at $2000, but
the new retail is $995. Subtract even more for your
trade-in and this magnificent tuner can be yours at a
surprisingly low price. We offer very generous trade-

in allowances on your old tuner or other audio
equipment. A rare chance to own the best at a reasonable price (see Audio, Nov. '77). Write us for a
quote, or better yet, phone after business hours and

we can discuss your trade-in: (617) 874-0706,
mon.-fri., 6-8 pm. (ask for Dick)

AUDIO CALIBRATION, box 250, Westminster,
MASS 01473.

ULTIMATE TUBES: Dynavector Pre DV3000 Gold

TF

Connecticut's Progressive Audio Store
Acoustat / ADS / ADS Pro / Apt -Holman / Audionics / Audio Pro / Bryston / Carver /

Conrad -Johnson / M.A. Cotter / Dahlquist / Denon / DCM / Dynavector / Grace / Hafler
IVC Laboratory /KEF'Magnepan/Marcof/ Mirage /M&K/
NAD/ Nakamichi/ Oracle/ Pyramid / RH Labs / Signet /
Supex / Symdex / Vandersteen / Win Labs / Yamaha.
400 titles of direct -digital discs. Audiophile
accessories. Keith Monks record cleaning.
All shipments prepaid and insured.

BROS. STEREO, 593 King St., Charleston, SC 29403
(803)723-7276 VISA & M/C OK. Carver, Hafler, PS

VANDERSTEEN SPEAKER SYSTEM
0/LC has the incredible Vandersteen 11 and the latest
Vandersteen Ill models. Call or write: Q/LC Audio, 1006
Berkshire Road, Dayton, OH 45419 (513) 298-9330
(513) 293-7287.

WALT JUNG 8 RICHARD MARSH (Feb. & Msr. Audio) ARE RIGHT, of course, so we now have POLYPROPYLENE & POLYSTYRENE PREMIUM Audio
Grade capacitors for new construction, preamp mods &
crossovers. Use for replacements or shunts. Values from
47 to 5uf 200VDC 10%. Also Mylars for economy from
to 30uf. Make up shunt composites, hear the differ1

ence immediately. Send $1.00 for details which includes info on the Jordan 50mm Module, a miniature
wide range dynamic speaker with 1.3 gms moving
mass, 150 to 22, 00Hz range, that requires only narrow
band woofers for building phase coherent systems. Line
source array designs for SOTA LP's wide dynamic range
app. notes, x'overs, super air cores, parts, bextrenes,
soft domes, assistance, TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO,

6796 Arbutus St., Arvada, CO 80004. E.J. Jordan,
Decca, Polydax (Audax), Unbox Enclosure Systems.
(3031420-7356
WISCONSIN'S ONLY SENSIBLE AUDIO DEALER.
PRODUCTS FROM, Audionics. AudioPro, Yamaha,
Hailer, Connoisseur, Great White Whale, GAS, Ortofon,

Technics, DBX, Stax, DCM, Dahlquist, SAE, Audio
Pulse, Koss, Draco, MXR, Shure/SME, Soundcraftsman, Grace, Thorens, and much, much more. TAPE
RECORDERS FROM: Akai, Sony, JVC, Tandberg, Technics Pro, Revox, Uher and many more. Send SASE for

our "blow-out" list. RECORDS FROM: TeLarc, Mobile
Fidelity, Sheffield, Orion/Nautilus and more. Also, one
of the largest dealers for used high -end electronics in the
country. WACK ELECTRONICS, INC., 5722 W. NORTH
AVE., MILWAUKEE, WI 53208. (414) 442-3441.

105 whitney ave., new haven, ct 06511 203-777-1750 m -w 10-6 th&f 10-8 sa 10-5 me/visa/amex

Plug-in Butterworth (maximally flat) fil-

Heroic Return to
Minimalism Heralded

ters in 6 db., 12 db., or 18 db., per octave
attenuation, any frequency specified,
Filters flat beyond 100 KHz.
Complete crossover in attractive metal
cabinet with all terminations and regulated power supply;

Ears Nova presents sigh quality music
reproduction equipment in an environment which is relaxed and comfortable.
With care and integrity, we will help
build a playback system in your home
that is uniquely satisfying.

STEREO BI -AMP $139
Tri-amp, quad -amp, and monaural types
available
available

at comparable prices. Other
features: Summer for "single

woofer" systems, Subsonic noise elimina-

tion filters supplied with or without bass
boost, level controls.
FOR OEM'S AND
HOME ASSEMBLERS

BEDINI BRYSTON CONRAD-JOHNSON

DENNESEN GRACE HEGEMAN KEF
LINN DISC PL.YBAC{ (tunUabble-toneann rartridte) LINN-ISOBARIK MISSION
MITCHELL COTTERNAD NAIM AUDIO -

500 Series dual filters and/or plug-in fil-

ters, regulated power supplies.

FREE CATALOG

ORACLE I'SE PYRAMID -METRONOME

REGA PLANAR N(. ERS SHAHINIAN
OBELISK SNEI.1 ',JPEX THIEL VPI

Olt

ACTIVE
ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS

&

PRICE SHEET

Write to:

/}J

N(nri 749 middle neck mad, great neck, new york 11024 (516) 466-5674
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ENGINEERING LABORATORY

11828 Jefferson 81.CLIver City, CA 90230
Phone: (213) 397-9668

FOR SALE
TURNTABLE:
TONEARM:
CARTRIDGE:
SET-UP:
PRE -AMP:

POWER AMP:
SPEAKERS:
TUNER:
TAPE DECK:

RADIO PROGRAMS

PUBLICATIONS

THE BIG "10" SYSTEM (Under $10,000)
Oracle or Linn Sondek
Linnitok
Linn-Asak
Audio Interlace
Audio -Research SP6-B
Audio -Research D-120
Snell Type A's or Acoustat
Monitor Ill's
Rogers T-75
Tandberg TD -20A
SOUND BY SINGER
227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016

TERRIFIC SWAP OFFERS NATIONWIDE
Rcvrs., amps, TTs, Audio, Ham Gear, Etc. 5 issues $2!
"Electronic Trader," Box 73-A, Folly Beach, SC
T,F.
29439.

VENEER SPEAKER CABINETS Hardwood Walnut
Speaker Cabinets with grill. Routed or unrouted, front
baffles, or complete SPEAKER KITS. Send $1.00 for
complete brochure. KUSTOMIZED SPEAKER SYS

260-A, GLENN CIRCLE, POWELL, TN

THE INTERMEDIATE AUDIOPHILE SYSTEM
(Under $4,250)
Turntable:
REGA PLANAR 3
DYNAVECTOR RUBY KARAT
Cartridge:
Set-up:
Pre -amp:

Power Amp:
Speakers:
Tuner:

MUSICAL FIDELITY
PRECISION FIDELITY C-7
TRILOGY
SNELL TYPE 1
ROGERS T-75
SOUND BY SINGER

227 Lexington Avenue
New York, NY 10016
(212) 684-0925
We ship anywhere (A.E., M.C., and VISA accepted)
UNDERGROUND SOUND LABS
Glass Platter Pads are ready!
Make a difference between a good
turntable and an exceptional one.
PAD - $27.00 8oz. WEIGHT - $6.00
UNDERGROUND SOUND
2125 CENTRAL, MEMPHIS, TN 38104

WORLDS GREATEST SPEAKER KITS, KITS, P.O.
Box 12242, Jacksonville, FL 32209.

PLANS & KITS
TAPE -SLIDE SYNCHRONIZER, multiprojector lap-dis-

solve plans, $5.50. With mixer, compressor, preamp
schematics, $8.50. The Millers, 1896 Maywood, S. Euclid, OH 44121.
TF

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
CABLE FM BROADCAST STATION. Unique no investment/experience business makes money! Others
work for you! Free Details "CAFM," Box 130-N3, Paradise, CA 95969
Want money? Hate hard work? Lazy way to big money.

Cleaver plan $2.00 (Refundable) Noble, Box 10033,
Houston, TX. 77206.

TAPE RECORDINGS

(901)272-1275
TUBE AMPLIFIERS - DYNACO, RCA, MI SERIES,
ALTEC AND TELEFUNKEN, Altec and Presto tube
cutting head amps. H. Thorenberg, 239 Central Park

ON OPEN REEL from master tapes. Argo, Telefunken, Vanguard, Unicorn, MHS. Catalogue $1.00. Barclay -Crocker, Room 1470-A, 11 Broadway, NYC,
10004.
TF

West, New York, NY 10024 (212) 595-4700.

7 GOOD REASONS TO READ TRANSCENDENTAL
AUDIO'S new catalog:
1.

The JORDAN 50mm MODULE - A wideband

(150Hz-22KHz) midrange/tweeter from England. The
dynamic driver that rivals the transient detailing of fine
electrostatics.
2. POLYSTYRENE AND POLYPROPYLENE AUDIO
GRADE CAPACITORS. .01 of to 10.0 of for x -over and
preamp mods, new construction.

3. Low DCR air core Ind. to 5.0 mh. #12 + 16 wire.

RENT RADIO SHOWS: Make your own copies or just
listen. Great way to build your collection reasonably. Ca talog $1 refundable. OTR Rental, Box 1146, Livermore.

Ca. 94550

TF

37849. (615) 945-3138 after 6:PM.

(212)683-0925
We ship anywhere (M.C., A.E., and VISA accepted.)

refundable with first order, ADVENTURES, Box 4822-A,
TF
Inglewood, California 90302.

CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks. Personalities of
TF
Thirties, Forties. Box 225, New York, N.Y. 10028.

SPEAKERS

TEMS,

YESTERDAYS RADIO ON TAPE. Reels -Cassettes.
Quality Sound. Reliable Service. Giant catalog $1.00

TAPE AND TAPE RECORDERS
NAME -BRAND RECORDING TAPE, custom loaded.
Available in cassettes, reels, cartridges. Huge savings
from manufacturer. Also low everyday prices on Maxell,
TDK, Ampex, Scotch, BASF, etc. SASE new catalogue.
MJS, 2514 Seaboard Ave , San Jose, CA 95131. (408)
262-8793.

PROBLEM: THE HIGH COST OF PREMIUM CAS
SETTES "The Audiophile's Choice" has the solution
with it's guaranteed 20 to 20 cassette. Send $2.00 for a
C-60. Box 888, Kingsport, TN 73660.
TAPE SALE1

TDK SA C90 $2.89, AD C90 $2.35, D C90 $1.49,
L1800 $5.10, LB1800 $6.25. VIDEO -CALL. $3 SHIP PING. (CONTINENTAL USA ONLY). OTHERS $7, MC/'
VISA. B&J BOX 248A, HOWARD BEACH, N.Y. 11414
(212) 845-2861, M -F 11-8 PM EST.

ELIMINATE YOUR
"PATCHCORD HEADACHE"
with a CPM-31 Universal
Component

A-i.

Patching....1 11

9

tai

9
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PLATTSBURGH, N.Y. 12901
Tel.: 15181 561-8700.
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Why use "Super" speaker cable without 'em? Custom

Matrix.

1.

T

'
t:''
'1' i T t f i /1 11
1"

1

1

1

For more

information,
write or call:
AUDIO CORPORATION
eft. /RO. Box 160818
Miami, FL 33116/(305) 271-9181
D,,rc

winding avail. Dealer inquiries invited.

4. Unique subwoofer designs with twin bextrenes in
push-pull vented enclosures for articulate bass to 23 Hz
with seamless x -over,

5. The new DYNAUDIO 84." woofer from S.E.N. Labs
in Denmark that handles 1 kilowatt for 10ms.
6. Polydax soft domes + bextrenes from 5 /a " to 10".
7. Ribbon + Polymer super tweeters form JVC, Foster.
Send $1.00 for catalog. Transcendental Audio, 6796
Arbutus Street Arvada, Colo. 80004. 303-420-7356
9:30-5:30.
WISCONSIN HAS: Audionics, Acoustat, Denon, Haller,
Audio Control, NAD, Polk, Grafyx, Adcom, Stax, Grado,
Luxman, Dahlquist, Micro-Seiki, Grace, and Aiwa. We
invite specific inquiries. The Sound Seller, 1706 Main
Street, Marinette, WI. 54143. (715) 735-9002.

í1111o1/7Lí1/e. AUDIO
DEDICATED TO MUSICAL EXCELLENCE
OUR DEMONSTRATIONS OF AUDIO EQUIPMENT ARE UNIQUE J.L JFFER UNLIMITED TIME TO EVALUATE THE VERY FINE
COMPONENTS WE FEATURE OUR EXTENSIVE LIBRARY OF QUA,ITY RECORDINGS ENABLES YOU TO DETERMINE WHICH
COMPONENTS ARE OPTIMUM OUR EXPERTISE WILL HELP YOU Tai DECIDE WHAT iS BEST AS WELL AS TOENSURE A PERFECT

MATCH TO YOUR U'.TFNING ENV,RONMENT
YAMAHA, NAKAMICHI, BRYSTON, APTHOLMAN, COTTER, BANG á OLUFSEN, DAHLQUIST, NAD,BOWERS á WILKINS,
QUAD, LINN SONDEE, BEDINI, SHAHINIAN-OBELISK, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, PYRAMID, OHM, KLIPSCH, INNOTECH,
DENON, MARCOF, ADS, LS3/5A, REVOX, JVC PRO -LAB, FIDELITY RESEARCH, SIGNET, SU EX, DYNAVECTOR, ETC....
FEATURING KLOSS VIDEO. DIGITAL AND DIRECT DISC RECORDINGS
TRADE INS BU. '.,ELL USED EQUIPMENT PROFESSIONAL RE PAT, _i I.V'LE & HOME INSTALEATIUN
CREDIT CARDS
ACCEPTED FINANCING AVAILABLE

182 HENRY STREET BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, NY 11201 (212)596-0888

YAMAHA 204 Rec $485, BIC 862 Turn. V15-4 Cart
$120.00 (215) L07-4626.

the audio advocate
SME

Polk
Gale
Clzek
Supex

Arlston
Magnepan
Apt Holman
Fulton Cable
Audio Research

Conrad -Johnson

Keith Monks
Nakamichi
Acoustat
LS3/5A
Onkyo
Haller
Grado
Raga
ADC

505 Millburn, Avenue Millburn, N.J.
(201) 467-8988

HiglivEnd
DISCOUNTED!
ADCOM, ADVENT, AIWA, AR, BOSE, DBX, DENON, HAF LER,
HARMON KARDON, INFINITY, JBL, JVC,
KENWOOD, MITSUBISHI, NAD, NIKKO,
ONKYO; OMNISONIC, PHASE LINEAR,
PIONEER, SAE, SONY, SOUNDCRAFTSMEN,
TANDBERG, THORENS, TOSHIBA AND
OVER 100 MORE HIGH END BRANDS!

WKIII' ¡/1 MERRITS ISLAND ROAD, PINE ISLAND, NEW YORK 10969

ALL SHIPPED FAST,

ALL GUARANTEED,
EXPORT INQUIRIES INVITED!

For More Information & Orders Please Phone Mu,, I n 9 lu 9 n, n,, S.,Iiu,I.ryi 9 I,f 1

(914)2584077
83
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WANTED TO BUY OR TRADE

SERVICES

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS: I offer the lowest prices and
best service on over 500 titles. SUPER SOUND
RECORD SERVICE, P.O. Box 411237, Chicago, III.
60641 (312)486-6667 (ask for Phil).

MARANTZ 7 8 9; McIntosh C-22, MC -240, MC -275
& MC 3500. PAY THE BEST PRICE: (213) 278-3430;
8633 Airdrome St., LA, CA 90035.

BUY MCINTOSH AND MARANTZ TUBE EQUIP-

MUST HAVEI SONY 770-2 OPEN REEL PORTABLE.
Jim Widgren (914) 226-5681.

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and
cassettes. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing.
Masters and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates.
Joseph Giovanelli, Audio -Tech Laboratories, 2819
TF
Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. IN9-7134

RECORDS

MENT. Leland 713-995-1856.
WANTED: JBL ST860 TUNER PROTOTYPE. E. Kan-

DIRECT TO DISC AND DIGITAL RECORDINGS: All
labels at low prices. Telearc, Discwasher, Audio-Technica, Sheffield, Denon PCM, Crystal Clear, Mobile Fidelity

Labs. ..WE HAVE THEM ALL!! (and more!!) Send for
FREE price list and Newsletter or $2.00 for descriptive
cataloge DISConnection, P.O. Box 10705 Tampa FL
33679.

tor, 12365 Montsouris, St. Louis, Mo. 63141 (314)
878-5950.

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS
HIGH QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR
TAPES. SEND FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE
LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC MASTERING. 469 CHESTTF
NUT ST., NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37203

Wanted to buy: PIONEER 4- channel recording
head block. J.T. 2044-T (815) 399-7554 E.P.W.

GOLDEN

2007 Oregon Ave. Rockford, ILL.

gramophone

WESTERN ELECTRIC - HORNS: 22A, 24A, 31A,
D.J.'s EVERYWHERE, THIS IS IT!
All you need to know about DJing and the field. A must
for those who take DJing seriously. Get the book, "Eso-

etc, drivers 594A, 713C, 555W, etc-other W -E products. Ohtsuka, 1450 22nd Avenue, S. F. CA 94122.

teric DJing." $5 ppd. JAM, 3021 Heath Ave., Bx. NY

ATTENTION: I WANT YOUR McINTOSH, MARANTZ,
AUDIO RESEARCH TUBE AMPLIFIERS. Top price.
Texas, Maury (713) 728-4343

10463.
FREE SOUNDTRACKS & CASTS CATALOG! Personalities! ST/OC Valuebook: $4. RTSA 711 W. 17th G-1
TF
Costa Mesa, CA 92627.
PROTECT YOUR LPs. POLY SLEEVES FOR JACKET
100, ROUND BOTTOM INNER SLEEVES 90, SQUARE
BOTTOMS 66, POLY LINED PAPER SLEEVES 156,

white jackets 35', POSTAGE $1.50. HOUSE OF RECORDS, HILLBURN, NEW YORK, 10931.

TF

"RECORD JACKETS. Replace old, torn, LP jackets
with clean, glossy, pure white or black jackets. Plastic
lined inner sleeves, 78 sleeves, opera boxes. Free catalog. CABCO A6, Box 8212, Columbus, Ohio 43201."
TF

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded
tapes. Catalogue-$2.00. House of Records, Hillburn,
New York 10931.

TF

CALL MEI I'd pay the satisfied price in cash to buy your

McIntosh C-22, MR -71, MC -275, 240, 225, 75, 60,
40, 30, Marantz 2, 5, 7, 8B, 9 & 108. DAVID YO, P.O.
Box 832, M.P., CA 91754 (213) 576-2642.

ERA MK6C TURNTABLE. D. Zolt, 2338 Golfview,
Troy, Mich. 48084 (313) 643-0826.

FULTON PREMIERE P4 - 53,000. pair, ARC
D350B - $2,300. Jim, Weekdays (509)545-4227.

MARANTZ MODELS 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 & 108; McIN-

TOSH C-22, MC240, MC275 8 MC3500. Sam
Aberst, P.O. Box 5455, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 (213)
858-8255.

Issue 03 is now available. It contains reviews of the AUDIO STANDARDS MX -1 OA

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR -64s, GRACE G-707MKII, G-704 and G-714, HADCOCK
GH-228 Super, INFINITY "Black Widow" GF. JH Audio Labs, LUSTRE GST-1 and
GST-801. MAYWARE Formula IV Series IIIMICRO MA -505X, MISSION 774. SME
3009 Series Ill, STAX UA-7cf-m, SYRINX PU1, WOODLESS LURNE WLP-1, and

ULTRACRAFT AC-3000MC pickup arms, plus reviews of the DENON DL -303.
FIDELITY RESEARCH FR -1 MK3F, FULTON RS, GRADO Signature Ill, KOETSU

P.O. BOX 10973
St. Louis, MO 63135

MAE
NAD

Fidelity Research
Nakamichi
FMI/Fulton
Oracle
Polk Audio
Grace
Rega
ADS
Haller
Apt/Holman
Kenwood
Signet
Snell Acoustics
Koetsu
Beveridge
Linn Products
Boston Acoustics
Sony
Lux
Audio
Conrad Johnson
Stax
M.A. Kotter
Denneson
Sumo
Magnepan Products Tandberg
Dynavector
2558 W. Market St. Akron. Ohio 44313 Phone (2161864-4411
Audio Research
Acouetat
Advent

CROWN RECORDER
Wanted: ROM (Repeat - 0 - Matic) and D-60 amp
EST. Eve (912) 897-4949 Jack Armstrong

pre -preamplifier. the DENNESEN Soundtracktor. the DENON PCC-1000 phono
crosstalk canceller, the JML protractor. and the THETA preamplifier Issue 03 also
features reviews of the BREUER 5C, DENON DA -307, DYNAVECTOR DV -505.

AUDIO,

Marcof
Micro Seiki

MC -ONE. LINN ASAK DC -2100K, MISSION 773, ORTOFON MC -30, PRECISION
FIDELITY, SUMO II, SUPEX SD -900 Super II and SDX-1000. WIN LABS SDT-10Type
IIC, and YAMAHA MC -1S phono cartridges.
Subscription rates to AUDIO HORIZONS' for six issues are: U.S. - 618; Canada
and Mexico - 820; and outside North America - 626 (AIR MAIL). Please remit in U.S.
funds only. Sample copies of all issues of AUDIO HORIZONS are available for $4.50
each (U.S., Canada, and Mexico). and $6.00 each (outside North America!

Bob Heenan Sells
Great Used
Equipment

Sound Advice
Box 782

Brookline Village
MA 02147

Under $100.00

$300-400.00

Infinity Black Widow

B&0 4002

McIntosh MR -65
Thorens TD -121
DB Systems 4

Bose 1801
Advent 500

Quad FM -1

Series 20 D-23

Dyna FM-3/PAT-4/PAS-3

DB Systems C

Ortofon tone arm
AR-Xa turntables
MLAS JC-1 do

S403-503.00

Crown PL -1 /SL -1

Audio Research SP3A-1
Technics SP -10/I1

$100.200.00

Van den Hul line stylus/car
Haller OH -101

Crown C-150A/OC-150A

$500100.00

Thorens TO-160BC/II
Grace 707/11
Dynavector DV -100R (new)
SAE IXb

Linn Sondek LP -12

$600.00 and more

D8x-118

When You Start Shopping at

You Can Stop Apologizing
For Your Stereo
HARTLEY

J R LOUDSPEAKERS

SIGNE T

APT-HOLMAN

KEF

KLIPSCH
KM LABS AUDIO LINEAR
LINN ASAK
LINN ISOBARIK
LINN.iTTOK
LINN-SONDEK

NAD
NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
QUAD
POLK AUDIO
SOTA

SUPEX

AUDIRE

SNELL ACOUSTICS
SONY
SOUND CONNECTIONS
STAX
TANOBERG
THRESHOLD
V ANDERSTEEN

RO TEL

Hart's Audio & Video
10941 N. 56th Street

801 Mason Avenue
Daytona Beach, Fla. 32017

Tampa, Fla. 33617

(813) 985-6084

accepted in Tampa

ReVox B-77 v7 IPS
B&W 801
Theta A+
KLH-9
Quad ESL
Michaelson/Austin NA -1
ElectroVoice Patrician 800

Phase Linear 200
Hefter DH -200
Thorens TC-126BC/II
Magnepan Unitrac-1 (new)

Dynavector 00.505
Marantz 240
Magnecord 1024 (mint)
Advent 201A

hundreds more producttoo numerous to print. Call
for details. Sorry. no lists

Equipment bought, sold
traded & brokered

ADS

HAFLER

ReVox.B-77 ,. ' UPS

Quad FM -2

$200.300.00

Hart's Audio & Video

BANG & OLUFSEN
CONNOISSEUR
DCM TIME WINDOW
GOLDRING
GRACE

Advent 300

[904) 255-1486

(617) 969-2727

moGAmi

Complete line of world renown high definition audio
cables now available in U.S. Mogami is a world leader in
the research and manufacturing of advanced audio and
video cables.
TONEARM-INTERCONNECT-SPEAKERMICROPHONE
GOLD PLATED PLUGS & CHASSIS JACKS

MOGAMI PRODUCTS DIV.
P.O. BOX 2027
CULVER CITY, CALIF. 90230 (213) 836.4288.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

Most of us are familiar with the
founding fathers of high fidelity.
Pioneers like Avery Fisher,
Rudy Bozak, Frank McIntosh, H.H.
Scott, Walter Stanton and others, whose
dedication to the quest for high -quality
sound reproduction resulted in their
manufacturing the first hi-fi audio components for the consumer market.
Needless to say, this fledgling activity

in the consumer hi-fi market was complemented by parallel developments in
the fields of professional audio and recording. There were pioneers in both
these fields as well, but within the relatively circumscribed world of professional audio, few people achieved high visibility and their accomplishments have
largely gone unrecognized.

One of the most gifted of those early
pioneers in professional audio is Milton
T. (Bill) Putnam, currently Chairman of
the Board of United Recording Corp. in
Hollywood, California. URC encompasses United/Western Studios, Coast Recorders, Teletronix, and its manufactur
ing arm UREI (United Recording Elec-

strumental separation, and he accom-

tronics Industries).
Bill Putnam founded Universal Recor-

plished this by lowering the overall reverberation time, with particular attention to

ders and built his own studios in Chicago in 1946. It must be remembered that

substantial absorption of the low frequencies. To this end, diaphragmatic

in those days, most recording studios
were constructed with only rudimentary

acoustic treatment. Typical studios of

panels in convex splays were used, and
the thickness of rock -wool batts behind
perforated panels was increased by furring out frames for greater depth. Sepa-

15,000 to 35,000 cubic feet used draping and perforated acoustic panels, quite

ration screens and rugs were used for
absorption of higher frequency reflec-

often applied directly to boundary sur-

tions.

knowledge

and

little

application

of

faces with no provision for air space behind them. Some used rock -wool batts
behind perforated Celotex. For the most
part, there was inadequate low -frequency absorption with the ratio of indirect -to direct sound in the low -frequency instruments causing a distinct lack of separation and presence and an unpleasant coloration of the sound. Add to this the fact
that the off -axis response of many micro-

An early type of absorptive roll around isolation vocal booth
was used, which also was occa-

before electronic echo chambers.) Bill
was looking for a reverberation room
which had a smooth decay, would elimi-

nate periodicity, and have low coloration. Bill experimented with delaying the
signal sent to the reverb room to more
effectively simulate early sound. He realized the importance of the control room
in his studio, and it was acoustically
treated. This led to measuring monitor speaker response in the room and even
some attempts at room/speaker equalization.
Because of all the factors in studio de-

view towards more separation and definition. (Remember, this was before the
days of multi -track and overdubbing.)
Having achieved better instrumental separation by lowering studio reverb time,

In marked contrast to this common

sign and recording practices Bill had incorporated into his Universal Recorders
studios, he developed a distinctive and
easily recognized high -quality sound
which generated considerable business.
In the early and mid -fifties, the advent of
exotic high -quality condenser microphones such as the Telefunken U-47,
along with greatly improved mono feedback cutterheads such as the Westrex
2B and Grampian, resulted in rapid advances in the quality of recordings. Bill
Putnam adopted these and other aids to
high -quality mastering, and in competition with several other studios, the "Hi -Fi
Spectacular" record was a new special-

Bill did not want a dead or dry overall

studio environment, Bill Putnam's studio
at Universal Recorders was constructed
with the specific goal of increasing in -

ty product for what was called the au-

sound, so he experimented with feeding
his output signal to various types of re-

diophile market! Imagine that, way back
in 1955! As tape recorders and tape formulations improved, permitting greatly

phones (even bidirectional or cardioid
types) caused time -related and spectral
colorations of a signal arriving after the

direct sound. Of course, at the low frequencies below 125 Hz, all the directional mikes became virtually omnidirectional, further contributing to the muddiness of the sound.
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sionally used for a drum set - a forerunner of today's drum cage. A roll around band shell was constructed with
interior polycylindrical diffusers to prevent focusing, especially of strings. Instrumental positioning and mike placement in the studio were radically altered
from the hand-me-down practices of ear-

ly broadcasting and recording, with a

verberation rooms. (Note that this was
Photo Illustration: Comp -Color
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CONSUMERS CO.
TAPES - DISCOUNTS - STEREO
Minimum Order 10 Tapes.

SAC -60

ADC -60
ADC -90
ADC -120
OD C-90
SAX C-90
MA C-90
MAR C-90

1.09
1.15

DC.45

2.99
2.19

SAC.90

F0' ADC -45

DC -60
DC -90

1.59
1.66

1.671

2.19
3.15
13.98
1.49
VMS -VIDEO
14.59
VT.120 4hr.
3 hr. 13.95
VT.90

DC.120
DC -180

2.39
3.69

Demagtzr
Head Clnr

3.95
4.95
7.59
12.45

SONY

VIDEO

2,59
EHF C-90
5.95
Metal C-60
1.69
7.49
EHF C60
Metal C-90
1.62
LNX C-90
2.89
FECR C-90
1.10
2.49
LNX C-60
FECR C.60
BETA L 500 10.95 L-750 13.75 L-830 15.95

Metal C-90

FUJ5.19
111
3.89
2.79
2.09

MIMetal C-60

FX II C-90
FX II C-60

2.49
1.79
1.20
1.55

FX I C-90
FX I C-60
FLC-60
FLC-90

VIDEO
VHS T-120
VHS Cleaner

Be a L-500
Be a Cleaner

13.98
17.95

9.98
12.95

INFLATION FIGHTERS
KOSS H'PHONES
45.75
PRO 4AAA
46.75
HVX LC
41.50
HVX

SANYO CAR STEREO
228.50
FT -1498
222.95
FT -2400
65.50
FTC -4
75.50
FTC -6
99.90
FTC -8

SOUNDGUARD

Preso Kit
Total Kit
Stylus Care
Clnr. Kit

TECHNICS
157.95
SA -202 RCVR
RS -M24 Cass.Dk. 179.95
86.95
SL -D1 Trntble

MEMOREX

MAXELL

4.59
8.95
6.95
4.59

UREI's power amplifiers, Models 6150, 6500, 6250 and 6400.

Hi -Bias. C 90. 3pk 5.99

uDXL I or II c90

3.30

Phone Orders Can Toll Free

OD

(800)
431-2932
In N.Y.S. Call
1914) 664-2909

VISA'

11~1

For prompt delirery.send M.O.. Cart. Check or use Credit Card.
Persn'l checks. 2 wk. defy. Add 52.75 for shpg. a hdlg. per 10 tapes.
Free Catalog!
NYS res. add sta.'s. No C.O.O.'s.

CONSUMERS CO.
P.O. Box 550

Dept. A 381

No.

Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10551

Reader

extended high -frequency response, the
battle to produce even more spectacular
hi-fi records intensified. In 1955, Bill
managed some neat technical one-upmanship by recording at 30 inches per
second and mastering the tapes at half
speed. Shades of Mobile Fidelity back
then!
I had the pleasure of meeting Bill Put-

These "Modern See -Through" cases measure
111/2" high x 81/4" deep x 4" wide and hold a
complete year's supply. Constructed of clear,
sturdy/." acrylic, they are a great way to keep
your back issues intact for easy reference. Order
more than one -and save money.
$ 8.95
60292
1 ease
2 cases
3 cases

60291
60290

$16.95
$24.95

TO ORDER: Print the words COLLECTOR'S
MAGAZINE CASE, the quantity, number and
price on a piece of paper along with your name
and address. Enclose check or money order
for the cost, plus S/H: $1.50 for orders to $10;

speakers. The result was a speaker

where stereophonic sound enters the
picture. had been recording in stereo

of the speaker, and by proprietary design of the crossover network and the

for some time, and Bill had been experimenting with stereo too. The Magnecord
stereo recorder used a staggered head
configuration which gave adequate ster-

placement of the loudspeaker driver ele-

eo separation but also caused certain
problems. Bill recorded some stereo in

fect alignment of the frequency compo-

this format. Ever the innovator, in 1954,
in cooperation with the Pentron Corp. of
Chicago, he used a recorder with eight
channels on standard quarter -inch tape

Bill Putnam had formed a company
- United Recording Electronics Industries, UREI - to manufacture specialized equipment for the professional re-

in a staggered head configuration to
record an instrumental group. In the

cording market, and the new "Time

eight -channel

playback,

eight

loud-

speakers were arrayed in the listening
room in the same positions in which the
instruments had originally been recorded.
Portents of a future as yet unrealized.

In 1958, Bill Putnam moved to Hollywood, California, formed United Recorders and constructed the first purposebuilt studio for stereophonic recording.

The studio was an amalgam of Bill's

$2 for orders $10.01-20; $2.50 for orders

original ideas, with important new acoustic design work by Michael Rettinger. In
later revisions, the Time Delay Spectrometry (TDS) measurement system of Au-

30, 1981
'The government requires us to collect sales lax in all
states except AK, DE, MT, NH, and OR.
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$20.01-$50. Add local sales tax? Mail to:
HAMILTON HOUSE, (a CBS Company)
32275 Molly Rd., P.O. Box SG, Dept. 9000
Madison Heights, MI 48071
U.S. and Canadian residents only; offer expires Sept.

is' pioneering ideas on room equalization. John Eargle contributed new data
on monitor speaker response in acoustically treated control rooms. Bill Putnam
and Ed Long (a frequent contributor to
Audio) collaborated on a joint R&D program to upgrade the quality of monitor

nam in 1951 in Chicago, where I was in
technical sales and served as music director for Magnecord, one of the pioneer
manufacturers of tape recorders. This is
I

Collector's
Magazine Case

dio's own Richard Heyser was extensively employed, as'were some of Don Dav-

which was designated a "Time Aligned"
studio monitor. The technique takes into
consideration the time (phase) response

ments, the system is said to be "Time
Aligned" and free of group time -delay
anomalies. In essence, there is near -pernents in a complex transient waveform'.

Aligned" studio monitor was to be built
at this facility. UREI has been in existence for some years now and is one of
the most successful of Bill's companies.
have used a number of UREI's more
exotic products, and when I was invited
I

to visit their new plant, I gladly accepted.
The UREI plant is a modern one-story
building in Sun Valley, one of those
pleasant little towns in the San Fernando
Valley, and just a short drive to the United Recording studios in Hollywood.
DeWitt "Bud" Morris, President of UREI,
is an old friend. He's an easygoing and
genial man, but nonetheless runs a tight
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LUX DW%3ETA

efl Il'i ABOUT CHEAT SOUND.

WE'RE

DOUBLE NECANVE.

C ilk (¡

uixw+n

C120 Duo -Beta

Stereo Control
DC Preamplifier

I

0.120A
10 -Band Graphic

Reticency
Equalizer.

M120A Duo -Beta
DC Power
Amplifier.120
malts per
channel,
minimum RMS.
both channels
driien into 8
trims from
20-20.0 COHz with

no more than
0.008% Total
Harmonic
D5stortion.

The best way to use negative feedbadk is b design an
amplifier tha- doesn't need any. Manufacture s whD start
with the ideaof feedback wind up with Ins design. And more
cor-ection.
That wouldn't pe Lux -like.
Lux starts by:asigning the best DC amp ifer possible.
So you get exceptioral bancwidth and r_Educed distortion.
Then we adc not one, out two negative -eedback loops.
We call it DuD-B=_a?M Another first from -he people where
first is a wayof I fie.
Too much feedback reduces THD. Aid increases TIM,
which is worse. TDo much can even dest3biize an amplifier.
That could mean olown speakers.
Too little feedback reduces the damping factor. Adds
speaker -induced distortion. And increases TI -D. Makes
rumble more obvious. Listener fatigue sets in more quickly.
Lux uses one regative feedback loop of about hall the
usual amourt. GcodbyeTlM Listen to tie briliance of highs

and mid frequencies.
The L ix adds another loop. With just enough -eedbackfDr
the subsonic freouentes to DC. At 5Hz or below, it even acts
as a sutsonic filter and kills DC drift. Listen to the tight bass
and full lima! balance throughout the audible range.
By usng precisely tie right amount of feedback for each
circuit path, you get the best of all audio worlds. Low THD.
UnmeaEurableTN. Enhanced damp,ng factor. Sensational
sound from top to bottom. And ft.11y dimensional sonic cla-ity
beyond anything you can hear.
That's L.jx=like Desgn the best. Then make it better.
A case where two negatives become positive.
Expeienoe Duo-Be_a perfection with Lux's C.5000A
Stereo Freamplifer, sLggested retail value of $1395. And its
companion piece M -4000A, at the suggested retail value
of $149E.

Your senses uvll newer have it so good.

Ult'mate Fidelity Stereo C9mponents

LUX Audio of America, Ltd
!'lectitg Tomorrow's Technology in Today's System

16C DuDcnt Street, Plainview, NY 11803 / (516) 349-7C70

West Coast Office 11200 Chandler Blvd., North Hollywooc, CA91603 1 (213) 980-7641
Ca-ada: LUX AUDIO OF CANADA, ONTARIO M1B 2T9
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ship at UREI, aided by Brad Plunkett,
Chief Engineer, and Ray Combs, V.P.
Work flow is very well organized, beginning with in-house testing of incoming
parts, then sub -assembly build-up and

fabrication on various dedicated
technology assembly lines. While venunit

dors supply many parts, whenever possi-

ble and economically feasible, UREI
makes their own. For example, most
transformers and certain coils are made

on the premises. UREI is subject to the
same inordinately long delivery times on
parts as most companies these days, but
they invest heavily in quantity buying and
as a consequence are usually in a strong

tive testing of many UREI products is giv-

inventory position. Thus, most of the

tor speakers, the 811 A (single 15 -in.
woofer with exponential HF horn), the
813A (same as 811 A with addition of
another 15 -in. woofer in a large enclosure), and 815A (same as 811 A with

equipment they make is readily available
from stock.

In addition to a well-equipped R&D
lab, a modern test lab monitors quality control procedures. Fortunately, subjec-

the best value in hi-fi

en high priority and is carried out in a
purpose-built, acoustically treated listening room. Currently UREI is producing a
new generation of "Time Aligned" moni-

two 15 -in. woofers in a still larger enclosure). The HF horns are newly designed

for improved frequency response and
dispersion characteristics. The "Time
Aligned" crossover network has been
redesigned for more power transfer to

Three V15 Type IV
Technological Breakthroughs
Dynamic Stabilizer Suspended from

Plus a Studio Cartridge
Innovation

the speaker driver.

SIDE -GUARD Stylus Deflector

two viscous -damped bearings, acts like a shock
absorber to maintain consant cartridge -to -record
distance and unifcrm tracking force; eliminates
record groove skipping caused by warp; cushions
the stylus from accidental damage.

A unique lateral deflection assembly developec by
Shure for its professional studio cartridge-prevents
the most common cause of stylus damage by
withdrawing the entire stylus shank and tip safely
into the stylus housing before it can be Dent by
sideways thrusts.

amplifier production. Their big
brute, Model 6500, was introduced at the May, 1980 AES Convention, and described it in the August,
1980 issue of Audio. At the November,

Electrostatic Neutralizer 10,000

In 6 Models to Match Any
Turntable, Any Budget Al

conductive graphiE fibers discharge static electricity
from the record cluing play. Eliminates attraction
these feaof dust and trackirg force variations caused by
tures are incorporated into six moderately -priced
static charges.
cartridges-with tracking forces ranging from 3/4 to 3
grams, and three different stylus configurationsincluding the revolutionary distortion -reducing
Greatly improves
Hyperelliptical stylus. Headlining the M97 Series
trackability at the critical rriddle and high frequenis the M97HE-AH, featuring a precision aligned
cies. Lowest effectve mass, with no sacrifice of
cartridge-headshell and adjustable ovenang.
necessary stiffness or strength.

Telescoped Shank

UREI is now heavily committed to

I

1980 New York AES, the 6500 was
joined by the 255 W/channel Model
6400, the 150 W/channel Model 6250,
and a slim -line design, only 13/4 -in. high,

the Model 6150 with 76 W/channel. All
of these units are 19 -in. rack -mountable
and are of highly rugged construction.
UREI continues to produce such specialized items for professional recording
as limiters and compressors and various

types of equalizers and filters. A new
electronic crossover is currently in the
works, and UREI still makes their invaluable Model 200 XY plotter and recorder

For all the facts
circle 50 on
Reader Service Card

with

the Model 2000 frequency

re-

sponse module, the Model 2010 level
and frequency detector module, and the
new Model 21 warble generator for room
measurements. When I was visiting the

UREI plant, a huge new Neve mixing
console with the Necam automated mix down feature was undergoing tests prior
to installation in Bill's studio at United
Recorders.

THE HEADLINER Model M97HE-AH
with adjustable integrated headshe!l

M97 SERIES
phono cartridges

i GENUINE

c SHURE

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave.
Evanston. L 60204
In Canada: A. C Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity corn )onents.
microphones. sound systems and related circuitry.
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Over the years, Bill Putnam has always tried to stay just a bit ahead of current recording technology. His early ex-

periments with time delay and subsequent manufacture of the Cooper Time
Cube is an example, as was his issuing
of four -channel matrix evaluation test records. Bill's quadraphonic recordings of
the late Stan Kenton and his orchestra

are among the very best ever done in
this medium. Today Bill Putnam continues in his pursuit of recording excellence, and his UREI company translates
many of his ideas into products that find
A
favor in professional audio.
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VIDEO SCENES
BERT WHYTE

With all the hullabaloo about the
videodisc, which system is

the best, which system is likely to be chosen as a standard, what the
chances are for some degree of intersystem compatibility, etc., it might appear that the videocassette recorder is
taking a back seat in the world of video.
Nothing could be further from the truth!

The fact is that 1980 was a banner
year for videocassette recorder sales.
Perhaps even more important is the degree to which the VCR implanted itself in
the public's consciousness. The VCR is

no longer an exotic object of today's
high technology, something that most
people approach rather gingerly, tentatively. Good old "word of mouth," contact, and demonstrations of VCRs in department stores and applicance dealer-

ships have removed many of the apprehensions and misconceptions about
the VCR. In short, the VCR has gained
recognition as a useful time -shift device
and as a practical means for greatly en-

hancing the enjoyment of television.
Above all, it must be kept in mind that

the primary function of a VCR is to
record, whether it be off TV or with a
video camera. While there has been

future.

At first glance, this unit appears smaller
and more compact than most VHS recorders and is less flashy looking than its
competitors. While it may look slightly intimidating to some people because of its
multiple control knobs and switches, all
the controls are logically grouped,

Part of the public's acceptance of the
VCR is a matter of price. Not that there

thoughtfully functional and, with minimum experience, not at all 'difficult to

has been much of an "official" reduc-

master.

tion in the prices of VCRs and blank videocassettes, but substantial discounting is widespread and has given considerable impetus to the market. Some portion of the rapid growth in sales of VCRs
must be attributed to a "stabilization" in
the general design and features of both
Beta and VHS recorders. Not long ago,
VCRs changed models so frequently, of-

As most videophiles are aware, JVC
is the company that invented the VHS

some talk about the possibility of home
recording of videodiscs, the technical
problems are so formidable that its likelihood appears to be far off (if ever) in the

ti

refined state, is the new JVC HR -6700U.

fering new convenience features and
technical improvements, that many people put off making purchases for fear of
obsolescence. Presently, while there
certainly is no stagnation in the design of
VCRs, there is a commonality of features
in most recorders and it's become more
a question of refinements within the design parameters.

videocassette recorder, and the firm

quite justifiably wanted to establish a
reputation for its VCR in terms of picture
resolution. They succeeded admirably in
this respect, since most critical viewers
gave the JVC VCRs high marks for cons stently good picture quality. However,
when the "pressures" of the video mar-

ket forced its licensees to offer VCR
units with extended playing time, JVC re-

using thinner tape, or a combination of
both modifications. While these expedients do permit increased playing time,
there is, unquestionably, a concomitant
degradation in picture quality. This is
what JVC contended all along, so they
countered this apparent contradiction of
their stand by equipping their extendedplay (two six -hour) VCRs with a special
four -head recording drum. Two heads
are for standard tape speed, and the additional two heads are for the slower extended-play tape speed. The gaps in
both pairs of heads are optimally configured for the particular tape speed. By using this special four -head technique,

JVC is able to offer six -hour extendedplay capability with a picture quality remarkably close to what is obtained at
standard tape speed.
This JVC Vidstar HR -6700U is distin-

s sted this change, stating that in their
view, picture resolution at the slower
playing speed would be considerably

guished by its four -head drum, but is
loaded with other features and ameni-

degraded.

for some months now, and I have found
it to be exemplary in all respects, performing flawlessly within its specifications and design parameters. There are
many little touches that are appreciated

be termed "all the standard features"

When JVC finally decided that their
VCR must "go with the market," and offer extended playing time, they caused
quite a furor by introducing a VCR that
could record up to six hours on a T-120

and which has been brought to a highly

videocassette. As I'm sure you know, in-

A good example of a videocassette
recorder, which has what might loosely

creased playing time in a VCR is accomplished by either reducing tape speed or
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ties. I have been using one of these units

- for example, the cassette compartment is specially damped and rises
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smoothly and quietly when the eject button is pressed. These days, most VCR
units emphasize their capabilities in the

and

area of programming and special ef-

precise results and a better picture by

of movies are recorded at standard play
only. My next move was to try a Panasonic VCR, thinking something might have
gone wrong with the JVC unit. Result?

fects. In this respect, the HR -6700U is
very versatile indeed. This VCR offers

doing it this way.

Same thing - violent rolling of the pic-

double -speed

play

(in

standard

play

mode), with minimal picture distortion
due to noise generation, and also permits intelligible audio to be heard. In the
six -hour extended-play mode, triple speed playback is afforded with, howev-

er, no audio. Slow-motion playback is
available in the s -p mode with variable
to 1 /30th of normal
control from
speed. There is a slow-motion tracking
control, which I found can be of consid1/4

erable help in reducing noise bar distortion. Still picture playback is possible in
the s -p mode, but to me, there still is too
much noise generation in this mode,

which is a common fault with all other
VCRs. A hand-held, wired, remote control duplicates all the motional special effects. personally do not often use the
special effects available, but I should
sound a warning that if you do much still
or slow motion picture viewing, this can
seriously reduce the longevity of the tape
I

However, there is provision for performing your own pretuning of each channel,
I

found

I

could get even more

ture! Getting more perplexed, I hooked up

Unlike many VCR units,
found
that the HR -6700U runs
I

smoothly and generates little
mechanical noise. Tapes recorded off
the air via my local cable service were of

exceptionally good quality. The picture
was stable, with little evidence of "jitter"
distortion noted. Color quality was excel-

lent, bright and clear with good saturation, and whites were clear with no color
overcast. From a video viewpoint, the
JVC HR -6700U has to be judged as the
best of the VCRs with extended play capabilities I have used so far. But the audio is another matter. The sound in s -p
mode is barely acceptable, and while in
the e -p mode, wow and flutter can make
such things as bells and pianos quaver
excruciatingly. This is a common prob-

lem with all VCRs, and how they can

the JVC Vidstar to a different N set in
another room, inserted the "Blues Brothers" film and - voila
the picture
played perfectly! Now thoroughly
confused,
called a couple of experts
.

.

.

I

I

know in video technology, explained to
them what happened, and was told with a
laugh that I had run afoul of something
called "Kopyguard" which is a negative -

going, inverted sync pulse encoded on
some prerecorded videocassettes and
which prevents them from being copied
illegally by consumers. When an attempt
is made to copy a protected cassette, all
you get is this uncontrollable vertical rolling. You can't blame a film company for
employing a way of protecting their copyright material. Some companies protect all

their videocassettes with Kopyguard others don't use it at all.

even consider the ultimate possibility of
stereo sound telecasting is beyond me.

However, the Kopyguard process

In connection with testing this JVC

presents a problem. About 30
percent of the TV sets on the

and even damage it. To this end, the
HR -6700U has a clever automatic release mechanism which cancels any

HR -6700U, I wanted to check how well it
worked with commercially available

market have what is termed "sloppy ver-

prerecorded video cassettes, which are

tical sync circuitry."

still, slow motion or pause mode longer

almost .all feature films. Among other
things,
wanted to see how the cas-

than seven minutes.

I

settes held up physically, and in playOne of the big features of the HR -

computer programming func-

back after repeated use. Mr. Paul Cirino,
the forward -thinking director of my local
library, loaned me a number of videocas-

tion. The permutations possible with this
system are almost frightening, and first-

sette films which had been borrowed
many times by his library members.

time users of the system are urged to
diligently study the excellent instruction
manual. Once you run through the pro-

Some had been run through VCR units
more than 50 times, yet very little degradation of picture quality was apparent.
However, the sound was often quite dis-

67000 is

its

versatile micro-

cedures a few times, it actually becomes
quite easy and there are quite a few aids

torted and noise levels were high.

In other words,
when these sets encounter the Kopyguard signal via playback from a prerecorded videocassette on a VCR, their

vertical

sync circuits

are

not

good

enough to overcome the vertical rolling
induced by the Kopyguard signal. Obviously, if the VCR owner is a perfectly
honest person and merely wants to see a

movie, not copy it, he is nonetheless
penalized if he happens to own one of
these TV sets influenced by the Kopyguard signal. For example, there was
nothing wrong with my JVC Vidstar unit

built into the system to guard against
various goofs. You can program this

During the course of these tests
came across an unfamiliar aspect of

VCR to record six different programs on

prerecorded videocassettes.

you might expect, such a situation de-

six different days of the week, or the
same TV soap opera every day for six
days, or six different programs on the

had just
enjoyed viewing "Close Encounters of

the Third Kind" and "Chapter Two"

the form of a black box device called a
Kopyguard Stabilizer, which enables TV
sets with "sloppy sync circuits" to produce pictures without vertical rolling.
This device also enables one to make
copies of prerecorded videocassettes,

same day, etc. In fact, you can program
more shows than the six -hour capability
of a T-120 cassette. Another neat little
touch is that in the event of a power failure, the commands in the memory in the
programmer will not be erased. The HR -

67000 has its 12 VHF channels pre tuned, and I found them pretty accurate.

I

I

through the JVC HR -6700U and had inserted the videocassette of "The Blues
Brothers" in the unit. Imagine my
surprise when the picture was immediately subjected to violent vertical rolling.
Thinking that this might be a cassette recorded at the wrong speed, I checked

with my friend at the library and found
out that all prerecorded videocassettes

92

- it was the particular TV set I was using that was the source of my trouble. As

mands some sort of remedy. There is, in

but the device is sold with a warning that

illegal to use it for copying. The
Kopyguard stabilizer costs about
$95.00. You live and learn.
Q
it is
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THAT'S THE WAY IT WAS
WALTER I. SEIGAL

Walter "Izzy" Seigat, who worked in the

Editor'e Note: "A veritable trea-

stein, Director of Photo Operations. CBS

sure trove," we thought when we
first beard of a collection of negatives recording historic events and people of broadcasting from as early as the
1920s. Under the care of Martin Silver-

Entertainment Division, the photo files

photo department for more than four

contain rare and highly interesting views
of broadcasting personalities and events
and will form the basis for a new montnly

decades and was director at his retire-

column, "That's The Way It Was," by

ment. Our deep appreciation goes to Mr.
Silverstein for making the files available.

- E.P.

were a strong concern of police department and broadcast officials alike, .Yho
feared that real guns might fall into the
hands of criminals. A special revolver
was therefore developed tnat na z a
plugged muzzle, slotted barrel for the re-

11-1(1r.w

ool-Prod Sjund-Effect Pistol Guns
sed to p cycle the sound of shots for
ado shcwE such as "Gang Busters"

94

lease of gasses, and a cylinder w-ich
only accepted blank cartridges. *lax
Uhlig of the CBS Sound Effect Cept.
fires the revolver for a demonstratici n
1938 for the N.Y. Police Dept.

CBS Photos: Walter I. Seigal
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TRYING TO FIND THESE CLASSICS
COULD GIVE YOU THE BLUES
It ''s an unfortunate fact that the finest names in recording are often the hardest to
find. That's why we created the Audio Collection-A convenient Direct Mail Service
offering a distinguished listing of high technology records.
For fast direct to your door de ivery, use our coupon below.
THE ONLY BLUES YOU'LL HEAR WILL BE MUSIC TO YOUR EARS!
CRYSTAL CLEAR RECORDS-S17 98
STR.>:]NSKY

THE RITE OF SPRING

Direct -to -Disc
CCS-5010 Hat Stuff

LORINN.AAZEL
THE CLEVELP.PSD ORCHESTRA

CCS-6003 Space Organ

r

Funkytown. Bad Girls,
Hot Stuff. I Love the
Night Life
Star Wars and theatre
themes on organ

mr

OD

I
Ñ

CCS-7010 Sonic Fireworks (Vol. 1; Copland's Fanfare
CCS-7011 Sonic Fireworks (Vol. 2) Also Sprach
Zarathustra
The Dillards
CCS-5007 Mountain Rock
CCS-6004 Flamenco Direct (Voi. 1) Carlos Montoya
CCS-6005 Flamenco Direct (Vol_ c2j Carlos Montoya
Taj Mahal
CCX-5011 Live and Direct
Digital -to -Disc
Fiedler & Boston Pops
The Digital Fiedler
UG-7003

n N,03

óññ
XXX
0)>0 000
8..00
1d
X

000

<

5
¢
= O O
co 4

TELAF:C DIGITAL RECORDS - $17.95
TEL -10054 Rite of Spring

TEL -10053 New World Symphony

THE

Listen To The

Difrence

CARS

NAUTILUS RECORDINGS
Direct-to-Disc-$15.95
NR 1

Pest In Line

Aspen Gold
To Of The Weisberg

000Ñ
1

000
Ú
0000

ó

DISCWASFEF RECORD

DIV. (DIGITAL) -115.00
TI -e Good Life

Smith & Kasse
Kenny Moore
Gerhardt, Nall. Phl. Orch.
Tjeknavorian, London
SDG-304
Sym. Orch.
Charles Gerhardt,
SDG-313
John Williams: The
National Phil. Orch.
Empire Strikes Back
Gould, London Sym.
VC -1000.20 Digita Space
Jean-Pierre Rampal
Telemann
OX -7007
Paillard, Orchestra
Mozart- Symphonies
OX -7022
De Chambre
Festival Strings
Vivaldi. The Four
OX -7174
Lucerne
Seasons
Kurt Sanderling,
OX -7183
Tchailcovsky. Sym
Berlin S)an. Orch.
No. 6 in B Minor

Secret Love
Kegs Row
Sdheherazade

TCHqIKOTSKY
SYMPHONY
Randy Sharp

Digital-to-Disc-$15.95
NR2
NR7

>b >ó

DR -004-D
DR -007-D
SDG-305

Kingston rio
Ten Weisberg

E MINA Op/4
RAFif1AOi
_Nosal

U81 SÁIVIItItO:

rr-ana[u

Half -Speed -Mastered -$14.95
NR3
NR5
NR9
NR11
NR 12
NR 14

NR15

Di eamboat Anne
Captain and Me
Morning Dance
Court & Spark
Diamonds & Rust
Cars
Pieces of Eight

Heart
Doobie Brothers
Spyrogyra
Joni Mitchell
Joan Baez
Cars

rn

ó

Styx

DIRECT DISCS BY DIRECT MAIL
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Sym_ Orch.
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Lorin Maacel &
Cleveland Orcn.
Leonard Satkm, SI.
Louis Sym. Orch.
Leonard Slatkin St.
TEL -10052 Pavanne pour une
Infante Deiunte, Bolero Louis Sym. Orch.
S Daphnis et Chloe
Eugene Ormandy,
TEL -10051 Saint-Saéns: Syn
No. 3 "Organ"
Phila. Orch.
Michael Murray, Organ
TEL -1049 Bach
TEL -10048 Carmen Suite, Peer
Leonard Slatkin. St.
Gynt Suite
Louis Sym. Oreh.
TEL -10045 Mefistofele & Te
Robert Shaw, Atlanta
Deum
Sym. Orch,
TEL -10042 Pictures at an Exhbition Lorin Maazel,
Night onBald Mountain Cleveland Oran.
Erich Kun gel, Chin
TEL -10041 1812 Overture

.
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Record Care, Part 2: A Record Life Study
How long will your phonograph records last?
How many times can you safely play records without degrading sound quality?
Using quality playback equipment, the factors of Record Longevity are twofold and
closely interrelated: the record must be kept free of contamination, and the stylus must be
kept clean during playback.
Scanning electron microscopy clearly shows the need and contribution of both record
cleaning and stylus care.
Exhaustive research shows that with proper record/stylus care, an entire "life span" of
200 play events will not damage record surface quality or fidelity. (Most albums are played a
total of 50 times or less.)
200 Plays Without Stylus Care

200 Plays Without Record Cleaning

Pit from dust abrasion.
Ground -in microdust.
Prominent dust abrasion.
Prominent stylus path from
abrasive -coated diamond
face.
Vinyl particles welded by
contaminated upper area of
stylus.
200 Plays With Record and Stylus Care

Results of SC -2 Stylus Care:

Results of D4 Record Care:

Clean central radius due to -

Reduced wall abrasion due to

capillary attraction of D4 Fluid
into D4 pad fabric.

uncontaminated diamond
face.

Microdust-free stylus path
due to exclusive D4 "spiral
fiber" particle holding.

Cleaned stylus leaves no
welded -in particles.

No wall -slurry of "lubricant"

products.

There is no substitute for the
valid research you get with
Discwasher products. Ask for
them where better dealers take
interest in a longer "life span" for
you.

discwasher
PRODUCTS TO CARE FOR YOUR MUSIC

Ducw.nnei, Inc . 1407 N. Providence Rd., Columbia, MO 65201
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